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Visit the Watch Exhibition Karl Gebhardt
at the NÜRNBERGER Akademie.
More information:
www.uhrensammlungkarlgebhardt.de
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Automatic
watch with moving
knight figurines (1880)

Scan
the QR code
on location for a
virtual tour

Watch Exhibition Karl Gebhardt
Gewerbemuseumsplatz 2, 90403 Nürnberg
Open daily from 8 a. m. to 8 p. m. Closed on holidays.
Free admission.

Photo: Bernd Telle photography | www.telles.de
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Discover traditional Christmas
decorations from different
areas in Germany. Be
captured by unique handmade nutcrackers and
incense smokers, handpainted Christmas tree
decorations made of glass,
wood or pewter and enjoy the
“World of Käthe Wohlfahrt“
with Christmas decorations
from their own “Rothenburg
Christmas Workshop“.
www.kaethe-wohlfahrt.com

Nürnberg

(0911)

Käthe Wohlfahrt KG · Königstraße 8 · 90402 Nürnberg · Tel: 09861-4090 · service@wohlfahrt.com
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Legends:
Museums

Air-conditioned

Sights

Programs for children

Theaters

Audio guides

Tourist Information

Museum shop

Restaurant

Parking areas for caravans

Café

Waste disposal for caravans

Wheelchair-accessible
by self-assessment

Free admission with the
NÜRNBERG CARD + FÜRTH

Best Tour in Nuremberg

Historic Rock-cut Cellars
Bergstr. 19
90403 Nuremberg
Tel. 0911/2449859
Fax 0911/23555365
info@historische-felsengaenge.de
www.historische-felsengaenge.de

Souvenirs and handcrafted gifts for every reason
Memories of Nürnberg · Plobenhofstr. 4 · 90403 Nürnberg
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Welcome to

Nürnberg
We cordially welcome you to Nuremberg and will be pleased to support
you during your stay:
Before your arrival:
Convention and Tourist Board Nuremberg
Verkehrsverein Nürnberg e. V.
Frauentorgraben 3/IV | D-90443 Nürnberg
Postfach 4248 | D-90022 Nürnberg | Tel. +49 911 2336-0
Fax: +49 911 2336-166 | E-Mail: tourismus@nuernberg.de
tourismus.nuernberg.de/en

twitter.com/Nuernberg_Info

facebook.com/tourismus.nuernberg
instagram.com/nuernberg_travel

During your visit:
Tourist Information
Hauptmarkt 18 on the Main Market Square
Openning Times tourismus.nuernberg.de/en
Barrierefreiheit
geprüft

Fürth
The U1 subway takes you directly to the Cloverleaf City Fürth. The secret
tip for culture enthusiasts, cabaret fans and pleasure-seekers.
Tourist-Information Fürth
Bahnhofplatz 2 | 90762 Fürth | Tel. +49 911 239587-0
tourist-info@fuerth.de | www.tourismus-fuerth.de
Opening times:
Mon - Fri 10 am - 6 pm and Sat 10 am - 1 pm
facebook.com/tourismusfuerth

instagram.com/fuerth_erleben
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Excerpt from Nuremberg's History
1050

First documentary mention of Nuremberg (Sigena Document)

1139

Imperial palace built by Conrad III and Frederick I

1219

The Great Letter of Freedom granted by Frederick II
confirms the imperial immediacy of the city

1356

“The Golden Bull”: Every newly elected king must hold his
first Imperial Diet in Nuremberg

Late 15th c./
Early
16th c.

Economic and cultural golden age: Flourishing trade,
Albrecht Dürer, Veit Stoß, Adam Kraft and other famous
artists are at work in Nuremberg

1524 / 1525

Nuremberg ist the first imperial city to introduce the Reformation

1649 / 1650

Nuremberg Peace Banquet after the signing of the Peace
of Westphalia

18th c.

Economic decline

19th c.

Economic revival through pencil and toy manufacturing
as well as metalworking

1835
From 1933
1945
1945 - 1949

The “Adler”, the first German train, travels from Nuremberg to Fürth
The former “City of the Imperial Diets” ist designated
the “City of the Nazi Party Rallies” by Adolf Hitler
Destruction of “Old Nuremberg”, 95 percent of the
buildings are destroyed in the Old Town
Nuremberg Trials

1955

Opening of today's Albrecht Dürer Airport

1993

Dedication of the “Way of Human Rights”

2001

Opening of the Documentation Center Nazi Party Rally Grounds

2003

The Nuremberg Sausage obtains EU-wide legal protection

2008

First driverless subway

2010

Opening of the Memorium Nuremberg Trials

2019

100 years of WiSo, the Department of Economics and
Social Sciences, at the Friedrich-Alexander University of
Erlangen-Nürnberg
Application of the European Capital of Culture 2025

10 Must-sees and must-dos in Nuremberg
1. Enjoy the view of the Old Town from the Imperial Castle
2. Drink a typical Nuremberg red beer
3. Turn the ring on the Beautiful Fountain and make a wish
4. Watch the Männleinlaufen glockenspiel at noon
5. Try Elisen gingerbread (or even bake it yourself)
6. Eat “Drei im Weggla” (3 sausages in a bun)
7. Visit the former Nazi Party Rally Grounds and the
Zeppelin grandstand
8. Experience the opening of the Christkindlesmarkt live
9. Take a bike tour along the Pegnitz River
10. Walk along the Way of Human Rights

Guided tours
online booking
Tickets for our public city tours
can be booked easily online under:
tourismus.nuernberg.de/
		 en/discover/walking-tours		 round-trips/

Further information under stadtarchiv.nuernberg.de
Source: Nuremberg City Archives
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Public Transport Network of Greater
Nuremberg (VGN)
The public transport network of Greater Nürnberg (VGN) provides
environmental and climate-friendly mobility in the Greater Nuremberg
area. Around 780 bus and railway lines can be used with just one ticket.
This can be easily and comfortably accessed with the App "VGN Timetable & Tickets", which is available at no charge at Google Play and the
App Store. In addition to timetable information in real time it offers an
overview of the network of routes and the option of purchasing tickets.
Further Information: www.vgn.de

Plan a journey

www.vgn.de
shop.vgn.de
App

Buy tickets
online

VGN Fahrplan & Tickets

Arrival...
... by train
Take the train and drive environmentally friendly to Nuremberg. The
DB main train station in Nuremberg is linked to national and international railway networks by approximately ten IC (Intercity) and ICE
(Intercity Express) trains. Fürth can be reached in just a few minutes
by subway (U1), but also by rapid transit (S-Bahn) and regional trains.
... by lond-distance bus
Environmentally friendly mobility at an affordable price. A relaxed
journey to Nuremberg is possible with the comfortable long-distance
buses and there are a large number of connections. The Central
Omnibus Station (ZOB) is located in the immediate vicinity of the
main train station.
... by car or by bus
Nuremberg and Fürth are conveniently situated at the junction of
important federal autobahns. Moreover, 4 major federal highways
lead in all directions.
... by air
Close proximity to the city, short stretches to the terminal as well
as direct flights from Germany and Europe – this is what the Albrecht
Dürer Airport in Nuremberg stands for. It can be reached from the city
center in only 12 minutes by subway (U2).
More information under airport-nuernberg.de

Mobility in the Nuremberg
Metropolitan Region
Having arrived in the metropolitan area the sophisticated local transport network of subway (U-Bahn), trams, buses, rapid transit (S-Bahn)
and regional trains will guarantee you reach your destination very
quickly! Fast and uncomplicated answers to all transport and tourist
questions can be found at the Information Centers in Nuremberg: in
the main train station, the airport, the Public transport (VAG), in the
Tourist Information Offices. www.nuernbergmobil.de

4 General Information
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Nuremberg Business Location

NÜRNBERGER Versicherung

Nuremberg, with half a million inhabitants, is a high-tech, industrial
and innovative service location and the urban center for the Metropolitan Region of Nuremberg. For centuries in this city inventive
genius has met entrepreneurial spirit and creativity a solution-oriented attitude. An excellent basis for the development of solutions for
networked manufacturing, sustainable energy systems, digital health
management and intelligent mobility.
Application-oriented research and the intensive networking of universities and research institutions distinguish Nuremberg.

Clear, uncomplicated, sound.

Anyone who appreciates a creative society and lively districts
is spot-on in Nuremberg. People here enjoy the advantages of a
modern metropolis. Companies value the outstanding innovative
ecosystem and the perfect connections. It is exactly this blend of
history, architecture, culture, tradition and innovation that makes
up the energy of the city – new future-oriented thinking that is still
conscious of tradition. The result: Here great business potential is
combined with a high quality of life.
The Economic Development Team of Nuremberg is your contact in
the city and is pleased to help with all business matters.
Nuremberg. Where the future is alive

STADT NÜRNBERG | Wirtschaftsförderung Nürnberg
Theresienstraße 9
90403 Nürnberg
Tel. +49 911 231-2998
Fax +49 911 231-2762
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wirtschaft@stadt.nuernberg.de
www.wirtschaft.nuernberg.de
Blog: wirtschaftsblog.nuernberg.de
Twitter: @Wirtschaft_Nbg

Since its founding in 1884 NÜRNBERGER Versicherung has been
offering its customers protection and security. It is a sound, reliable
and efficient partner with outstanding financial resources. With sales
of just under 4.5 billion Euros and over 4,200 employees it is one of
the large German direct insurers.
Numerous activities, some with nationwide dimensions, in the areas
of culture, science, sport and social affairs, contribute to vitalizing the
location of the NÜRNBERGER and placing it in the focus of public life.
Hence, the NÜRNBERGER is the main sponsor of the German National
Soccer League Club 1. FCN and is committed to networking top
sports partners in the Nuremberg metropolitan region. Moreover, it
has been active for over 30 years in equestrian sports, above all the
NÜRNBERGER BURG-POKAL.
In the cultural area, the company has made a name for itself as a
sponsor of the Blaue Nacht, Nuremberg's Long Night of Art & Culture.
The NÜRNBERGER also assumes social responsibility, including an
apprentice charity project for the hippotherapy of Lebenshilfe, a selfhelp group for persons with learning disabilities in the Nürnberger
Land district.

NÜRNBERGER Versicherung
Ostendstraße 100
90334 Nürnberg
Tel. +49 911 531-0

info@nuernberger.de
www.nuernberger.de

tourismus.nuernberg.de
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Playful Museum Programs for
Families with Children

Family Vacation in Nuremberg
Our exciting and colorful program of activities for families vacationing
in Nuremberg is all about playing games and having loads of fun.
Kid’s Map
Have fun exploring Nuremberg with “Dürer & Klexi”!
The Kid‘s Map is free at the Tourist Information office and
in many hotels.

NÜRNBERG CARD + FÜRTH
- Valid for two days for only € 28
- The NÜRNBERG CARD + FÜRTH for KIDS is free for
children age 5 and under, 6 to 11 only € 6!
- One-time FREE ADMISSION to all museums and the
Nuremberg Zoo
- Free travel on all public transport services in
Nuremberg, Fürth and Stein

On sale in the Tourist Information
Offices in Nuremberg and Fürth or
online under:

tou

Prices valid for 2021
Our symbol for especially
child-friendly offers.

8 Nuremberg for families

DB Railway Museum
Discover the world of
trains (p. 26)
Museum for Communication
Interactive workshop, speaking
tube, pneumatic postal tube:
Discover communication playfully
(p. 27)
New Museum
Playful learning about art (p. 19)
Albrecht Dürer’s House
Costumed tour with Agnes Dürer,
the wife of the famous artist (p. 17)
City Museum in the Fembo House
Tour the museum yourself with
the little museum sack or take a
guided tour (p. 21)

Germanisches
Nationalmuseum
Family tours, children’s painting
lesson and parent-child activities
(p. 18)
Toy Museum
Tour the museum with the family;
fairy tale hour and painting lessons
(p. 25)
Children‘s Museum
Interactive activities for the entire
family (p. 33)
Tower of the Senses
“Enjoy, be amazed, grasp the
meaning” is our motto (p. 36)

Tucher Mansion Museum
Tour the Mansion the (p. 20)

Imperial Castle
Exploring the imperial castle
promises fascination for families
(p. 14 – 16)

Museum for Industrial Culture
Family tour and demonstrations in
the historical workshops (p. 29)

Art Villa
Workshop every 1. Sunday
Children’s Art Workshop (p. 31)
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In Nuremberg’s museums you can play to your heart’s content,
touch the objects and try things out!

Many family programs are carried out in cooperation with
the Art Education Center Nuremberg.
Details on the Art Education Center (KPZ) on p. 72.
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More Offers for Families with Children
▸ Airtime Trampoline Park (p. 57)
▸ Children’s Theater in Nuremberg (p. 107)
▸ Field of Experiences for the Senses (p. 58)
▸ PLAYMOBIL-FunPark (p. 56)
▸ Nuremberg Zoo (p. 54)
▸ Nicolaus Copernicus Planetarium (p. 57)
▸ Cadolzburg Castle (p. 40)
▸ Dinosaur Museum Altmühltal (p. 38)

7 Must-Do’s for a Stay in Nuremberg:
• Turn the golden ring on the Beautiful Fountain and make a wish.
• Watch the “Männleinlaufen” (mechanical clock
and glockenspiel) at 12 noon on the Main Market Square.
• Buy a pretzel for a snack.
• Feel like the driver while standing at the front
window of a driverless U-Bahn (underground train).
• Enjoy the view over the roofs of the Old Town from
the castle terrace.
• Hop through Jeppe Hein’s water pavilion without
getting wet (only in summer).
• Try “Drei im Weckla”: Three typical, small Nuremberg
sausages in a bun.

Nürnberger Christkindlesmarkt
– Nuremberg Christmas Market
“The Christkind invites you to its market and
all who come are truly welcome!”
Not only children‘s eyes sparkle when the Nuremberg Christmas
Market is opened with these words and visitors as well as locals
get into the Christmas spirit. Immerse yourself in the distinctive
atmosphere when the “Little Town of Wood and Cloth” is ablaze
with thousands of lights and the seductive aroma of gingerbread,
grilled sausages and mulled wine is in the air. Let yourself be
enchanted and experience with all your senses the special
feeling of the original Nuremberg Christkindlesmarkt.

www.christkindlesmarkt.de/en

Nuremberg Children’s Christmas Market
On Hans-Sachs-Platz a beautifully lighted carousel, a mini Ferris
wheel and a steam railway turn round and round.
The lovingly decorated little houses with special themes, such as
Christmas baking, candle making or handicrafts invite children to
actively participate. In the museum‘s children’s post office wish lists
can be written and sent for free to the Christkind and St. Nicholas
accepts the wishes of the little ones.

The Christkind is Coming
Tuesday to Friday
2.30 pm Children's Christmas Market
3.00 pm Christkindlesmarkt
Ceremonial Opening
Friday before the 1st Advent
at 5.30 pm

10 Nuremberg for families

Opening Times
Mon– Sun 10am to 9pm
Dec. 24 10am to 2pm

tourismus.nuernberg.de 11

NÜRNBERG CARD
+ FÜRTH
One Card – Many Opportunities!
€
Kids ars
e
0- 5 y

€
6,-

Kids ars
ye
6 -11

€
,
28 Adults

On sale in the Tourist Information Offices
or online under:
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> Valid for two days
> One-time FREE ADMISSION to
all museums and sights
> Free travel on all public transport
services in Nuremberg, Fürth
and Stein
Prices valid for 2021

Art & Culture
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Museums

from page 14

Barrier-Free Nuremberg

from page 46

Sights

from page 50

City Walking Tours and Bus Tours

from page 72

Walking Tours on Your Own

from page 84

Stages, Theaters, Cinemas &
Event Locations		

from page 102
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Imperial Castle

The Imperial Castle was one of the most important fortified imperial
palaces of the Holy Roman Empire in the Middle Ages. For centuries it
stood at the center of European history, was a secure military outpost and
prestigious accommodation for the emperors. Erected under the Staufers
and their successors over older buildings, the extensive castle complex is
world famous as the landmark of Nuremberg.
Emperor – Empire – City
The exhibition “Emperor – Empire – City” with a tour through the historic
rooms of the imperial castle was redesigned a few years ago. In the
spectacular presentation not only the existence and function of the imperial castle are clearly explained and illustrated, but also information on the
Holy Roman Empire of the German Nation and the role of Nuremberg in
the late Middle Ages is conveyed to visitors, big and small, in a fascinating
and stimulating manner. Valuable objects on loan, impressively staged
in their authentic location, enable visitors to experience Nuremberg’s
Golden Age and the castle’s unique history from the Middle Ages into the
nineteenth century. The varied tour leads from the Knights’ Hall through
the Double Chapel up to the upper level of the Palas and from there to the
weapons collection of the Germanisches Nationalmuseum in the Imperial
Castle Museum.
Double Chapel and Palas
In art historical terms the Romanesque Imperial Chapel is the most important section of the Imperial Castle. It was built around 1200 in conjunction
with the Palas. This includes a hall building with two halls lying one above
the other as well as a residential wing with several chambers. The Palas
and Double Chapel were skillfully adapted to the irregular rock relief.
Characteristic of double chapels are two chapels with an identical ground
plan lying one above the other, which can be linked with each other
through an opening in the center. The ruler’s balcony – a specialty of the
Nuremberg Double Chapel – allowed the emperor direct access from the
upper hall and the imperial chambers of the Palas and at the same time
a certain distance from the royal court. A heated oratory was built for
Emperor Charles V in 1520.

Sinwell Tower and Deep Well
The Sinwell Tower – a round tower in the outer bailey visible from a long
distance – was a keep, serving both defensive and prestige purposes. Built
in the late 13th century, the slender tower received another floor in the
1560s, with an observation platform crowned by a Renaissance spire. The
view of the castle and the Old Town supported by photos from the time
before and after World War II makes one aware of the relationship between
destruction and reconstruction.
The Deep Well at the center of the outer bailey was very probably built
in its earliest construction phase to provide an autonomous water supply
for the castle. Its shaft was driven almost 50 m into the rock below, a
depth which can be appreciated by a camera lowered into it during a vivid
guided tour.
 How to get there: Tram 4 Tiergärtnertorplatz | Bus 36 Burgstraße | U1 Lorenzkirche
 Open: April to September 9 am – 6 pm | October to March 10 am – 4 pm | Closed on

January 1, Shrove Tuesday, December 24, 25 and 31

 Admission: Nuremberg Imperial Castle (Palas with Double Chapel / Imperial Castle

Museum / Deep Well / Sinwell Tower):
Regular € 7 | Reduced rate € 6 |
Palas with Double chapel and Imperial Castle Museum: Regular € 5.50, reduced rate €4.50
Deep Well /Sinwell Tower: Regular € 3.50, reduced rate € 2.50

 An audio guide is available for the tour of the Palas (extra charge) in German, English,
French, Italian, Spanish, Russian, Czech; there is also a children’s version.
Unfortunately, due to construction, the Sinwell Tower is currently closed.

efn
Bayer. Schlösserverwaltung/Burgverwaltung Nürnberg | Auf der Burg 13 |
90403 Nürnberg | T +49 911 244659-0 | F +49 911 244659-300
burgnuernberg@bsv.bayern.de | www.kaiserburg-nuernberg.de
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Imperial Castle Museum
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The Imperial Castle Museum, a branch of the Germanisches Nationalmuseum, shows the historical role and the changing tasks of the Nuremberg Imperial Castle. In the earlier residential building excavation finds,
ornamental architectural elements, models and reconstruction sketches
illustrate the history of this important site. The castle was not only a defensive complex, but also served research activities. In 1677, for instance,
Eimmart built an observatory on the Vestner Gate bastion which became
world renowned for its accuracy of measurement. It owed its precision to
its astronomical clock, a shining example of contemporary science.
Exhibition
The collection of historical defensive and offensive weapons, such as
body armor, firearms and pole weapons, shields and other accessories,
demonstrates how the art of warfare changed throughout the centuries.
The exhibition includes ceremonial and tournament armor as testimony to
the medieval art of the armorer, crossbows used for hunting and sport and
inventively shaped pole weapons of the foot soldiers and landsknechts or
mercenaries. Firearms began to dominate the battlefields from the 16th
century onwards. Historical saddles, stirrups, snaffles (bits for bridles) and
spurs make reference to the important role of the horse in terms of military
use as well as in tournaments and travelling.
 Open: April-Sept daily: 9 am – 6 pm
Oct-March daily: 10 am – 4 pm

 Admission: Adults € 7 (incl. Imperial Castle, Deep Well, Sinwell Tower) | reduced rate € 6
for disabled persons, private groups (15 or more) and persons 65 and up
Pupils and young persons under 18 free

 Tours and events in the Imperial Castle Museum: www.kpz-nuernberg.de | group tours by
prior arrangement under Tel. +49 911 1331-238

Albrecht Dürer’s House

Albrecht Dürer’s House located just below the Imperial Castle, presents in
a new concept the living and working quarters of one of the most famous
painters, graphic artists and theoreticians in art history, namely Albrecht
Dürer (1471–1528).
The massive half-timbered house – built in 1420 – was acquired by Dürer
in 1509 and here is where he also died in 1528. The building miraculously
survived the devastating bombing of the Nuremberg Old Town in 1945
and is thus today one of the few undestroyed burgher’s residences from
Nuremberg’s Golden Age, which is at the same time the only surviving late
medieval artist’s houses in Northern Europe. Already as of 1828 one of the
earliest artist’s memorial sites internationally, the house was remodeled
into a museum in 1871 and was extended by an annex in 1971. It contains
living rooms and kitchens as well as a large workshop with functioning
printing equipment. The rooms today convey an authentic atmosphere and
reflect the history of the house
Valuable copies of Dürer paintings are presented in the modern Dürer Hall.
In the Cabinet of Prints and Drawings special exhibitions display treasures
from the large number of holdings in the Nuremberg Municipal Museums.
In the workshop historical printing techniques are explained and demonstrated. Interactive media stations convey a lively insight into the work
and personality, life and times of the great genius.
And finally, “Agnes Dürer”, his wife, played by an actress, takes you on
personal tours through the master’s house.
 How to get there: Tram 4 Tiergärtnertor | Bus 36 Burgstraße | U1 Lorenzkirche
 Open: Tues-Fri 10 am – 5 pm | Thurs 10 am – 8 pm | Sat/Sun 10 am – 6 pm
July to Sept and during the Christkindlesmarkt also Mon 10 am – 5 pm

 Admission: Adults € 6 | reduced rate € 1.50 | school classes € 1.50
Groups of 15 or more € 5 | small groups € 6.50 or € 12.50

 Audio guide D, GB, ES, F, I, JP, RU

fn
Auf der Burg | 90403 Nürnberg
T +49 911 2009540

16 Museums in Nuremberg

fon
Albrecht-Dürer-Straße 39 | 90403 Nürnberg
T +49 911 231-2568 | F +49 911 231-2443
albrecht-duerer-haus@stadt.nuernberg.de | www.albrecht-duerer-haus.de
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Germanisches Nationalmuseum

The Germanisches Nationalmuseum is the largest museum in the German-speaking world dedicated to cultural history and one of the most
important museums in the world.
You can spend an hour or an entire day here. Let yourself be fascinated
by the stories surrounding the original artworks. We offer free tours to the
museum’s highlights every day (German only).
Whether it is a bronze-age cult object, medieval tapestries or aesthetically
pleasing design classics of the 20th century: Exhibits covering more than
3,000 years offer exciting insights into the incredibly varied and rich history of our art and culture.
Among the highlights are works by Albrecht Dürer, Lucas Cranach or
Rembrandt, sculptures by Veit Stoß, the famous Behaim Globe, the oldest
surviving globe in the world, the precious cover of the Codex Aureus, very
rare Baroque dollhouses with several floors and one of the largest collections of historic musical instruments in Europe.
 How to get there: U1 Lorenzkirche | U2/U3 Opernhaus
 Open: Museum, Café Arte and Shop Tues – Sun 10 am – 6 pm | Wed 10 am – 9 pm

Special arrangements on public holidays

3

Neues Museum

State Museum for Art and Design in Nuremberg

The New Museum with its curved glass facade rises over the medieval city
walls in the heart of Nuremberg. The handsome museum has received
many awards for its striking modern architecture and is a venue for contemporary art and design.
The art collection contains painting, sculpture and photography from 1945
to the present. Its main focus includes Eastern European artists, international works of geometric abstraction and concrete art. An impressive ensemble with works by Gerhard Richter during his various creative periods
is also displayed.
In the area of design there is a cooperation with the New Collection - The
Design Museum, one of the internationally leading museums for 20th
century applied art.
The balanced presence of contemporary art and design in one museum is
quite unique. Several exhibitions a year, continually changing presentations of the collections and a wide range of tours and events offer a diversity of inspiration and invite visitors to join in the communication process.
 How to get there: U1/U2/U3 Hauptbahnhof
 Open: Tues-Sun 10 am - 6 pm, Thurs 10 am – 8 pm, closed Mondays

 Admission: Adults € 8, reduced rate € 5
Groups of 10 or more € 4
Families € 10
School classes and youth groups € 1

Special arrangements on public holidays

 Admission: Collection € 5, reduced rate € 4 | Collection Sundays € 1

 Special exhibitions under www.gnm.de

Tours Tel. +49 911 1331238 (D, GB, ES, F, I, RU, JP, kids)

Exhibition incl. collection € 7, reduced rate € 6
Children and young people under 18 free
Tour: € 3 surcharge on admission price

 Tours:
Exhibition: Sat 3 pm | Sun 11 am
Museum: Sun 3 pm
Short tour to a selected work: Tues 5 pm

lmgdfon
Kartäusergasse 1 | 90402 Nürnberg
T +49 911 13310 | F +49 911 1331200
info@gnm.de | www.gnm.de

18 Museums in Nuremberg

gdfn
Klarissenplatz | 90402 Nürnberg
T +49 911 2402069 | F +49 911 2402029
info@nmn.de | www.nmn.de
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 ucher Mansion Museum
T
and Hirsvogel Hall

In the Tucher Mansion, built from 1533–44, the domestic world of a prominent 16th century merchant family comes to life again. The collection,
even today still owned by the Tucher patrician family, displays valuable
furniture, tapestries, paintings and precious decorative art works.
The picturesque Renaissance garden invites you to picnic there on
Sundays and offers a splendid view of the magnificent Hirsvogel Hall (originally built 1534, destroyed 1945, reconstructed 2000). With the exquisite
wall paneling by Peter Flötner and the famous painted ceiling by Georg
Pencz, a pupil of Dürer, it ranks as one of Germany’s loveliest Renaissance
interiors.
Twelve newly created plaster of paris busts of the first Roman emperors
– the original Renaissance sculptures have been lost since the post-war
period – complete the interior ensemble.
Every Sunday an actress assumes the role of the former lady of the house,
Katharina Tucher, and gives a tour of the mansion and the Hirsvogel Hall
and entices you to explore the historical secrets of the Tucher Mansion.
We would be happy to inform you about our room hiring terms for the
premises.
 How to get there: U2/U3 and Tram 8 Rathenauplatz | Bus 36 Innerer Laufer Platz
 Open: Mon 10 am – 3 pm | Thurs 1 pm – 5 pm | Sun 10 am – 5 pm
 Admission: Adults € 6 | reduced rate € 1.50 | school classes € 1.50
Groups of 15 or more € 5 | small groups € 6.50 or € 12.50

 The Hirsvogel Hall and garden are wheelchair accessible.

gfn
Hirschelgasse 9–11 | 90403 Nürnberg
T +49 911 231-5421 | F +49 911 231-5422
museum-tucherschloss@stadt.nuernberg.de | www.museum-tucherschloss.de
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City Museum in the Fembo House

The Fembo House is the last still surviving merchant’s and patrician’s
residence in Nuremberg from the Renaissance and Baroque period.
Erected between 1591 and 1596 by the Dutch silk dealer Philipp van Oyrl
at a prominent site between the Town Hall and the Imperial Castle, today it
houses the Nuremberg City Museum.
The journey through 1,000 years of city history begins in the 4th upper
story in front of a model of the Old Town with a fascinating wealth of detail.
Here a light-image-sound installation leads you through a virtual tour of
the city influenced by the Gothic and Renaissance in its late medieval consolidation. On the way through the house splendid historical rooms from
past epochs come alive: The dancing hall, the Baroque antechamber or
the “Beautiful Room” from the Peller House reflect even today the splendor
of the patrician residences. Fascinating details of Nuremberg’s “Golden
Age”, of the emperors, patricians as well as trade and crafts in the imperial
city vividly come alive.
On the ground floor the exhibition hall “A Crown - Power - History” with
high-quality copies of the imperial regalia invites you to become familiar
with the most important chapters of the city’s history in around 30 minutes
– the fastest way to become an expert on Nuremberg! A media guide in
nine languages also offers many opportunities to deepen your knowledge
of the history behind the vibrant objects: from the first documentary mention of Nuremberg in 1050 up to the present.
 How to get there: Bus 36 Burgstraße | U1 Lorenzkirche
 Open: Tues-Fri 10 am – 5 pm | Sat / Sun 10 am – 6 pm
During the Christkindlesmarkt also Mon 10 am – 5 pm

 Admission: Adults € 6 | reduced rate € 1.50 | school classes € 1.50

Groups of 15 or more € 5 | small groups € 6.50 or € 12.50

 Audio guide D, GB, F, I, ES, CN, RU, Franconian
Media guide “A Crown - Power - History” D, GB, Arabic, CN, CZ, ES, F, I, RU

mgdfon
Burgstraße 15 | 90403 Nürnberg
T +49 911 231-2595 | F +49 911 231-2596
stadtmuseum-fembohaus@stadt.nuernberg.de | www.stadtmuseum-fembohaus.de
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 ocumentation Center
D
Nazi Party Rally Grounds

The National Socialists made Nuremberg the “City of the Nazi Party
Rallies”. Even today the gigantic remains on the former Nazi Party Rally
Grounds south of Nuremberg testify to the megalomania of the NS regime.
The north wing of the unfinished Congress Hall on the former Nazi Party
Rally Grounds, designed by the National Socialists to accommodate 50,000
people, is now occupied by the Documentation Center Nazi Party Rally
Grounds. The most prominent structure is the 130 m long glass “shaft”
which pierces the massive fabric of the building and effectively disturbs
the rectangular geometry in the shell of the deliberately unfinished NS
building – the Congress Hall itself thus becomes a walkable exhibit.
The permanent exhibition “Fascination and Terror” deals with the causes,
contexts and consequences of the National Socialist tyranny within an exhibition space of 1,300 sqm. The focus of the 19 chronologically arranged
exhibition areas is the history of the Nazi Party Rallies, which were used by
NS propaganda as mass gatherings for staging the “national community”.
The exhibition continues outside, with large panels providing supplementary information on the history of each venue along the Nazi Party Rally
Grounds, which today still cover approximately 4 sq km.
Regular special exhibitions are held in the Documentation Center. The inhouse Educational Forum offers numerous study programs for school classes and youth groups as well as adult groups, providing in-depth insights
into various topics of special interest.

 us-Video-Tour on the Nazi Party Rally
B
Grounds
- Historical buildings and film clips on the original
locations with a tour guide

Unusual insights, historical facts as well as film clips from the period of
National Socialism at original locations – Geschichte Für Alle e.V. and
Schielein Reisen offer a totally new educational program with moderated
and video-supported bus tours on the former Nazi Party Rally Grounds.
The tour takes place on the former Nazi Party Rally Grounds, where the
National Socialists held their elaborate annual propaganda spectacle. The
tour provides an account of the use of architecture as a theatrical backdrop to the various events, explains the function of the rallies themselves
and the way in which Nuremberg has dealt with its National Socialist
legacy. Numerous historical film clips will be shown during the tour. English
commentary provided by local guides.

 How to get there: Tram 6/8 and Busses 36/45/55/65 Doku-Zentrum | S-Bahn 2
Dutzendteich
 Saturday and Sunday at 2 pm (except during major events on the Nazi Party Rally Grounds).
Up from February 2020 please check www.geschichte-fuer-alle.de

 Admission: Adults € 9 | reduced rate € 8

Tickets available at the bus, online or in advance at Tourist Information Offices in Nuremberg.

 Start and end of the tour in front of the Documentation Center Nazi Party Rally Grounds
Duration: 1 h
Maximum number of participants: 50

 How to get there: Tram 6/8 and Busses 36/55/65 Doku-Zentrum | S-Bahn 2 Dutzendteich

 Open: Mon-Fri 9 am – 6 pm | Sat / Sun 10 am – 6 pm | last admission 5 pm
 Admission: Adults € 6 | reduced rate € 1.50 | school classes € 1.50
Groups of 15 or more € 5 | small groups € 6.50 or € 12.50

 Audio guide D, GB, ES, F, I, PL, RU
Reservation of audio guides requested for groups of 10 or more.

mdon
Bayernstraße 110 | 90478 Nürnberg | T +49 911 231-7538 | F +49 911 231-8410
dokumentationszentrum@stadt.nuernberg.de
www.dokumentationszentrum-nuernberg.de
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Geschichte Für Alle e. V. | Wiesentalstraße 32 | 90419 Nürnberg
T +49 911 307360
info@geschichte-fuer-alle.de | www.geschichte-fuer-alle.de
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Memorium Nuremberg Trials

World history was written in the criminal court of the Nuremberg Palace of
Justice: On November 20, 1945 the trial against the “main war criminals”
began in Courtroom 600. 21 leading representatives of the National
Socialist regime were made to answer for their crimes against peace and
humanity before an International Military Tribunal. 11 months later, on
October 1, 1946, the sentences were pronounced. From 1946 to 1949 12
Subsequent Proceedings were held before american military courts.
The Memorium Nuremberg Trials, an information and documentation center located at the original site in the top floor of the criminal court building,
provides information on the background, proceedings and consequences
of the trials: The permanent exhibition explains the role of the defendants
in the National Socialist power structure, the crimes they were accused of
as well as the impact of the proceedings up to the present. Historic sound
and film footage convey a vivid impression of the trial proceedings.
The Nuremberg Trials had an enormous influence on the development of
modern international criminal law and made Courtroom 600 world famous.
The “Nuremberg Principles” ensuing from the International Military Tribunal
today form the basis for the International Criminal Court in The Hague.

20

Toy Museum

For more than 600 years Nuremberg has been a city of toys. Its tradition
stretches from the doll makers of the Middle Ages to the outstanding
pewter figure producers and the numerous tin toy manufacturers of the
industrial epoch up to the International Toy Fair. Today, the world-famous
Toy Museum with its wealth of exceptional exhibits breathes new life into
this great historical tradition over 1,400 sqm of exhibition space.
The worldwide most important collection of Lehmann tin toys is the focus
of a museum section depicting the history of the company. Cars, trains and
steam engines are testimony to the technical development in miniature
and are proof of the outstanding role played by Nuremberg toy manufacturers. The trains of the model railroad layout “Omaha” also regularly set
off on trips – the only publicly accessible model railroad with the rail gauge
S in Europe
Friends of more modern toys like Lego, Barbie, Playmobil or Matchbox
cars will also get their money’s worth. Wooden toys, dolls, exquisite doll’s
houses, Nuremberg kitchens with chimney hoods and optical games offer
an insight into the living environment of past centuries.

 How to get there: U1 Bärenschanze/Exit Sielstraße | Limited parking
 Open: Apr 1 – Oct 31: Mon, Wed, Thurs, Fri 9 am – 6 pm, Sat / Sun 10 am – 6 pm

In an imaginatively designed children’s area, the small visitors can play
to their heart’s content. Moreover, during the summer are a large outside
play area and the museum café in the secluded inner courtyard. Exciting
children’s birthday programs can be individually booked all year long.

 Admission: Adults € 6 | reduced rate € 1.50 | school classes € 1.50

 How to get there: U1 Lorenzkirche | Bus 36 Weintraubengasse | Tram 4 Hallertor
 Open: Tues-Fri 10 am – 5 pm | Sat / Sun 10 am – 6 pm | During the Christkindlesmarkt

Nov 1 – March 31: Wed-Mon 10 am – 6 pm | Closed Tuesdays
Note: Courtroom 600 is still a working court. Viewing it in the context of a visit to the exhibition
cannot always be guaranteed.
Groups of 15 or more € 5 | small groups € 6.50 or € 12.50
Reservations requested for groups of 10 or more

 Audio guide D, GB, CN, ES, F, I, PL, RU, young people
Video guide for the deaf and hearing impaired

gdon
Bärenschanzstraße 72 | 90429 Nürnberg
T +49 911 231-28614 | F +49 911 231-28615
memorium@stadt.nuernberg.de | www.memorium-nuernberg.de
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also Mon 10 am – 5 pm | Special opening times during the Toy Fair

 Admission: Adults € 6 | reduced rate € 1.50 | School classes € 1.50
Groups of 15 or more € 5 | small groups € 6.50 or € 12.50

 Audio guide D, GB, CN, CZ, ES,F, I, JP, PL, RU | kids D, GB

mgdfon
Karlstraße 13-15 | 90403 Nürnberg
T +49 911 231-3164 | F +49 911 231-5495
spielzeugmuseum@stadt.nuernberg.de | www.spielzeugmuseum-nuernberg.de
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DB Railway Museum

55

Founded as early as 1882 today’s DB Museum is the oldest railway museum in the world. Under the umbrella of the German Railway Foundation,
the history of the German railway throughout all epochs is kept alive.
Around 200,000 guests visit the main museum in Nuremberg as well as
the two branch offices in Koblenz and Halle an der Saale each year.
The core of the Nuremberg museum tells the history of the railway in
Germany on 6,600 sqm of exhibition space. Various narrative strands
report on the social, cultural and economic developments and also provide
prospects for the future. Crowd pullers are the original vehicles. About 40
rail legends await visitors in two halls. In addition there are 15,000 sqm of
open-air exhibition grounds and an open storage area with treasures from
the museum’s collection.
The Modellarium displays over 2,000 models, from historical vehicles
built to a scale of 1:5 up to an engine in a miniature format of 1:700. The
famous steam locomotive the Adler (Eagle) is revived as a digital model.
Younger guests should not miss the Kid’s Trainland (KIBALA). It offers everything to make a child’s heart leap for joy: Many hands-on stations and
the KIBALA Express invite everyone to play and learn. Along with this the
DB Museum also offers a varied program for families and children, for the
culturally aware as well as for train enthusiasts.
 How to get there: U2/U3 Opernhaus
 Open: Tues-Fri 9 am - 5 pm | Sat / Sun 10 am - 6 pm

Special arrangements on public holidays (see website)
The open-air grounds are open all year round in good weather conditions.

 Admission: (incl. Museum for Communications) Adults € 6 | reduced rate € 5 | children
and young people (aged 6 – 17) € 3 | families € 12 | school classes (per pupil) € 2

 Discover the social networks of the DB Museum as well!

www.instagram.com/dbmuseum
www.facebook.com/dbmuseum
www.twitter.com/dbmuseum
www.youtube.com/dbmuseum

Museum for Communication

The Museum for Communication focuses on people and the way they
communicate – from the first attempts of a child to speak to Web 2.0. The
exhibition is divided up into four areas of communication: sound, images
and writing as well as communication via the Internet. Over 400 objects
from the telephony exchange to the iPad as well as many media stations
make the contents come alive. Interactive elements invite children and
adults to communicate, whether in the writing workshop, at the pneumatic
postal tubes or in the media literacy test. In the reconstructed burial chamber of the Ancient Egyptian craftsman Sennedjem the connection between
writing and the Cult of the Dead is clearly illustrated.
One of the core themes is in the area of “Network Worlds”, where the
focus is on communication with digital media. Today we are both users and
designers in a networked world without boundaries. The house belongs
to the Museum Foundation Post and Telecommunication sponsored by the
Deutsche Post AG and Deutsche Telekom AG.
Temporary exhibitions and a varied program of events from the Language
Party to Data Tuesday round off the range of services offered by the
museum.
A special attraction are the trips with the historical museum mail coach. In
summer, tours lead through Knoblauchsland (a market garden area north
of Nuremberg) and Fürth. During the Christkindlesmarkt there are tours
through the Old Town, festively adorned with Christmas decorations.
 How to get there: U2/U3 Opernhaus
 Open: Tues-Fri 9 am - 5 pm | Sat, Sun and public holidays 10 am - 6 pm
 Admission: (incl. DB Railway Museum) Adults € 6 | reduced rate € 5 | families € 12

Children and young people (ages 6 to 17) € 3 | pupils € 2
Booking of a museum educational program: € 1 per pupil plus € 35 group fee

 Adult groups and school classes as well as children‘s groups can book individual tours,
workshops or children‘s birthday parties for desired dates.

lmdfn
Deutsche Bahn Stiftung gGmbH | Lessingstraße 6 | 90443 Nürnberg
T 0800 32687386
dbmuseum@deutschebahnstiftung.de | www.dbmuseum.de
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lmfn
Lessingstraße 6 | 90443 Nürnberg
T +49 911 230880 | F +49 911 2308896
mfk-nuernberg@mspt.de | www.mfk-nuernberg.de
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Medieval Dungeons

66

The medieval dungeons in the cellars of the Town Hall date back to the
14th century. Originally, bakers sold their wares here. When the Nuremberg citizens created their new town center with the main market in 1332,
they converted the bakery into the Town Hall. The area around it was
raised - the ground floor became the cellar and the former shops the prison cells. The dungeon was reserved primarily for prisoners awaiting trial
and those condemned to death. The most famous inmate was probably
the sculptor Veit Stoß, who was imprisoned for forging a promissory note.
Cells, torture chamber, blacksmith’s, prison kitchen and the room with the
deep well convey a vivid picture of late medieval jurisdiction.
A tour is usually only possible as part of a 30-minute walking tour with
a multimedia guide. Guided tours for groups and school classes can
be booked individually via the Art Education Center of the Museums in
Nuremberg (KPZ). A visit is not advisable for children under the age of 10
Hall of Honor
At the end of 2018, the newly renovated Hall of Honor in the Town Hall was
provided with descriptive information panels in German and English, which
convey the history of the Town Hall. Here you can learn how Nuremberg
acquired its magnificent Town Hall or why the emperor preferred to live in
the town rather than in the castle. In addition, the history of the paintings
created by Albrecht Dürer for the upper hall and destroyed in WWII are
explained here.
 How to get there: U1 Lorenzkirche | Bus 36 Hauptmarkt
 Open: Medieval Dungeons: Tours daily 11 am – 4 pm (last tour 3 pm) | Jan-Feb closed
Hall of Honor: Mon-Fri 8 am – 6 pm | Sat/Sun 11 am - 4 pm

 Admission: Medieval Dungeons: Adults € 4, reduced rate € 1.50
Hall of Honor: Free admission
 Multimedia guide D, GB, I, ES, Simple language, sign language

 useum for Industrial Culture and
M
School Museum

The enormous hall of a former screw factory during the 1920s now houses
the Museum for Industrial Culture on almost 6,000 sqm of exhibition
space. Affiliated with it are the Motorcycle Museum “Ardie, Mars & Co.”
and the School Museum with a historical classroom which conveys the
atmosphere of school life and teaching in times gone by.
Here everything revolves around the history of the industrialization of
Nuremberg from the 19th century to the structural changes of the present.
The focus here is the life of the people: Along the “Museum Street” ensembles of objects make the past come to life. On one side of the street the
steam engine house and a printer’s workshop document working life in the
industrial age. On the other side of the street various living rooms reflect
everyday life outside the factory and office. In the “Technology Revue”
or the “Talking Kitchen” exhibition objects turn into actors and visitors
become explorers. In the extensive motorcycle collection the golden age
of Nuremberg as a stronghold of bicycle manufacturing production comes
alive.
To help you get to know the museum, regular entertaining themed tours
and exciting demonstrations are on offer, for example, in the historical pencil workshop, but amusing family tours as well. At certain times
children can participate in the fully functioning lead typesetting printing
workshop or together with older children try out computer games from the
past and the present to their hearts’ content.
 How to get there: Tram 8 Tafelhalle
 Open: Tues-Fri 9 am – 5 pm | Sat/Sun 10 am – 6 pm
 Admission: (incl. School Museum) Adults € 6 | reduced rate € 1.50
school classes € 1.50 | groups of 15 or more € 5
Small groups € 6.50 or € 12.50

 Audio guide D

Information on the tours (KPZ): T +49 911 1331-241

o
Rathausplatz 2 | 90403 Nürnberg
T +49 911 231-2690
lochgefaengnisse@stadt.nuernberg.de | www.lochgefaengnisse-nuernberg.de
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Äußere Sulzbacher Straße 62 | 90491 Nürnberg
T +49 911 231-3875 | F +49 911 231-3470
museum-industriekultur@stadt.nuernberg.de | www.museum-industriekultur.de
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ArtCultureQuarter

2

The ArtCultureQuarter offers its
visitors interdisciplinary programs
in the areas of music, dance,
theater, literature, film and visual
art in seven different institutions.
Exhibitions of contemporary
international and regional art
and photography can be found in
the Gallery of Contemporary Art Nuremberg, in the Art Gallery and
the Art Villa. Music events in the Artists’ House and international
cinema in the Film House round off the spectrum. The diverse program
is complemented by music, dance and theater in the Tafelhalle as well
as the festival venue St. Catherine’s. Along with lectures, events for
senior citizens and children, those who are interested can also take the
opportunity to be creative in the open workshops. The in-house gastronomy provides food and drink. In the Cultural Information Office tips for
leisure activities as well as admission tickets for events taking place in
Greater Nuremberg can be acquired.

 rt Gallery in the
A
Art-CultureQuarter

International contemporary
art in crossover with literature,
socio-political themes and related
contemporary disciplines: The
educational program at the Art
Gallery offers various opportunities to access the exhibitions and enables
an interweaving of artistic practice with theoretical reflection. An intensive
examination of current questions of everyday life is promoted.
 How to get there: U1/U2/U3 Hauptbahnhof
 Open: Tues, Thurs-Sun 10 am – 6 pm | Wed 10 am – 8 pm
 Admission: Adults € 5 | reduced rate € 2.50

young people under 18 and Wed 6 – 8 pm free
Groups of 15 or more € 3
Day ticket: € 8 | reduced rate € 4 (incl. admission to the Nuremberg Gallery of Contemporary
Art and the Art Villa)

 How to get there: U1/U2/U3 Hauptbahnhof
 Open: Kultur Information Mon-Fri 10 am –6 pm | Sat 10 am – 3 pm
 Information & tickets Kultur Information Tel. +49 911 231-4000
kulturinfo@stadt.nuernberg.de | www.kulturinfo-nuernberg.de
ticket.kunstkulturquartier.de

kmdfn

Königstraße 93 | 90402 Nürnberg
T +49 911 231-14000
kunstkulturquartier@stadt.nuernberg.de | www.kunstkulturquartier.de
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Gallery of
Contemporary
Art in the ArtCulture-Quarter

mdfn
Königstraße 93 | 90402 Nürnberg
T +49 911 231-14678
kunsthaus@stadt.nuernberg.de | www.kunsthaus-nuernberg.de
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The Gallery of Contemporary Art
has been located in the immediate
vicinity of the main train station
in the outer ward of the city wall since 1967, in a building which was established as a presentation venue for exhibitions as early as 1913.
As an exhibition house for international contemporary art, the Nuremberg
Gallery of Contemporary Art has long since evolved into an important institution for presenting contemporary art. In addition to influential individual
artistic positions, the program focuses on theme-based group exhibitions
as well as seminal art developments since the 1960s.
 How to get there: U1/U2/U3 Hauptbahnhof | U1 Lorenzkirche | Tram 8 Marientor
 Open: Tues, Thurs-Sun 10 am – 6 pm | Wed 10 am – 8 pm
 Admission: Adults € 5 | reduced rate € 2.50 | young people under 18 and
Wed 6 - 8 pm free | Groups of 15 or more € 3
Day ticket € 8 | reduced rate € 4 (incl. admission to the Art Gallery and the Art Villa)

 rt Villa in the
A
Art-CultureQuarter

Themed as well as monographic
exhibitions on regional 20th and
21st century art are displayed in
the Art Villa.
The key focus is to reappraise regional art history as of 1900 as well as to
present the contemporary art scene. Not only works from its own collections, but also loans from private lenders and from partner institutions are
exhibited. Furthermore, the Art Villa in cooperation with the Art Education
Center of the Museums in Nuremberg (KPZ) offers a many-faceted and
varied program for children, young people and adults.
 How to get there: U1 Hauptbahnhof | U3/U2 Wöhrder Wiese | Tram 8 Marientor
 Open: Tues,Thurs-Sun 10 am – 6 pm | Wed 10 am – 8 pm
 Admission: Adults € 5 | reduced rate € 2.50
young people under 18 and Wed 6 - 8 pm free | Groups of 15 or more € 3
Day ticket € 8 | reduced rate € 4

mgdfn
Lorenzer Straße 32 | 90402 Nürnberg
T +49 911 231-2853 | F +49 911 231-3721
kunsthalle@stadt.nuernberg.de | www.kunsthalle.nuernberg.de
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Blumenstraße 17 | 90402 Nürnberg
T +49 911 231-14015
kunstvilla@stadt.nuernberg.de | www.kunstvilla.org
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 istorical
H
Streetcar Depot
St. Peter

74

BMF Museum

Bavarian Hardware
Museum

The Historical Streetcar Depot St.
Peter was set up in 1985 on the
area of the closed down auxiliary
streetcar factory St. Peter.
Jump on a Nuremberg-Fürth streetcar and learn all about its history. Discover the first horse-drawn carriages of 1881 and the double-axle units of
the 1950s. Each exhibition area tells you not just about streetcars, but also
about the development of repair shops, the ticket system and the subway.
The Streetcar Café invites you to sit down and relax.
The premises can also be hired for groups of up to 200 persons.

The company history of the
Bavarian Hardware Factory
Museum is presented on over 250
sqm. Product designs, company
catalogs and numerous historical products remind visitors of the significance of BMF.
Examples of products document the development of taste, design and
dining culture in the past 100 years.
The premises of the BMF Museum can be hired for events.
 How to get there: U1 Gostenhof
 Open: Thurs + Sun 2-6 pm
 Admission: Adults € 3, reduced rate € 2

 How to get there: Tram 6 and Bus 36 Peterskirche
 Open: From Feb to Dec always 1st weekend of the month 10 am – 5.30 pm
 Admission: Adults € 6 | reduced rate € 3

Families (2 adults + up to 4 young people under 17 max.) € 20.50 incl. round trip with
historical streetcar

m
Schloßstraße 1 | 90478 Nürnberg
T +49 911 283-4654 | F +49 911 283-884654
depot-st-peter@vag.de | www.vag.de/museum
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Kühnertsgasse
Journey Back to the
Craftsmen’s World

The three half-timbered houses in
the Kühnertgasse invite visitors
to immerse themselves in the living environment of Nuremberg craftsmen
from the Middle Ages to the 19th century: The houses provide unusual
insights into the working world and the living conditions with living rooms
from various epochs. Many structural features and archaeological finds
from the craftsmen’s houses make the history of their inhabitants come
alive.
 How to get there: U1/2/3 Hauptbahnhof | Tram 8 Marientor
 Open: Wed, Sat/Sun 2 – 5 pm
Tours: Sunday 2.30 pm and by prior arrangement
Alternating special exhibitions

 Admission: Adults € 3 | reduced rate € 2 | families € 5
Children under 14 free

Wiesentalstr. 34 | 90419 Nürnberg
T +49 911 939 766 25
staudinger@gg-h.de | www.bmf-museum.de
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Children‘s Museum

Fun learning for children and their families in two permanent exhibitions: In the program “Our Great-Grandparents’ Everyday Life” children can relive life in the
past. “Treasure Chamber Earth” offers exciting stations
for children to try things out and experiment to their
heart‘s delight. Changing special exhibitions.
 Open: Sat 2 pm – 5.30 pm | Sun and public holidays 10 am – 5.30 pm
Vacation opening times see Internet

 Admission: Adults € 7.50 | reduced rates for families | July-Sept only groups by
prior arrangement

Michael-Ende-Str. 17 | 90439 Nürnberg
T +49 911 60004-0 | info@museum-im-koffer.de
www.kindermuseum-nuernberg.de
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Natural History Museum

A truly multi-faceted museum covering the following
areas: Ethnology of the South Pacific, Siberia, the
Sahara and West Africa, the archaeology of Jordan
and Costa Rica as well as the prehistory of the region.
Natural history: geology (incl. Germany’s largest iron
meteorite as well as the Plateosaurus).
 How to get there: U2/U3 Wöhrder Wiese | Tram 8 Marientor
 Open: Tue-Thurs 10 am – 5 pm | Fri 10 am – 9 pm | Sat 1 – 5 pm
 Admission: Adults € 5, reduced rate € 3 | children and young people (aged 6–17) € 3

families € 10 | groups of 10 or more € 3 | school classes and kindergarten groups € 1.50
Kühnertsgasse 22 | 90402 Nürnberg
T +49 911 801 973 03 | F +49 911 507 236 29
info@altstadtfreunde-nuernberg.de | www.altstadtfreunde-nuernberg.de
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Marientorgraben 8 | 90402 Nürnberg
T +49 911 227970 | info@nhg-nuernberg.de
www.nhg-nuernberg.de
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Hangman‘s Residence Museum

37

In the former official living quarters of the Nuremberg
hangman the organization “History for Everyone”
manages a permanent exhibition on the local legal and
criminal history.
 How to get there: U1 Lorenzkirche
Bus 36 Weintraubengasse | Tram 4/6 Hallertor

 How to get there: U1 Lorenzkirche | Bus 36 Egidienplatz
 Open: Mon-Sat 10 am - 4 pm (break 1-2 pm) and by appointment
 Admission: Free entry! - donations welcome. Pay what you want.
 In the amber shop there is a large offer of amber jewelry from own production.

 Open: Apr-Dec Sat, Sun and public holidays 2-6 pm
 Admission: Adults € 2 | reduced rate € 1
 Tours: “Murderers, Forgers, Knifers – A Criminal History Tour”

Dates under www.geschichte-fuer-alle.de

Trödelmarkt 58 | 90403 Nürnberg
T +49 911 307360 | info@geschichte-fuer-alle.de
www.henkerhaus-nuernberg.de
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Amber Museum

Let us show you the fascinating world of amber, including the biggest piece in Germany weighing 12,410
kilos. Amber in over 400 different colors; plant, animal,
water and air inclusions, 3,000 year-old jewelry.

n

Merks Motor Museum

Tucherstraße 28 | 90403 Nürnberg
T +49 911 5105550 | www.bernstein-museum.net
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Red Cross Museum

The museum has been presenting the Classic Car
collection of the Merk family since 2011. The exhibition
includes around 100 cars as well as over 100 motorcycles. On top of this, bicycles, typewriters, radios,
telephones, model cars and much more can also be
seen – everything lovingly decorated in a contemporaneous fashion on 2,000 sqm of exhibition space.

The largest museum of its kind in Germany provides a
comprehensive insight into the work of the Bavarian
Red Cross from its founding in 1863 up to the present.
The museum covers 500 sqm of exhibition space in 8
exhibition rooms and a hall for historical ambulances
and includes a large number of exhibition objects such
as equipment, ambulances, uniforms, awards and posters.

 How to get there: U2 Herrnhütte
 Open: Thurs-Sun 10 am – 5 pm
 Admission: Adults € 6 | reduced rate € 4 | families € 15

 How to get there: U2/U3 Rathenauplatz | Tram 8 Stresemannplatz
 Open: Mar 1-Dec 20 every 2nd/3rd Sat 10 am – 2 pm

Klingenhofstr. 51 | 90411 Nürnberg
T +49 911 56149499 | www.merks-motor-museum.de
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Wed 2 – 6 pm and by prior arrangement

 Admission: Adults € 2 | young people (10–16) € 1 | children under 10 free

dn

Watch Exhibition

With ca. 1,000 objects on display out of a total of ca.
1,450, this collection ranks as one of the best of its
kind in Europe. It impressively documents the development of portable timepieces from Peter Henlein’s
so-called “pocket watch”, which ran for 40 hours after
winding, right down to the radio-controlled solar clock
of today. It also showcases mechanical and electronic timepieces, from 1890
to 2000 with and without striking mechanisms.

Sulzbacher Str. 42 | 90489 Nürnberg
T +49 911 5301 263 | www.rotkreuz-museum-nuernberg.de
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Hospital Museum

The Museum is located in the completely preserved
rooms of the hospital’s pharmacy with oak furnishings
dating to 1897. It shows the change in the Nuremberg
health system from the Middle Ages to the present as
well as the developments in the production of pharmaceuticals since the end of the 19th century.
 How to get there: U3 and Bus 34 Klinikum Nord
 Open: Sun 2-6 pm
 Admission: Adults € 3 | reduced rate € 1.50

 How to get there: U2 Wöhrder Wiese | Tram 8 Marientor
 Open: Mon-Sun 8 am – 8 pm, closed on public holidays
 Admission: Free

Special group tours up to 25 persons € 45

NÜRNBERGER Akademie | Gewerbemuseumsplatz 2 | 90403 Nürnberg
www.uhrensammlungkarlgebhardt.de

Prof. Ernst-Nathan-Str. 1 | 90419 Nürnberg
T +49 911 3982553 | krankenhausmuseum@klinikum-nuernberg.de

28

Fire Brigade Museum

The recently renovated Fire Brigade Museum in the
attic of Fire Station #3 on Jakobsplatz is small but
special. To be seen on ca. 250 sqm of exhibition space
are an originally preserved 15th c. wooden pump,
fire extinguishers, manual fire pumps, nozzles as
well as on-duty uniforms worn since 1875, and much
more. Personal tours in small groups are offered.
 How to get there: U1 Weißer Turm
 Open: Every 1st Sat of the month 1-5 pm

Group tours by prior arrangement

 Admission: Adults € 1.50 | children under 14 free
Jakobsplatz 20 | 90402 Nürnberg
T +49 911 2316300 | www.feuerwehrmuseum-nuernberg.de
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 Group tours by prior arrangement on request by E-Mail
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Garden House Museum

Garden houses of the period 1920–1930, from various
allotment settlements around Nuremberg, have been
lovingly renovated and re-erected here by the local
Nuremberg association of allotment gardeners. They
document the romantic creativity invested during that
period in the building of allotment garden cottages.
 How to get there: U1 Scharfreiterring
 Open: May-Oct Sun 1 – 4 pm | Groups of 10 or more by appointment
 Admission: Free | Office: Stadtverband Nbg. der Kleingärtner e.V., Oedenberger Str. 112
Karwendelstraße 30 | 90471 Nürnberg
T +49 911 591150 | stadtverband@kleingaertner-nuernberg.de
www.laubenmuseum-nuernberg.de

d
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Tower of the Senses

How do our senses actually work? In the tower of the senses
you will find an exciting array of hands-on exhibits waiting for
you to try them out.
Kappengasse – Ecke Westtor | 90402 Nürnberg
T +49 911 9443281
www.turmdersinne.de

mfn
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Peace Museum

We demonstrate the history of pacifism and non-violence as
well as the activities of the peace movement in Nuremberg.

 Open: Mon 5-7 pm | Wed 3-5 pm | every 1st Sat of the
month 3-5 pm |  Admission: free
Kaulbachstraße 2 | 90408 Nürnberg
T +49 911 3609577 | www.friedensmuseum.odn.de
79

Pigeon Museum

wbg Nürnberg GmbH

Some 120,000 exhibits are shown on ca. 750 sqm of exhibition
space. Free admission.
Schießplatzstr. 40 | 90469 Nürnberg
T +49 911 483510 | sollfrank-taube@t-online.de
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Along with the numerous cultural, historical and shopping opportunities
the citizens of Nuremberg associate something else with their city:
the excellent quality of life. The wbg Nürnberg GmbH helps contribute
to this.

d

Wheat Beer Glass Museum

The wbg Nürnberg GmbH, the largest provider of quality real estate in
the metropolitan region, manages 20,000 rented properties. It offers
various housing concepts for various needs. From housing space for the
young family to the senior citizen’s apartment.

Over 5,000 wheat beer glasses from more than 1,500 breweries
from all over the world. Register with: Walter Geißler,
T +49 172 8227525
Museum & Hausbrauerei | Schupfer Straße 39 |
90482 Nürnberg
www.weizenglasmuseum-nuernberg.de
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The group of companies also knows, however, that people’s surroundings contribute considerably to their quality of life. The company’s
motto is “Design Habitats” and it supports cultural institutions such as
the museen der stadt nürnberg (the city museums of Nuremberg), thus
promoting a holistic sense of well-being in the city.

Club Museum

The history of Nuremberg’s football team is full of high drama,
jubilation, and also fascinating events and curios which are
brought back to life in the Club Museum. Free admission.

 Open: Mon-Fri 9 am – 12.30 pm and 1.30 – 5 pm
Valznerweiherstr. 200 | 90480 Nürnberg
T +49 911 94079-100 | www.fcn.de

d

Nuremberg Shop
PLAYMOBIL „Martin Luther“
The Reformation ambassador in mini-format is equipped
with a Bible, a quill, coat and cap.
PLAYMOBIL „Albrecht Dürer“
The figure clothed in a Renaissance outfit is furnished
with a brush, palette, easel and the world-famous
self-portrait.
wbg Nürnberg GmbH

Available at the Tourist
Information Office at the
Main Market Square and in
the Internet under:
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Glogauer Straße 70
90473 Nürnberg
www.wbg.nuernberg.de

Phone:
+49 911 8004 - 0
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Dinosaur Museum Altmühltal
Prehistoric Giants

Along a 1.5 kilometer adventure trail, you embark on an exciting journey
through the geological ages and immerse yourself in millions of years of
the history of life. About 70 life-size reproductions convey the feeling of
being part of prehistoric times.
The genuine skeleton of a Tyrannosaurus rex is exhibited in the museum
hall: With a length of almost ten meters, “Rocky” was not even fully grown.
Above the visitors hovers “Dracula”, the largest pterosaur of all time, as
tall as a giraffe when standing and with a wingspan of 14 meters. Two
originals of the famous prehistoric bird Archaeopteryx are on display, the
oldest and the youngest in geological history, making the Altmühltal the
most important fossil region in the world. 150 million years ago a coral reef
covered central Bavaria. The most beautiful specimens of petrified fish and
dinosaurs from the Bavarian Jurassic Sea are presented to the public for
the first time.
Knowledge is gained in the Dinosaur Museum by being active. You can
relive the work of a researcher by searching for real minerals, fossils and
petrified shark teeth from the age of the dinosaurs. In various places in the
museum you are invited to compete in size and speed with the prehistoric
animals. Discover the Stone Age through demonstrations and hands-on
activities.
Discover an exciting time. Two adventure playgrounds, a restaurant by the
lake and a beer garden in the forest invite you to linger.
Unique locations such as the museum hall, surrounded by original dinosaur
skeletons, and the yurt tent offer you extraordinary possibilities for private
and business events.
The Dinosaur Museum Altmühltal is the winner of the ADAC Tourism Award
Bavaria 2018.
 How to get there: A9 between Nuremberg and Munich, exit 59 Denkendorf, only 2 km
from the autobahn. Daily bus connection from train station Ingolstadt and Kinding.
 Open: All year round
 Admission: Current prices, information and seasonal opening times under

www.dinopark-bayern.de

lmdfon
Dinopark 1 | 85095 Denkendorf
T +49 84 66 90 46 813
info@dinopark-bayern.de | www.dinopark-bayern.de
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The Faber-Castell Experience!

At its ancestral seat in Stein, the long-established company of Faber-Castell offers three exciting sightseeing options: The Faber-Castell castle, the
wood-cased pencil production and the museum “Alte Mine” (Pencil Lead
Museum).
The starting point for the tours is the new visitor center in the newly
restored Art Nouveau industrial building, where an expansive sun terrace
with a view of the castle invites you to linger.
On a tour of the Count von Faber-Castell castle, which has been extensively restored in recent years, you can experience the link between an
industrial progressive spirit and traditional family values.
The centerpiece of the company, the production of colored pencils and
black lead pencils, comes alive in a two-hour tour. Over 500,000 woodcased pencils are produced here every day. Just how this works – from
wooden board to finished pencil – is explained in a lively and fascinating
fashion.
In the graphite-blackened original locations of the “Alte Mine” museum,
visitors gain an insight into the once complicated process of manufacturing
lead pencils in the 19th to mid-20th centuries.
Visitors to “The Faber-Castell Experience” can optionally book lunch at
the Graf von Faber-Castell residence and receive attractive discounts at
the new flagship store, where shopping on 200 square meters is itself an
experience.
 How to get there: From main train station U2 Röthenbach, then head towards Stein with
Buses 63/64/67 Schloss Stein
 Admission: Tours by prior appointment (Mon - Fri groups of up to 20 persons each, several
groups possible):
Guided tour with 1 station: € 7.50 p.p. | Groups min. € 100
Guided tour with 2 stations: €12.50 p.p. | Groups min. € 150
All 3 stations: € 15 p.p. | Groups min. € 200 | School groups: Price on request
 Individual tours (by prior appointment) bookable from Mon-Fri under
www.since1761.com/faber-castell-experience
Tours in the following languages: D, GB, ES, F, HR, I, PL, PT, RU and SL

dn

Faber-Castell | Nürnberger Str. 2 | 90546 Stein
T +49 911 88199108
www.faber-castell.de
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Cadolzburg Castle – The new highlight in the
Nuremberg Metropolitan Region

A mighty castle – setting for the glorious history of a ruling family that
went a long way: This is Cadolzburg, seat of the Hohenzollerns who from
Franconia also ruled over Brandenburg and who later became Prussian
kings and even German Emperors.
But how did the Hohenzollerns govern, sleep and fight 600 years ago?
What did the Middle Ages smell and sound like? What was it like living
in the castle? Find out about this and much more besides in the new
“Hands-on-Castle-Experience” designed by the Bavarian Palace Department.
Its main focus is on the Golden Age of Cadolzburg Castle in the 14th/15th
centuries. On four floors of the Old Residence original objects, elaborate
reproductions, installations and media stations document life in the castle.
With the aid of a virtual reality headset visitors can experience a late medieval tournament “live” in the context of “Tournaments in the Late Middle
Ages”.
Try it out for yourselves: at Cadolzburg Castle the Middle Ages come to
life with exhibits to touch, listen to, smell and much more. You can expect
something really special – it’s simply the CASTLE THAT’S GREAT FOR
YOUNG AND OLD!
 How to get there: Access by train via Nuremberg and Fürth
 Open: April-September Tues-Sun 9 am – 6 pm
October-March Tues-Sun 10 am – 4 pm
Closed on Jan 1, Shrove Tuesday, Dec 24, 25 and 31

 Admission: Adults € 7, reduced rate € 6
Combination ticket Cadolzburg and Imperial Castle of Nuremberg (see p. 14+15)
Adults € 12, reduced rate € 10

dfn
Burgstraße | 90556 Cadolzburg
T +49 9103 70086-15, -22
burg-cadolzburg@bsv.bayern.de | www.burg-cadolzburg.de
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Museums in Fürth
Since 2018 Fürth is a museum richer: The Ludwig Erhard Center is
an exhibition, documentation, meeting place and research center,
unique in Germany, which presents German Economic History
both in the house where Erhard was born as well in a modern new
building directly adjacent to the Town Hall.
Whereas in the permanent exhibition of the City Museum the
development of the city is impressively displayed, in the Jewish
Museum of Franconia insights are obtained into the Jewish history
of Fürth. The largest Radio Museum in Germany illustrates in vivid
fashion the development of TV and radio.
The Criminal Museum, the Museum of International Women’s
Culture, the Dialysis Museum and the art gallery Fürth deal with
special topics.

F2

Ludwig Erhard Center

The Ludwig Erhard Center in Fürth, consisting of the birth place of Ludwig
Erhard and a striking new building directly across from it, is an exhibition,
documentation, meeting place and research center on Ludwig Erhard and
his concept of the Social Market Economy, unique in Germany.
The heart of it is a 1,200 sqm permanent exhibition which presents history
in an exciting and modern way, based on original objects, installations
and media stations. It begins in the house where Ludwig Erhard was born
in the small rooms of his former residence, leads over to the new building
and ends in an interactive digital room of the future. Starting with the
man himself, Ludwig Erhard, – his life, his achievements and his legacy –
several narrative threads are woven together into a vivid overall narrative:
Biographical and family history, contemporary history and economic
history over a time period spanning the late 19th century to the present.
In the museum visitors can expect a varied range of events, special
exhibitions and diverse museum educational programs. A “Learning
Supermarket” conveys economic competencies to preschool and grade
school children in a playful and practical manner. Furthermore, a research
institute with a Ludwig Erhard Foundation Professional Chair for Social
Market Economy is being set up.

F22

 useum of Regional and International
M
Women’s Cultures

The Museum Café “Luise” in the recently restored rooms of the former
white goods appliances business of the Erhard family attracts you into the
beautiful ambience of the 1950s. It is named after Erhard’s wife Luise – an
economist like her husband and passionate cook and cake maker– and
special delicacies from her recipe book are served here.

The first women’s museum in Bavaria.

 How to get there: U1 Rathaus Fürth
 Open: Tues-Sun 10 am – 6 pm | Thurs evening opening until 8 pm
 Admission: Adults 5 €, reduced rate 3 € | Thurs from 6 pm 3 €

Schlosshof 23 | 90768 Fürth
T +49 911 5980769 | muse-f@web.de
www.frauenindereinenwelt.de

F4

Free admission for children and young people under 16 as well as school classes accompanied
by teachers.

Criminal Museum Fürth

In the cellar of the Fürth Town Hall the history of the police as
well as spectacular criminal cases and the current work of the
police are presented.
Brandenburger Straße | 90762 Fürth
T +49 911 239587-0
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mgdfn
Ludwig Erhard Zentrum | Ludwig-Erhard-Straße 6 | 90762 Fürth
T +49 911 6218080
info@ludwig-erhard-zentrum.de | www.ludwig-erhard-zentrum.de
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City Museum
Fürth

F5

The City Museum embarks on an
interesting journey through the
history of the cloverleaf city. On
over 1,000 sqm it traces the development from a small market town
to a modern city, from a town with
many craftsmen to an industrial
city. Three-dimensional objects, documents, maps, photos, media and
“guess-the-scent” stations illustrate its dynamic history.
A media guide with four guided tours for adults, children, in simple language and in English explains the history of the city in detail to interested
individual visitors.
 How to get there: U1 Hauptbahnhof Fürth
 Open: Closed Mondays

Tues-Thurs 10 am–4 pm | every 1st Thurs of the month 10 am–10 pm (last admission
9 pm)
Closed Fridays | Sat/Sun 1–5 pm | public holidays 10 am–4pm

 Admission: Adults € 3 | reduced rate € 2 | families € 6 (2 adults + 2 children)
Tours for groups of 10 or more:
Adults € 2 + tour fee | children’s and youth groups € 1 + tour fee
Special offers for children and school classes

Jewish Museum
of Franconia,
Fürth

Is ham kosher? Can women
become rabbis? And what is actually a ritual bath? Visit the Jewish
Museum of Franconia in Fürth and
learn more about Jewish life in Franconia. From the Middle Ages up the
19th century Jewish communities existed in well over 300 locations. The
museum itself is found in a formerly Jewish 17th century residence. Magnificent stucco ceilings, a sukkah and a ritual bath are unique evidence of
this period. Precious ritual objects and impressive everyday objects testify
to the rich traditions of Franconia’s Jewish culture. The extension, opened
in May 2018, offers plenty of space for temporary exhibitions, events and
the Krautheim Study Library
 How to get there: U1 Rathaus Fürth
 Open: Tues-Sun 10 am – 5 pm
 Admission: Adults € 6 | reduced € 3 | families € 15, children 13 and under free
 Tour booking under fuehrungen@juedisches-museum.org

mdfon

Ottostraße 2 | 90762 Fürth
T +49 911 97922290 | F +49 911 97922299
info.stadtmuseum@fuerth.de | www.stadtmuseum-fuerth.de
F20

Radio Museum
Fürth

mdfn
Königstraße 89 | 90762 Fürth
T +49 911 950 988 88
info@juedisches-museum.org | www.juedisches-museum.org

F3

Discover the Radio
Museum Fürth!

The management of the firm of
Grundig was once located here.
Today on a total of four floors
you can take a fascinating and
entertaining journey through almost 100 years of radio history. From the
phonograph to the radios of the 1950s to the advent of television – there is
something interesting for large and small.
Many interactive display stations make the museum experience really fun;
children discover the objects by means of an amusing museum rally.
At the end of your visit you can relax in the museum café or the cozy
museum garden – with homemade cake, warm or cold drinks as well as a
variety of snacks and ice cream.

art gallery fürth

With 6-7 temporary exhibitions a
year since its founding in 2002,
the municipal art gallery has
provided insight into trends in the
contemporary art scene and is a
nationally acclaimed forum for the
meeting of both high-quality as
well as exciting art from near and far. Young approaches stand alongside
themed exhibitions and occasionally even museum exhibitions. So far,
115 exhibitions have been seen by over 110,000 visitors. The focus lies
on learning about art through (dialogue) tours, tours for “over 55s” or art
education, particularly for daycare centers for children and schools. The
excellent accessibility in the heart of Fürth is an advantage for the small
communal gallery.

 How to get there: U1 Stadtgrenze | Bus 175 / 39

 How to get there: U1 Rathaus Fürth
 Open: Wed-Sat 1 – 6 pm

 Open: Tues-Fri 12 – 5 pm | Sat/Sun + public holidays 10 am – 5 pm

 Admission: Adults € 3, reduced rate € 1 | Tour surcharge € 1

directly along the Pegnitz river bicycle path

Every last Thurs of the month 12 noon – 10 pm

Sun + public holidays (except Mon and Tues) 11 am – 5 pm

 Admission: Adults € 4 | reduced rate € 3
families € 7 or € 9 | school classes € 2

mdfn

Kurgartenstraße 37 a | 90762 Fürth
T +49 911 7568110 | F +49 911 7567110
rundfunkmuseum@fuerth.de | www.rundfunkmuseum.fuerth.de
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Königsplatz 1 | 90762 Fürth
T +49 911 9741690 | F +49 911 9741692
info@kunst-galerie-fuerth.de | www.kunst-galerie-fuerth.de
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Barrier-Free Nuremberg

Tourism for All

Nuremberg and its diverse museum landscape have a lot to offer - also for
people who are restricted in their activity or are mobility-impaired.

The nationwide labelling system “Tourism for All“ is based on extensive
criteria to ensure high cross-sectoral quality standards. These have been
developed jointly by associations of those affected and tourism associations.

Symbols in this brochure:
The symbol “wheelchair-accessible by self-assessment“ indicates that
there is stepless access to the building and at least one appropriately accessible and equipped toilet. In addition, most rooms are also accessible
by wheelchair.
The following museums are labeled with this symbol:
• DB Railway Museum
• Dokumentation Center Nazi Party Rally Grounds
• Germanisches Nationalmuseum
• Art Gallery Nuremberg (Kunsthaus)
• Nuremberg Gallery of Contemporary Art (Kunsthalle)
• kunst galerie fürth (art gallery fürth)
• Museum for Communication (Museum für Kommunikation)
• Memorium Nuremberg Trials (Memorium Nürnberger Prozesse)
• Museum for Industrial Culture (Museum Industriekultur)
• Natural History Museum (Naturhistorisches Museum)
• New Museum (Neues Museum)
• School Museum
• Toy Museum (Spielzeugmuseum)
• City Museum in the Fembo House (Stadtmuseum im Fembo-Haus)
The following applies to all labeled offers:
Despite the greatest care in compiling the contents and information, we
cannot assume any liability for the contents of the offers. We recommend
that you contact the provider directly before your visit in order to discuss
your individual needs with regard to the accessibility of the facility / offer.

46 Nuremberg Barrier-Free

“Tourism for All“ is an information and evaluation system that enables
guests to independently assess the suitability of the offer for their requirements.
Guests can thus check whether tourist offers can be used or personally
experienced on the basis of reliable detailed information in the run-up to
the trip and select and book the offers that are suitable for them.
Certification is therefore not about ensuring that all offers are completely
barrier-free - it is much more important to have reliable information about
the actually available offer.
This is because “ALL“ travelers benefit from it, i.e. persons with disabilities,
but also senior citizens, or families with buggies and luggage.
The Label
Information
zur Barrierefreiheit

Barrierefreiheit
geprüft

The “Information on Accessibility“ label signals
that detailed and verified information on accessibility is available for all groups of persons.

The “Accessibility Checked“ label is based on
“Accessibility Information“ and means that the
quality criteria for certain groups of people are
also partially or completely fulfilled.
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Musterkennzeichnung
Specimen
Label „Barrierefreiheit geprüft“:

Programs of the municipal museums
A guidebook for blind persons and their sighted escorts as well as a media
guide with inductive loops are available in the “Crown - Power - History“
section.
The Memorium Nuremberg Trials also offers video guides for persons who
are deaf or hard of hearing.
Further information on where to find the right offer for whom can be found
at: museen.nuernberg.de, Category: “Service/Disable access“
Group programs for persons with disabilities by the KPZ (Art
Education Center of the Museums in Nuremberg)
The KPZ offers guided tours, workshops and events for blind, visually
impaired, hard-of-hearing and deaf persons, for persons with cognitive
impairment and for wheelchair users of all ages. More information can be
found at: www.kpz-nuernberg.de

Guided Tours for Groups
The offer is barrier-free for persons with impaired mobility, persons with
visual impairment and persons with cognitive impairment as well as partially barrier-free for wheelchair users, persons with hearing impairment,
deaf persons and blind persons.
The label “Accessibility Checked” has two quality
classifications:
“Accessibility Checked: partially barrier-free“: The quality
criteria are partially fulfilled for the group of persons shown, i.e.
the offer is partially barrier-free for wheelchair users.
The “i“ in the pictogram indicates that one should read more
carefully as to whether the offer meets one's own requirements.
“Accessibility Checked: barrier-free“: The quality criteria are
fulfilled for the group of people shown, i.e. the offer is barrierfree for wheelchair users.

Guided tours for persons with hearing impairment
“Speak with your hands“ – under this motto trained and qualified city
guides using German sign language offer walking tours through the Old
Town of Nuremberg in cooperation with the City Association for the Deaf in
Nuremberg. This tours can be booked through the Congress- und Tourismus-Zentrale Nürnberg.
Guided tours for persons with visual impairment
Numerous historical buildings, monuments and works of art can be “grasped“ and experienced during a guided tour under expert guidance - even
without seeing them.
Guided tours in easy language - for persons with cognitive
impairment:
We take a walk together to explore the most beautiful corners of the Old
Town and convey the history of the town in a sensitive way.
Booking under: tourismus.nuernberg.de/barrierfrei

Guided Tours for Individual Guests
Assistive aids rental

Taxi for wheelchair users

Rotes Kreuz Kreisverband
Tel: +49 911 5301-229
Fax: +49 911 5301-158

Taxi-Zentrale
Tel:+49 911 19410

48 Nuremberg Barrier-Free

Information for wheelchair users:
A tour suitable for wheelchair users takesplace every first Sunday in the
month at 1.30 pm, starting at the Tourist Information Office on the main
market square. Duration approx. 2 hours (German only)
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from page 50

Fürth

from page 68

Peller House

The Friends of the Old Town show
you the Peller Courtyard
Amongst the historic buildings of
Old Nuremberg the world-famous
Peller House with its prestigious
courtyard had a special status. No
other burgher’s residence could
compete with the splendid building on the north side of the Egidienberg.
After it was almost totally destroyed in WWII, the Friends of the Old Town
have been working on the reconstruction of the courtyard since 2009. In
mid-2018 the elaborate sandstone work with the decorative gable on the
north side was completed. The courtyard can now be admired in all its
splendor.
The Peller House is open in the daytime during the week, on the weekends
from 2 – 5 pm. Tours on Saturdays at 3 pm or on request. Drop by and be
fascinated by the atmosphere of the most beautiful burgher’s courtyard in
Nuremberg!
 Contact: Altstadtfreunde Nürnberg e.V., Weißgerbergasse 10, 90403 Nürnberg
Egidienplatz 23 | 90403 Nürnberg
T +49 911 507 236 0 | F +49 911 507 236 29
info@altstadtfreunde-nuernberg.de | www.altstadtfreunde-nuernberg.de

1

Craftsmen’s
Courtyard at
Königstor Tower

Behind the massive city walls
craftsmen`s traditions are still
being cultivated in the small
workshops. Pewterers, glass art
craftsmen, leather workers, potters, goldsmiths and gingerbread-makers
offer their wares for sale and let visitors look over their shoulders while
they work.
The Franconian taverns invite you to enjoy typical Franconian cuisine.
In the pre-Christmas period the courtyard is festively adorned with Christmas decorations and special events take place.
 How to get there: U1/U2/U3 Hauptbahnhof
 Open: Restaurants daily 11 am–10 pm

Shops Mon-Sat 10 am – 6 pm | Christkindlesmarkt daily 11 am – 6 pm

18

Historical RockCut Cellars

An extensive labyrinth of subterranean passageways and cellar
vaults has existed in the bedrock
of castle hill for centuries – the
Historical Rock-Cut Cellars.
As early as 1380 Nuremberg‘s
traditional beer was stored in the
subterranean cellars, sometimes comprising four levels, that had been cut
into the typical Nuremberg sandstone. Later they were used to store food
supplies. During World War II the historical underground vaults served as air
raid shelters.
Follow us into the Nuremberg rock-cut cellars, a fascinating labyrinth made
up of a myriad of widely branching tunnels and cellars, which were hewn
out of the rock face many centuries ago. During a tour, you can discover
this unique subterranean cellar system and learn interesting facts about the
laws and regulations in the cellars. You will also learn something about the
various uses of these cellars over the last 700 years and the craft of brewing
beer in the Altstadthof brewpub.
 Open: Group tours possible 9 am – 11 pm | Regular tours: Mon-Fri 11 am - 5pm

spring/summer usually hourly | Sat /Sun and public holidays 10 am – 5 pm on the hour

 Admission: Adults € 8.50 | reduced rate € 7.50 incl. beer tokens from: € 1,

gegenüber Hauptbahnhof | 90403 Nürnberg
www.handwerkerhof.nuernberg.de
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redeemable in the Altstadthof (ProBier boutique, brewery shop, brewpub)
Bergstraße 19 | 90403 Nürnberg
T +49 911 2449859
www.historische-felsengaenge.de

o
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 orld War II Art Bunker
W
- unique in Germany Air-Raid Shelter for Art-

works, Destruction and Rebuilding in Nuremberg

Deep down under Castle Hill the most important Nuremberg art treasures
survived the many air raids of World War II.
Shortly after the outbreak of the war a unique bunker system was built to
protect these artworks from destruction and plundering.
In contrast, however, many historic buildings in the old medieval town
suffered severe damage. “The Treasure Chest of the German Nation” had
become a city of ruins.
How this city of ruins gradually grew into the present-day Nuremberg –
that, too, you will discover in a tour of the bunkers whose basic form has
survived.
 Open: Viewing only in the context of a tour

Tours (in German): Duration ca. 75 min.
Mon-Thurs 2.30 pm | Fri 2.30 and 5.30 pm
Sat 11.30 am, 2.30 and 5.30 pm | Sun 11.30 am and 2.30 p.m.
NEW: Tour in English Sat 3.30 pm
 Admission: Adults € 7 | reduced rate € 6
Groups by prior arrangement German € 90 | foreign language € 100
Tickets available at pay machines in the entrance, Obere Schmiedgasse 52, or at the
Tourist Information Office

15

Casemates and Water Supply Conduits

Since 1545 the imposing bastions of the master builder Antonio Fazuni
have risen from the dry moat behind the castle – even today a prime
example of Renaissance fortification construction in Germany.
Within the bastions steep steps lead down into the defense passageways
of the Imperial Castle, the casemates with their embrasures for shooting
weapons from. From inside the fortification wall one can still look out
through a few of these embrasures today and imagine how the Nuremberg
militia of the past fired upon their attackers.
From the casemates another set of stairs leads down to the medieval rockcut cellars containing the water supply conduits. The impressive, once
secret water channels were used well into the 20th c.
 Open: Apr-Oct Mon-Fri 3.15 pm

Sat, Sun and public holidays 11.15 am, 3.15 pm and 4.15 pm

 Admission: Adults € 8 | reduced rate € 7

Groups by prior arrangement: German € 80, foreign language € 90
Tickets available at pay machines in the entrance, Obere Schmiedgasse 52, or at the
Tourist Information Office
Duration ca. 90 min.

 English audio guides available

 Limited accessibility for wheelchair users | English audio guides available

o
Obere Schmiedgasse 52 | 90403 Nürnberg
T +49 911 227066 | F +49 911 2305591
www.felsengaenge-nuernberg.de
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o
Obere Schmiedgasse 52 | 90403 Nürnberg
T +49 911 227066
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Tiergartenrestaurant Waldschänke

We can cater for any event – on our own premises or in
the Blue Salon. The zoo is listed, so are we!
We are the organic Restaurant in the Zoo, an Organic
Circle member like the zoo. All year round we cook
nutritional food to suit every budget, every religious
denomination! Animal protection like nature protection
is a human responsibility! Saturdays we conjure up feasts - theater “good
enough to eat”, fine Venetian Nuremberg Cuisine - sparkling - spicy – organic:
Culinary Theater in the Zoo
handmade, species-appropriate, weird and wonderful.
Noventa GmbH | am Tiergarten 8 | 90480 Nürnberg
T +49 911 5430120 | info@culinartheater.de
www.culinartheater.de | www.tiergartenrestaurant.de

63

Nuremberg Zoo

Families can spend a wonderful day at the zoo. Children can look at meerkats face-to-face, tropical butterflies hover around the little visitors, and
gorillas, giraffes and cheetahs quietly allow themselves to be observed.
In the dolphin lagoon, unique in Germany, the dolphins swim outdoors for
most of the year. The marine mammals can also be seen through a large
underwater glass panel. A small jewel is the desert house opened in 2018.
Here visitors stand right in the middle of a warm desert.
The Jako-o playground with a giant slide, large trampoline squares, a
swing for a whole family and many other kinds of playground equipment
provides enough room to let off steam.
Many benches with tables for resting and eating a snack are distributed
around the entire zoo. The “Little Eagle“, a miniature train based on Germany’s first train runs from the giraffe enclosure to the Children’s Zoo and
takes tired children to the exit.
A special highlight is the tropically warm, sunny manatee house. Here
brightly colored butterflies flutter around the visitors and colorful iridescent birds perch within the lush splendor of the plants.
The protection of endangered species in Germany and
South america
Today the protection of endangered species and nature is one of the most
urgent tasks facing zoos all over the world. Together with Yaku Pacha, an
organization founded in the Nuremberg Zoo to protect aquatic mammals
of South america, the zoo also supports the protection of threatened
dolphin species and participates in more than 30 European “Preservation
of Endangered Species Programs” (EEPs).
 How to get there: Tram 5 and Bus 45 Tiergarten
 Open: 365 days a year | late March to early Oct Daily 8 am–7.30 pm

63 Bionicum

In Bionicum everything revolves
around the fascinating world of bionics, which deals with the secrets
of the animal and plant world and
their use of technical inventions.
On a space of about 400m² the
visitor is immersed in an attractive
exhibition with modern and interactive elements. Here you can discover why a lizard swims so effortlessly
in the sand, how the spider spins its impressive web and what makes
the shark so incredibly fast. With clear text panels, numerous interactive
stations and digital media, everyone can explore the diversity of bionics in
their own way. Especially geared to children are passageways and caves
for an individual journey of discovery. Located on the grounds of the zoo,
the Bionic Garden and the Bionic Tour invite you to a visit. The daily robot
demonstrations are a highlight.
 How to get there: Tram 5 und Bus 45 Tiergarten
 Open: Summer 9 am - 6pm, Winter 9 am - 4.15 pm
 Admission: The Bionicum is free for visitors to the Nuremberg Zoo.
Dates for tours on request.

 Demonstration with Nao the Robot: summer 12 noon and 4 pm, winter 12 noon and

3.30 pm.
Duration ca. 15 minutes.

df

Am Tiergarten 30 | 90480 Nürnberg
T +49 911 65084500
info@bionicum.de | www.bionicum.de

NÜRNBERG CARD + FÜRTH

early Oct to late March daily 9 am – 5 pm.
Times for feeding and presentations in the dolphin lagoon can be found on the Internet.

 Admission: Adults € 16 | reduced rate € 14 | children (4–13) € 7.70 | young people
(14-17) € 12 | families (parents or grandparents with own children or grandchildren
up to17 years of age) € 37 | partial family ticket (1 parent or grandparent with own
children or grandchildren € 21 | groups of 15 or more | adults € 14 | children € 5.70 |
young people € 10.50

Am Tiergarten 30 | 90480 Nürnberg
T +49 911 54546 | F +49 911 5454-802
tiergarten@stadt.nuernberg.de | www.tiergarten.nuernberg.de
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Prices valid for 2021

2 days
FREE ADMISSION to all
museums and attractions
FREE TRAVEL on all public
transport services in Nuremberg
Fürth and Stein
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 icolaus
N
Copernicus
Planetarium

Fascinatingly close to the stars
above – in Bavaria’s largest planetarium.

91

While sitting in comfortable seats
in an air-conditioned 18-meter diameter domed hall you can watch a faithful reproduction of the starlit sky with all its planets and moons displayed
by the most modern fulldome video projection equipment. The wide-ranging program of astronomy shows, science lectures and cultural history is
geared to all age groups.

PLAYMOBIL-FunPark
Play – Move – Experience

 How to get there: U1/U2/U3 Plärrer
 Open:

There are numerous large-scale PLAYMOBIL play worlds and unlimited
climbing fun on a total space of 90,000 sqm. Here big and small explorers
can let their fantasy run wild. As buccaneers they can board the pirate
ship, as brave knights explore the secret passages of the castle or enjoy
magical adventures with the unicorns in fairyland.
On the go-kart circuit next to the big police station all up-and-coming
policemen and women can join in on a thrilling car chase after criminals.
From June 8, 2019, the newly designed Pirate World invites small buccaneers to join in great adventures. A giant pirate ship, a stranded shipwreck
and a mysterious pirate lagoon with a hiding place offer a variety of
opportunities to play. On hot summer days the extensive water play area
and sand sludge section provide the perfect refreshment.
And if the weather isn’t at its best, visitors can keep on playing in the
glass HOB-Center. The huge PLAYMOBIL entertainment city and the indoor
climbing garden offer exciting moments even in bad weather. The FunPark
action team offers a rich variety of interactive activities on the HOB-Center
stage, such as the popular minidisco.
In the PLAYMOBIL-FunPark the action just never stops!
 Open: Off-peak season 2019: April 13 –30 and Sept 10 – Nov 3, daily from 9 am – 6 pm
Peak season 2019: May 1 – Sept 9, daily from 9 am – 7 pm
Snooze days 2019: March 11 – April 12 and Nov 4 – 11, daily 10 am – 6 pm (climbing garden)
Winter season 2019/2020: Nov 30 – March 1, daily from 10 am – 6 pm (HOB-Center and
climbing garden)
The FunPark will remain closed on Dec 24 / 25 / 26 / 31, 2019 and Jan 1, 2020

Programmes for young people and adults: Thurs/ Fri 6 + 8 pm, Sat / Sun 6 pm
Children’s programs: Wed, Sat / Sun 3 pm,
Family programs: Wed, Sat / Sun 4.30 pm,
Closed on public holidays!

 Admission: Adults € 7.50, reduced rate from €5

mgdfn
Am Plärrer 41 | 90429 Nürnberg
T +49 911 9296553
planetarium@stadt.nuernberg.de | www.planetarium.nuernberg.de
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 irtime
A
Trampoline Park
Nuremberg

Drop by and get things moving
on 4,000 sqm full of action, fun,
fitness and unique attractions. Exercise is important, overstepping
limits and spending some fun time
with your family or in a group makes your Nuremberg trip an unforgettable experience. A warm welcome, professional facilitation by trained staff
and the implementation of high safety standards are a matter of course
for us. Whether you want to strengthen the group dynamics during the
dodgeball game on the trampoline or jump into the foam pit, we have the
right challenge for all ages and levels. Drop by and let us surprise you! The
committed AIRITME guides are always there to support you. Coffee, cold
drinks, fresh snacks or homemade pizza are available in our bistro.

 Admission: Off-peak season: Day ticket p.p. € 9.90 | Afternoon ticket from 3 pm € 7.90
Peak season: Day ticket p.p. € 11.90 | Afternoon ticket from 4 pm € 8.90
Winter season: Ticket price p.p. € 6.90
2-day tickets: € 16.90 (off-peak season), € 19.90 (peak season)
Snooze days: € 1.50

 How to get there: U2 Herrnhütte | Near the autobahn
 Open: Mon-Thurs 2 – 10 pm | Fri 12 – 10.30 pm | Sat 9 am -10.30 pm | Sun 9 am – 10 pm

Bavarian school holidays / public holidays from 10 am.
Please reserve jumping times in advance under booking.airtimetrampolin.de

gdn
Brandstätterstraße 2-10 | 90513 Zirndorf
www.playmobil-funpark.de
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 Bistro | Event location | Team building | Children’s birthday parties
AIRTIME Trampolinhalle Nürnberg GmbH | Klingenhofstraße 70 D | 90411 Nürnberg
T +49 911 3104100
info@airtimetrampolin.de | www.airtimetrampolin.de
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Playground of
the Senses

Can you paint sounds? What does
birch tar smell like? And what all
do our hands grasp? Around 100
supervised discovery stations
on the green meadows provide
answers to such questions. Here
young and old interactively discover their own sensory perceptions, natural phenomena and the interconnection of man and his environment. The smell of bread radiates from the
baking station, water splashes at the water action area, feet are pricked
and poked on the barefoot path, the hanging bridge clatters when you run
over it and in the crazy house you literally get out of step. Every year there
is a special main theme with many new stations and activities. In 2019 it
is “Team Play”, including joint team games and string games, e.g. cat’s
cradle. In every season the supporting program offers also a colorful mix
of workshops, action days, theater, parties and tours.
 How to get there: U2/U3 and Tram 8 Wöhrder Wiese
 Open: Early May – mid-Sept Mon-Fri 9 am - 6 pm, Sat 1-6 pm, Sun 10 am – 6 pm
In the Bavarian school vacation Sun-Fri 10 am – 6 pm and Sat 1-6 pm

 Admission: From age 3 € 4.90 | pupils reduced rate € 5.60 | adults € 7.30
Wöhrder Wiese | 90489 Nürnberg
T +49 911 2315445
www.erfahrungsfeld.nuernberg.de

10

 hurch of
C
Our Lady
(Rom. Cath.)

The three-aisled Church of Our
Lady was the first Gothic hall
church in Franconia and is among
the three most important churches
in Nuremberg. Erected in 1355-58
by Emperor Charles IV, the imperial regalia were displayed to the public
in 1361. The “Männleinlaufen” (mechanical clock and glockenspiel, every
day at noon) recalls the proclamation of the Golden Bull of 1356: seven
Electors pay homage to Emperor Karl IV sitting on his throne.
Significant artworks in the Church of Lady are the three oldest stained
glass paintings in Nuremberg from the Emperors Window donated by
Charles IV, the Tucher altarpiece, created by an unknown master ca. 1445
and the most important example of panel painting before Albrecht Dürer
as well as two memorial plaques by the famous Nuremberg sculptor Adam
Kraft and panel paintings by Michael Wolgemut.
The Nuremberg Christkindlesmarkt is opened from the balcony.
 How to get there: U1 Lorenzkirche | Bus 36 Hauptmarkt
 Open: Mon-Sat 10 am – 5.30 pm | Sun 1 – 5 pm

Church tours: May-Sept Mon-Sat and Oct-Apr Sat at 12.10 pm
Sunday and public holidays 12.30 pm

Hauptmarkt 14 | 90403 Nürnberg
T +49 911 206560
www.frauenkirche-nuernberg.de

7

 t. Lawrence
S
Church
(Prot. Luth.)

Construction began about 1250.
Originally built as a three-aisled
basilica in the high Gothic style;
later extended with an imposing
late Gothic hall choir (1439 –
1477). Visitors are received at the magnificent west facade with a splendid
portal richly decorated with statuary and a rose window made of stone
(mid-14th c.). The two towers rise to heights of 80 and 81 meters. Important works of art inside are the Annunciation by Veit Stoß (1518), the
tabernacle by Adam Kraft (1496) as well as numerous medieval altars,
memorial plaques and stained glass paintings. The three-part Laurentius
Organ is one of the largest organs in the world. More than 12,000 pipes
and 165 registers make church services and organ concerts in the St.
Lawrence Church a unique experience. Equally resounding is the ringing of
the bells. The oldest of the 16 bells dates back to the 14th century.
 How to get there: U1 Lorenzkirche
 Open: Mon-Wed, Fri, Sat 9 am – 5 pm | Thurs 9 am – 7 pm | Sun 10 am – 3.30 pm

Advent: Mon-Sat 9 am – 6 pm and Sun 1 – 6 pm

 Admission: Voluntary € 1 | groups of 10 or more: Adults € 1 | children € 0.50 |
Church tours: Adults € 2.50 | children € 1.50
Lorenzer Platz 10 | 90403 Nürnberg
T +49 911 24469914
www.lorenzkirche.de
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 t. Sebald
S
Church
(Prot. Luth.)

Construction began on St. Sebald
Church, a Late Romanesque
pillared basilica with two choirs,
in 1230/40. By 1379 the original
side aisles had been widened, the
towers raised in the High Gothic style and the Late Gothic hall choir built.
Inside the church stands the reliquary shrine (ca. 1397) in the tomb cast in
bronze by Peter Vischer and his sons (1508 – 1519). The bones of Nuremberg`s Catholic patron saint Sebaldus are presumed to rest in the silver
embossed “casket”. The wealth of the city of Nuremberg and its patrician
families is reflected in numerous figures and memorial plaques by the
woodcarver and sculptor Veit Stoß as well as the stained glass windows by
Veit Hirsvogel, made according to designs by Albrecht Dürer and Hans Süß.
 How to get there: Bus 36 Burgstraße
 Open: Daily 9.30 am | Jan-Mar until 4 pm | Apr-Dec until 6 pm
 Admission: Church tours: donation requested

Tower tours: Adults € 5 | children € 2

Winklerstraße | Sebalder Platz | 90403 Nürnberg
T +49 911 2142500
www.sebalduskirche.de

38

St. Giles’ Church (Prot. Luth.)

St. Giles’ Church is Nuremberg’s only Baroque church
as well as the oldest site of a church. It dates back to
the former Schottenkloster (Irish Benedictine monastery) which was erected here around 1140 on the site
of a royal estate from the earliest period of settlement
in Nuremberg. Today’s building was erected between
1711 and 1718. The adjoining historical chapels are accessible upon request.
 How to get there: Bus 36 Egidienplatz
 Open: Tues-Sun 9 am – 6 pm | In the winter: Tues-Sun 9 am – 5 pm

Egidienplatz | 90403 Nürnberg
T +49 911 2141141 | www.egidienkirche.de

5

St. Clare’s Church (Rom. Cath.)

The single-nave Catholic church of St. Clare was consecrated in 1274 as part of a convent of Poor Clares and
is one of the oldest sacred buildings in the city. Worth
seeing are the three-part altarpiece of the Holy Cross
by Hans Springinklee with delicately carved scenes
of the Passion, a wooden Madonna on the Crescent
Moon from the end of the 15th c., a monumental Crucifixion group by Veit
Wirsberger as well as the grave of Caritas Pirckheimer. Since 1996 St. Clare’s
Church has been an open church without a parish and is home to the Catholic
City Pastoral Care of Nuremberg. Open: Mon - Sat 8am - 9pm
 How to get there: U1/U2/U3 Hauptbahnhof
Königstraße 64 | 90402 Nürnberg
T +49 911 2346190 | www.st-klara-nuernberg.de
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 t. Elisabeth’s Church (Rom.
S
Cath.)

Originally, St. Elisabeth’s Church was part of a former
commandery of the Teutonic Order of the Knights. The
dilapidated Gothic chapel was demolished in 1785
and replaced by the mighty Neoclassical building. 40
marble red columns structure the choir, rotunda and
entrance hall of the interior. The 50 m high dome above the rotunda is dominated by twelve monumental apostle statues.
 How to get there: U1 Weißer Turm
 Open: Mon-Sat 9 am – 4.30 pm, Sun 1 – 6 pm

Crypt: Mon-Fri 10 am – 6 pm | Sat 10 am – 4 pm
Jakobsplatz | 90402 Nürnberg
T +49 911 9401280 | www.innenstadtkirche.de

27

St. James’ Church (Prot. Luth.)

The quaint Gothic Church of St. James was originally
the hospital church of the Teutonic Order of the Knights
and is today the meeting point for pilgrims along the
Way of St. James.
Objects to see include the oldest winged altarpiece
in southern Germany (ca. 1360/70), a Pietà made of
limewood as well as a small Gothic tabernacle within the high altar. Today’s
building was erected from the mid to the late 14th century. “The Lamentation
of Christ” is an outstanding work of 15th century Nuremberg sculpture.
 How to get there: U1 Weißer Turm
 Open: Daily 9 am – 6 pm
Jakobsplatz | 90402 Nürnberg
T +49 911 209143 | www.jakobskirche-nuernberg.de

4

St. Martha’s Church (Ref. Prot.)

The Gothic St. Martha’s Church, built in the 2nd half
of the 14th c., is known for its notable original stained
glass windows. In 1356 it was donated together with
the Pilgrim Foundation of St. Martha by the patrician
family of the Waldstromer; in 1525/26 it was closed as
a consequence of the Reformation and served as an
auditorium and performance venue for the mastersingers of Nuremberg.
On June 5, 2014 the church was gutted by a fire in the roof and was rebuilt.
 How to get there: U1 Hauptbahnhof
 Open: Mon, Thurs and Fri 10 am – 1 pm
Königstr. 79 | 90402 Nürnberg
T +49 911 224730 | www.stmartha.de

36

Ruins of St. Catherine’s Church

In the Middle Ages St. Catherine’s Church was part
of the complex of a Dominican convent. In 1945 the
church was gutted by fire and was not reconstructed.
In the summer the ruins of St. Catherine’s Church are
the venue for numerous open air events. Further information under: www.
katharinenruine.de.
 How to get there: U1 Lorenzkirche

Peter-Vischer-Straße | 90403 Nürnberg
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St. John’s Cemetery

The St. John’s Cemetery is one of the most important
burial sites in Europe. You can stroll between gravestones decorated with flowers to the gravesites of
Albrecht Dürer, Veit Stoß, Ludwig Feuerbach and other
famous Nuremberg citizens. Art historically significant
are the bronze memorial plaques, the Gothic St. John’s
Church as well as the Holzschuher Chapel by Hans Behaim the Elder. Worth
seeing in the interior of the St. John’s Church are the main altarpiece, the
sandstone tabernacle as well as funerary monuments and memorial tablets.

29

Historical Grilled SausageRestaurant “Zum Gulden Stern”

The historical Grilled Sausage Restaurant “Zum Gulden
Stern” is Nuremberg’s oldest existing grilled sausage
kitchen still operating on its original location. Built ca.
1375, it was first officially mentioned in 1419.
The inn survived the many wars in this area and is worth visiting at its original
site.

 How to get there: Tram 6 St. Johannisfriedhof
 Open: Apr-Sept 7 am – 7 pm | Oct-Mar 8 am – 5 pm
Johannisstraße | 90403 Nürnberg
www.johannisfriedhof-nuernberg.de

54

St. Roch’s Cemetery

Zirkelschmiedsgasse 26 | 90402 Nürnberg
T +49 911 2059288 | www.bratwurstkueche.de

12

Town Hall of Nuremberg

In the cemetery established in 1518 Peter Vischer the
Elder as well as the composer Johann Pachelbel have
found their final resting place. The Late Gothic and
Renaissance Rochus Chapel, built according to plans
by Hans Behaim the Elder, is an art historical treasure
chamber. Inside are found stained glass windows by
Veit Hirsvogel made according to designs by Albrecht Dürer, a high altar by
Hans Traut, two artistically crafted side altars as well as panel paintings and
memorial plaques.

The Town Hall is a complex of several construction
periods. The oldest section is the 40 m Gothic hall
erected between 1332 and 1340, once the largest
secular hall construction north of the Alps. The adjacent section built from 1616 to 1622 by Jakob Wolff
the Younger was modeled on the Italian palazzos of
the High Renaissance. In 1945 the entire complex was destroyed by bombs.
Reconstruction 1956 – 1962.

 How to get there: U1/U2 Plärrer
 Open: Apr-Sept 7 am – 7 pm | Oct-Mar 8 am – 5 pm

 How to get there: Bus 36 Hauptmarkt | U1 Lorenzkirche

Rothenburger Straße | 90403 Nürnberg
www.johannisfriedhof-nuernberg.de

50

Baroque Garden

The small Baroque garden is a hidden gem in St. John’s district
Free admission

 How to get there: Tram 6 Hallerstraße
Johannisstraße 13 | 90419 Nürnberg

51

Gardens of the Hesperides

The Gardens were established in the Baroque style with citrus
and bitter orange trees. Open April until October daily 8 am
– 8 pm.

Rathausplatz 2 | 90403 Nürnberg

11

Beautiful Fountain

Built ca. 1385 – 1396 by Parlier and stonemason Heinrich Beheim. The 19 m tall stone pyramid rises from
the octagonal basin like a Gothic church spire, tapering
in three stages to the finial. Four rows of 40 stone
figures represent the world-view of the Holy Roman
Empire. The railing with the famous brass ring that can
be turned, and has been replaced several times, was made in 1587. In 2016
the Beautiful Fountain was renovated at great expense and water is flowing
once again.
 How to get there: Bus 36 Hauptmarkt | U1 Lorenzkirche

 How to get there: Tram 6 Hallerstraße
Johannisstraße 43-47 | 90419 Nürnberg

29

Zirkelschmiedsgasse Quarter

Historically the area around the Zirkelschmiedsgasse,
Mostgasse, Schlehengasse and Pfeifergasse is as old
as the castle; in the mid-11th c. a royal estate also
stood here.
In the Middle Ages comb-makers, gold-beaters, weavers and bell-makers lived here. The narrow streets are characterized by differ
ent styles of houses with numerous dormer windows, exposed half-timbered
facades and completely renovated houses.

Hauptmarkt | 90403 Nürnberg

25

 arriage Merry-Go-Round
M
Fountain

The “Marriage-Merry-Go-Round” designed by Jürgen
Weber and erected in 1984 is regarded today as
the largest 20th century figural fountain in Europe.
Surrounding the dancing Meistersinger of Nuremberg,
Hans Sachs, a series of figures display the upsand-downs of married life in six scenes - from the first stages of infatuation
through to death. The poem “Bitter-Sweet Married Life” written by Hans Sachs
for his wife served as a model for the Marriage-Merry-Go-Round fountain and
can be read on the heart lying outside the fountain.
 How to get there: U1: Weißer Turm

Zirkelschmiedsgasse | 90402 Nürnberg
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Am Weißen Turm | 90403 Nürnberg
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Gooseherd Fountain
The fountain is one the most well-known examples of German
Renaissance bronze sculpture.
It displays a peasant from the Knoblauchsland market gardening area wearing 16th c. clothing and holding a goose under
each arm.
Rathausplatz | 90403 Nürnberg

Neptune Fountain
The original of this largest Baroque fountain north of the Alps
was designed by Georg Schweigger und Christoph Ritter and
cast by Wolfgang Hieronymus Herold by 1668. A restored cast
of the fountain now stands in the City Park.
Stadtpark | 90409 Nürnberg

Fountain of Virtues
The virtues of justice, faith, love, hope, courage, temperance
and patience are represented in figures.

 How to get there: U1 Lorenzkirche
An der Lorenzkirche | 90402 Nürnberg

23

Former Wine Depot

31

The Way of Human Rights

The Way of Human Rights is entered through a stylized triumphal arch
from the Kornmarkt and lined by 27, 9-meter-high concrete pillars.
Inscribed on each of them and on two ground plaques as well as the
integrated cypress oak is an article of the General Declaration of Human
Rights in German and another language.

With a length of 48 meters the Weinstadel is one of the
largest half-timbered houses in Germany. Built from
1446 to 1448, the lepers of the city were fed during
the Holy Week. As of the 16th century craftsmen, poor
families and the infirm were provided shelter here.
From 1571 the free imperial city of Nuremberg stored
some of their stocks of wine here.

“Obligation to the Past”
The walkthrough work of art flanking the Germanisches Nationalmuseum
created by the Israeli artist Dani Karavan not only changed Nuremberg’s image but also heightened the entire city’s consciousness of its
obligation to the past. The Way of Human Rights in Nuremberg uniquely
displays the force of momentous ideas.

Today the interior of the Weinstadel has been modernized and accommodates
a student dormitory with its own canteen. The romantic ensemble with the
Hangman’s Bridge and the Hangman’s Tower makes it one of the most popular
photo motifs in Nuremberg.

International Human Rights Award
The award was presented for the first time on September 17, 1995, almost
60 years to the day after the passage of the National Socialist Racial Laws
and 50 years after the end of World War II. The biennial award presentation
is the culmination of Nuremberg’s broadly conceived aim of doing justice
to its self-imposed commitment as the “City of Peace and Human Rights”.

Maxplatz | 90403 Nürnberg

21

Tanners’ Lane

The largest Nuremberg ensemble of old craftsmen
houses is found in the Weißgerbergasse. The primarily
half-timbered historical burghers’ residences, often
with their own well and a garden, reflect the wealth
created by the leatherworking trade.

 How to get there: U2 Opernhaus
 Further information under: www.menschenrechte.nuernberg.de

Today, instead of busy medieval tanners, cafes, bars, small shops and craft
businesses enliven Tanners’ Lane.

Weißgerbergasse | 90403 Nürnberg
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Chained Suspension Bridge

For centuries pedestrians crossed the Pegnitz River on a
wooden bridge located in front of the current one. The first iron
suspension bridge on the European continent was built here
with a length of 68 meters in 1824.
Maxplatz | 90403 Nürnberg
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Kartäusergasse 1 | 90402 Nürnberg
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Hangman’s Bridge

Constructed as a wooden footbridge in 1457. Between the 16th
and the 19th c., the Nuremberg hangman lived in the tower and
the roofed-over walkway above the Pegnitz River.

 How to get there: Between Trödelmarkt and Unschlittplatz
Between Trödelmarkt and Unschlittplatz | 90403 Nürnberg

9

Hospital of the Holy Spirit
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Dutzendteich

The Dutzendteich is a local recreational area for
Nuremberg citizens and especially popular with amateur athletes for jogging, bicycling and inline skating
On site there is boat rental as well as restaurants and
cafés to enjoy and relax in.
In winter parts of the lake are allocated for ice skating.

Established from 1332 to 1339 as a foundation endowed by the
wealthy patrician Konrad Groß (“Imperial Mayor”) for the elderly
and needy. Considered the largest private endowment by any
individual before 1500.

 How to get there: Tram 8 and S-Bahn S2 Dutzendteich

Spitalgasse 16 | 90403 Nürnberg

Am Dutzendteich | 90478 Nürnberg

Albrecht Dürer Monument

65

Wöhrder See Lake

The Albrecht Dürer Monument designed by Christian Rauch and
cast by Jacob Burgschmiet was the first monument in Germany
dedicated to honor an artist.

As the largest body of water in the Nuremberg municipal area the Wöhrder See Lake is an attraction for
young and old.

Albrecht-Dürer-Platz | 90403 Nürnberg

The sandy beach and the boulevard dock on the north
shore as well as the “Norikus Cove” on the south shore
invite you to take a relaxed stroll and a swim.

16

Tiergärtnertor Square

While the bastions were being constructed in the mid-16th c. a
new gate was built and the old pointed arch walled off. Today
the square is a popular meeting place for young and old on
warm summer evenings.
Beim Tiergärtnertor | 90403 Nürnberg

6

Former Customs House

1498 – 1502 first built as a grain and salt storehouse; from
1572 imperial city weigh house and customs house. 1897 / 98
conversion to commercial shops and offices.
Ecke Königsstraße/Hallplatz | 90402 Nürnberg

8

Nassau House

Across from the St. Lawrence Church stands the only surviving
residential tower in Nuremberg, the Nassau House. It is one of
the few examples of Romanesque architecture and was probably built out of red Burgsandstein for a ministry official.
Karolinenstraße 2 | 90402 Nürnberg
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Rabenstein Castle with Sophie‘s Cave

Castle and cave tours: Tues - Sun 11 am – 5 pm, falconry with
flight show: Tues-Sun 3 pm, Pub with beer garden: 11 am –
6 pm, large medieval markets, castle and cave concerts and
dinner shows – in the heart of Franconian Switzerland.
Rabenstein 33 | 95491 Ahorntal
T +49 9202 9700440 | www.burg-rabenstein.de
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Observatory

The observatory offers everyone – large and small – a look with
their own eyes through the telescope with tours through the sky
at night and observations of the sun during the day.
 Admission: Free
Regiomontanusweg 1 | 90491 Nürnberg
T +49 911 9593538 | www.sternwarte-nuernberg.de
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In addition there is a water playground, boat rental, an exercise park and
many green areas to relax on.
 How to get there: Tram 5 Tullnaupark | Bus 36 Technische Hochschule
Wöhrder See | 90402 Nürnberg
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Nuremberg City Park

More than 25 football fields fit onto the area of the
Nuremberg City Park. Enough room for relaxing on the
reclining areas, games and sports or strolls through
the secluded garden courtyards. The main attractions
are the Neptune Fountain, the Schiller monument and
two massive marble vases.
Located in the middle of the City Park is also the colorful “Way of Children’s
Rights” with eight stations as well as a playground and football ground.
 How to get there: U2 Rennweg

Bayreuther Straße | 90409 Nürnberg
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Pegnitz River Meadows

The meadows along the Pegnitz River in the direction
of Fürth are extensive and near-natural. In the summer
they are ideal for picnics - and grilling is also allowed.
For the kids there is a water playground near the
Christoph-Weiß-Straße which is fun and refreshing in
summer.
 How to get there: Bus 34 Großweidenmühlstraße | Tram 6 Westfriedhof

Pegnitzauen | 90419 Nürnberg
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F8

Market Square “Green Market”

Sights in Fürth

As Fürth was almost totally destroyed in the Thirty
Years’ War, the old houses at the Grüner Markt date
from the second half of the 17th and the 18th c.

The city with the cloverleaf in its coat of arms has many facets:

An attraction at the Grüner Markt is the Jugglers Fountain designed by Harro Frey in 2004 with two groups of
figures in various poses.

over 2,000 monuments, more than 1,000 years of history, green
oases, idyllic old town nooks and a touch of artistic flair. Worth

 How to get there: U1 Rathaus Fürth

seeing in every respect is the Neo-Baroque Municipal Theater,
the Town Hall with its 55-meter high tower inspired by the Palazzo
Vecchio in Florence or the picturesque Old Town. Here visitors will
find a unique mixture of taverns, creative workshops and young
shops with individual and sustainable products. This individuality is
characteristic of the city, which also has a lively art and cultural
scene. While strolling through the streets and backstreets,
guests everywhere encounter a typical Franconian
imperturbability. Discover the charm of Fürth!

Marktplatz | 90762 Fürth

F6

Gustavstraße

In the past Gustavstraße was one of the most important trade routes. Nowadays it is the heart of the
pub scene and a popular meeting point, especially in
the evening.
Particularly attractive is the Baroque sandstone
building of the Grüner Baum Inn, where the Swedish king Gustav Adolf is said
to have stayed overnight in 1632. Anyway, it is after him that the street is
named.
 How to get there: U1 Rathaus Fürth

Gustavstraße | 90762 Fürth

F1

Town Hall of Fürth

The monumental building was constructed 1840 –
1850 from the plans of Friedrich and Eduard Bürklein in
the Neoclassical style of the famous architect Friedrich
von Gartner. The 55-meter high tower, the landmark of
the city, is inspired by the Palazzo Vecchio in Florence.
The industrial town grew so quickly that an extension
had to be added just 50 years later. The two staircases and the hall are a
“must-see”.
 How to get there: U1 Rathaus Fürth
 Open: Mon-Fri 8 am – 4 pm
 Tours through the Town Hall and to the tower on request at Tourist Information Office Fürth
Königstraße 88 | 90762 Fürth

F7

St. Michael’s Church

The Michaelskirche is the oldest edifice in Fürth.
The beginnings of this fortified church date back to
1100. As befitted the erstwhile small market town, St.
Michael is only a simple, relatively unadorned village
church. The tower with the west portal, the choir and
the south entrance are from the Gothic period. The
interior is 19th c. Neo-Gothic.
 How to get there: U1 Rathaus Fürth
 Open: Winter daily 9 am–5 pm

F15

 ornschuchpromenade and
H
Königswarterstraße

These two boulevards from the Wilhemine era (period
of rapid industrial growth after unification in 1871)
are among the most beautiful in Fürth.
From 1883 to 1904 grand houses with elaborate sandstone decoration reflecting the social standing of the
upper classes were constructed between Luisenstraße and Jakobinenstraße.
Even the spacious promenade with mature trees in the middle is something
special. The Ludwig railway line once passed along this central green strip.
People were not apprehensive about the noise, but were instead proud of the
modern technology directly at their front doors.
 How to get there: U1 Jakobinenstraße
Hornschuchpromenade | 90762 Fürth
F17

Fürth City Park

The City Park is the green lung of the city and is an
oasis for taking a leisurely stroll to unwind.
During a walk through the monumental gardens,
designed by Hans Schiller in 1951 on the occasion
of the garden show “Green and Blossom”, you can
discover along with the rose garden, an open air theater, two idyllic ponds, the
Stadtpark Café and much more.
 How to get there: U1 Hauptbahnhof Fürth

Summer daily 9 am–6 pm
Kirchenplatz | 90762 Fürth
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Stadtpark Fürth | 90762 Fürth
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F9

Wilhelm Löhe House

F10

Opened only for tours.

 How to get there: U1 Rathaus Fürth
Königstraße 27 | 90762 Fürth
F14

Old Jewish Cemetery

This is where the Jewish community buried its dead
from 1607 to 1906. The graves were created for eternity and these last resting places must not be disturbed.
Despite acts of desecration during the Nazi period, the
cemetery, which covers 20,000 sqm and once stood
on the edge of town, is to this day one of the most
impressive stone testimonies to Jewish life in Fürth.

Birthplace of the Protestant theologian; his writings contributed
substantially to the distinctive image of the Lutheran Church.

Fürther Freiheit

 How to get there: U1 Stadthalle
 Open: The cemetery is opened only for tours and after inquiry at the Tourist Information

This is where the first German locomotive, the Adler, arrived in
1835. Today the historic square is a venue for events such as
the Fürth St. Michael’s Beer Festival or the Christmas Market.

Office in Fürth.

 How to get there: U1 Hauptbahnhof Fürth
Schlehenstraße | 90762 Fürth

Fürther Freiheit | 90762 Fürth
F13

F21

Centaur Fountain

The first “art fountain” was created by Rudolf Maison in 1890
as a monument to the first German railway (1835) and the
establishment of the central water supply (1877).

The Neoclassical residence in
Burgfarrnbach was erected
between 1830 and 1834 by the
Royal Bavarian Building Inspector
Leonhard Schmidtner, replacing
the old, dilapidated moated castle.
As it had been built for the families
of two counts, Graf Ludwig and Graf Friedrich Pückler-Limburg, it was very
long at 70 meters and was one of the largest Neoclassical buildings in
southern Germany.

 How to get there: U1 Hauptbahnhof Fürth
Am Bahnhofplatz | 90762 Fürth
F16

Paradise Fountain

Depicted is the Garden of Eden with a man and a woman,
paradisiacal animals, a natural tree and many bubbling water
fountains.

 How to get there: U1 Hauptbahnhof Fürth
Dr.-Max-Grundig-Anlage | 90762 Fürth

EUROPÄISCHE
METROPOLREGION
NÜRNBERG

Where does an adventure
begin for you?
www.entdecke

rpass.com

Explore and delight in the region with the Discovery Pass
(Entdeckerpass).
Free or significantly reduced admission to around 130
leisure and cultural facilities
Regional guide “Leisure Compass“ with overview map
Interesting special discounts and food vouchers
Available at entdeckerpass.com,
selected Tourist Information
Offices and the ticket shops of the
Nürnberger Nachrichten newspaper.
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 chloss
S
Burgfarrnbach

The residence belongs to the city of Fürth and is used today as an archive
and library. Tours offer unique insights into the history of the local aristocracy and the city. The splendid festive hall with its adjoining rooms can be
rented for special events.
 How to get there: Bus 172 Regelsbacher Straße | Train Station Fürth-Burgfarrnbach
 Tours:

“City History Adventure (municipal archives)” and “The Park and Residence Complex of the
Counts Pückler-Limpurg” may be booked via the Tourist Information Office in Fürth.

Schlosshof 12 | 90768 Fürth
T +49 911 975343 | F +49 911 97534511
archiv@fuerth.de | www.schloss-burgfarrnbach.de
F11

Fürthermare

The multifaceted thermal park in the heart of the
Nuremberg metropolitan region delights all ages:
Enjoy boundless indoor / outdoor wellness pleasure
in the water park, thermal baths and sauna landscape including free access to the indoor and outdoor
summer pool. Your holiday visit will be rounded off by
the restaurants’ varied culinary delights. Fürthermare - Have a splashing good
time!
 How to get there: Bus 172 Scherbsgrabenbäder
 Open: Daily 10 am – 11 pm
 Current information and events under www.fuerthermare.de
Scherbsgraben 15 | 90766 Fürth
T +49 911 723054-0 | www.fuerthermare.de
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Discover Nuremberg

Become better acquainted with the “Treasure Chest of the German Nation”
on an individual basis!
The Association of Nuremberg City Guides competently and interestingly
open up the many-facetted history and culture of Nuremberg to visitors
and local citizens alike.

KPZ Art Education
Center of the Museums
in Nuremberg

Those who want to explore Nuremberg’s museums can avail themselves of one of the numerous tour
programs.
We accompany your group
through the following museums,
including:
• Germanisches Nationalmuseum
• City Museum in the Fembo House
• Town Hall and Medieval Dungeons
• Albrecht Dürer’s House
• Toy Museum
• Tucher Mansion Museum
• Museum for Industrial Culture
• Documentation Center Nazi Party Rally Grounds
• Memorium Nuremberg Trials
• ArtCultureQuarter

The officially qualified city guides have been offering the following for
many years
• Tours through the Old Town on various topics
• Tours in 23 languages
• Tours in historical costumes that make history come alive
• Tours for children and school classes of all ages
• Discover Nuremberg … barrier-free for people with hearing, visual and
walking impairments
• Presentations “Nuremberg in Colorful Pictures”– A City to Fall in Love
With
• Groups arriving in their own bus can visit the former Nazi Party Rally
Grounds and the historic cemeteries as well as the Franconian countryside
The current programs for individual visitors as well as groups can be found
on our website under: www.nuernberg-tours.de

 German tours: daily 1.30 pm (except Dec 24)
May-Oct and during the Christkindlesmarkt Sat / Sun also 10.30 am
Tours in historical costumes June-Oct, see website for times
English tours: Good Friday to January 6 daily 11 am (except Dec 24),
January 7 to Good Friday always Fri/Sat/Sun 11 am
 Meeting point Tourist Information | Hauptmarkt 18
Advance sales also in the Tourist Information
Bookings for groups:
info@nuernberg-tours.de | Tel. +49 170 1411 223 |
fuehrung@ctz-nuernberg.de | Tel. +49 911 2336123 | Fax +49 911 2336166

 Schools and Young People Dept.: Tel. +49 911 1331-241 | Fax +49 911 1331-318 |
schulen@kpz-nuernberg.de | Adults and Families Dept.: Tel. +49 911 1331-238 | Fax +49
911 1331-318 | erwachsene@kpz-nuernberg.de
Geschäftsstelle im Germanischen Nationalmuseum | Kartäusergasse 1 | 90402 Nürnberg
www.kpz-nuernberg.de
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Spitalgasse 22 | 90403 Nürnberg
T +49 170 1411 223
info@nuernberg-tours.de | www.nuernberg-tours.de
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 istorical Rock-Cut Cellars & Altstadthof
H
Brewpub

An extensive labyrinth of subterranean passageways and cellar vaults has
existed in the bedrock of castle hill for centuries – the Historical Rock-Cut
Cellars. Choose the tour just right for you! Interesting tours are offered on
the most diverse topics:
Adult tours / Regular tours
Tour through the Historical Rock-Cut Cellars: Follow us into the
Nuremberg rock-cut cellars, stone corridors, a fascinating labyrinth made
up of a myriad of widely branching tunnels and cellars. During a tour you
can explore this unique subterranean tunnel system and learn interesting facts about the laws and regulations in the cellars. You will also learn
something about the various uses over the last 700 years and the craft of
brewing beer in the brewpub Altstadthof.
Red Beer in Deep Cellars ‒ Tour
700 years of beer history in Nuremberg. The so-called barley law of 1303
marked the beginning of Nuremberg’s known beer brewing tradition, a
fluctuating history of beer brewing, which had its ups and downs. The
tour begins at the Altstadthof brewpub, leads you through a section of the
rock-cut cellars and ends with a visit to the Altstadthof brewery as well as
the whisky distillery. Includes beer tasting of pale lager and Nuremberg
red beer, a typical type of beer brewed chiefly in Nuremberg until the 18th
century.
A Walk in the Dark (Dunkelführung):
Plunge into the darkness, sharpen your senses and discover what once
happened down there in the rock corridors.
Nuremberg‘s Forgotten Spirits (Kellergeister):
The historical labyrinth of cellars below the Nuremberg castle invites you
to get to know the dark and spooky sides of the city. Enjoy a discovery tour
with drama, light- and sound installation and the fear factor.
Escape Room:
One team, one room and only 60 minutes. There has been an Escape
Room in the historical rock-cut cellars since October 2018. More information can be found on our homepage or online.
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Level 4 – Culture Below
Cinema, concerts, readings and theater | Thurs Oct. 31, 2019 - Halloween
Special
Further information and exact dates can be found in a special event flyer
on Facebook, on the Internet and under www.historische-felsengaenge.de
Children’s and family tours
The Secret of the Missing Beer Brewer’s Children: Discovery tours
through the rock-cut cellars only in the Bavarian school vacation.
Mon – Sat 2.15 pm, except for public holidays.
Treasure Hunt – a varied adventure tour through the fascinating cellar labyrinth beneath Nuremberg‘s Old Town. Every Sun at 11.30 am and 1.30 pm
for children from 6 - 11 years of age. Ideal for birthdays and also bookable
as group tour for 20 persons max. | Duration ca. 75 min., € 90 per group.
 Brewery shop of the Altstadthof brewpub Mon-Thurs 10.30 am - 5.30 pm |
Fri 10.30 am - 6 pm | Sat 9.45 am - 6.30 pm | Sun 9.45 am - 5.30 pm
 Advance ticket sales and meeting point for all tours: Brewery shop of the Altstadthof brewpub | Bergstraße 19 | T +49 911 23602731 | info@historische-felsengaenge.de |
www.historische-felsengaenge.de

Free admission to the rock-cut cellars for holders of the NÜRNBERG CARD.
Tours and information:
Tour “Historical Rock-Cut Cellars”: Mon-Fri 11 am - 5 pm on the hour, Sat/Sun 10 am –
5 pm on the hour. English Sat 11.15 am/ Sun 11.15 am and 12.30 pm | Price: Adults € 8.50,
reduced rate €7.50 incl. € 1 voucher redeemable in Altstadthof brewpub. | Group by arrangement, max. 22 participants (DE € 110 | GB, F, ES, I, CZ, PL, PORT, RU € 130 )
Red Beer in Deep Cellars: Mon-Sun 5.30 pm, Fri/Sat 5.45 pm, 6 pm and 6.15 pm
Admission € 8.50 + € 3 for small beer-tasting (1 light lager & 1 red beer), reduced rate € 7.50
+ € 3 for small beer-tasting | Groups by arrangement, max. 22 participants (DE € 110
| GB, F, ES, I, CZ, PL, PORT, RU € 130 ) incl. beer-tasting | children 6 and under free when
accompanied by an adult | Audio guide: GB, ES, F, I, PORT, RU
A Walk in the Dark: Wed-Fri 9 pm, Fri 9.30 pm | Price: Adult € 10, reduced rate € 9 | Tours
only in German | private group tours on request: € 140, duration 75 min.
Kellergeister: Sat 8.30 pm | Price: € 18.50, reduced rate € 16.50 | duration 75 min.
Kellergeister Group tours: € 340
Escape Room in the Historical Rock-Cut Cellars: One team. 60 minutes. The clock is ticking. For groups of 2-8 persons or on request: € 150. Wed-Sun 6.15 pm/ 8.30 pm, Sat additionally
10.30 pm | Families: (2 adults and 1-4 children age 16 and under): always Sun € 22
Combination ticket: Walking Tour of the Old Town and Historical Rock-Cut Cellars. Group tour
for 22 persons max. on request. Duration ca. 2.5 hrs DE € 220/ GB € 260.
Bergstraße 19 | 90403 Nürnberg
T +49 911 2449859
info@historische-felsengaenge.de | www.historische-felsengaenge.de
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 ours on City and
T
Regional History

www.foxtrail.de

Foxtrail - the fantastic and exciting mixture of outdoor escape game, paper chase and sightseeing tour

Find the fox in Nuremberg‘s Old Town. The hunt in small teams for the
clever animal crisscrosses the city and is a suspenseful challenge even
for Nuremberg natives. To follow it you need team spirit, cleverness and
dexterity! Are you ready?
On our two trails (Pilger & Halunke = Pilgrim & Scoundrel) you
will discover:
- Great views and insights
- Doors that open as if by an invisible hand
- Unknown courtyards, gardens and deep ditches
- A knight that only you can move.
- Machines triggered by sensors
- Color games, which you must interpret correctly
- Beastly good companions and a strange travel community
- Talking hunters, walls and towers
- Unusual sensory illusions
- A soothsayer who needs the right electric charge
- Faraway light signals
- A safe that only you can open.
- and much more
Foxtrail has been delighting more than 160,000 participants on more than
50 trails every year in Switzerland since 2001. The Fox can also be followed in Berlin, London, Helsinki and Rome. Foxtrail is a group experience
for families with children, friends or colleagues.
We offer suitable special formats for company events, school classes and
children‘s birthdays. Bookings and further information under:
www.foxtrail.de or nuernberg@foxtrail.de
Facts: playing time approx. 3h, length approx. 5km

 Daily 8 am - 6 pm, every 15 minutes, 2 - 6 persons
 Admission: Children € 14, Adults € 25
Foxtrail - Folge der Spur... |
T +49 911 9881 0360
nuernberg@foxtrail.de | www.foxtrail.de
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Since 1985 we have been offering
city tours and educational programs to visitors and local citizens
alike, giving them the opportunity
to learn more about history, everyday life and the current happenings in the city, and bringing them together in discussions.
Discover municipal history in Nuremberg, Fürth, Erlangen and Bamberg:
• Old Town tours, city districts tours
• Tours on the topic of ”National Socialism“
• Culinary and themed tours
• Dramatized tours with actors
• Bus tours / Video-Bus tours
• Tours for school classes and children‘s birthday parties
• Educational and conceptual museum work
• Individual adventure tours for large events
• Historical research and publications
 Tours for individuals or groups www.geschichte-fuer-alle.de
We will be happy to advise you!

Geschichte Für Alle e.V. | Wiesentalstraße 32 | 90419 Nürnberg
T +49 911 307360 | F +49 911 3073616
info@geschichte-fuer-alle.de | www.geschichte-fuer-alle.de

Tours through
Backstreets and
Courtyards of the
Old Town

Despite considerable damage
from the war the Old Town of
Nuremberg still managed to
retain its historical character.
We, the Friends of the Old Town of Nuremberg, have made a considerable
contribution towards this. In the more than 40 years of our existence we
have rescued over two dozen listed burgher houses from being reduced to
ruins and enhanced the cityscape with our countless projects. In a walking
talking tour we show you some of these restored houses and other historical gems including their courtyards. Naturally we also include on request
outstanding public buildings, such as the Imperial Castle, the churches and
the Town Hall. Take a tour with us through the appealing atmosphere of
Nuremberg!
Children look at the city with different eyes. For them we offer special
children’s tours with trained guides.
Are you looking for a somewhat different city tour? Then explore the Old
Town with us on a Segway!
 We would be pleased to advise you per telephone or send information material to you.
Altstadtfreunde Nürnberg e.V. | Weißgerbergasse 10 | 90403 Nürnberg
T +49 911 507 236 0 | F +49 911 507 236 29
info@altstadtfreunde-nuernberg.de | www.altstadtfreunde-nuernberg.de
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City Mini-Train Tour

Travel with CITY TOUR through the
Old Town and the unique history
of Nuremberg. From the main
market square with the Beautiful
Fountain past the Max Bridge, the
St. Lawrence Church, the Holy
Spirit Hospital and up to the Imperial Castle with its fortifications.
You can admire everything comfortably from the mini-train. At the same
time you will learn amusing and interesting facts, experience old-world
and modern charm, the illustrious and possibly even gruesome, romantic
and spirited sides of Nuremberg and its inhabitants. On this tour you will
see several centuries of highlights in ca. 40 minutes and afterwards can
explore the town selectively on your own.
 Departure: Main market square at the Beautiful Fountain

February to December 10.15 am / 11.15 am / 12.15 pm / 1.15 pm / 2.15 pm / 3.15 pm /
4.15 pm / 5.15 pm | Duration ca. 40 min.
 Admission: Adults € 9, reduced rate € 7 | families € 21
Tickets available directly at the train, the Tourist Information Office or under www.city-tour.info

 Groups of 20 or more please register under 09401 6079977 | Languages: D, GB, CN, ES, F,

I and RU

dfo

 iscover NuremD
berg on Rails

Every Monday from May to
September ‒ when Nuremberg’s
museums are closed ‒ you can get
to know Nuremberg’s historical
and modern attractions by riding
historical streetcar # 13, starting
at the main train station.
During opening times the Historial Streetcar Depot (see p. 30) operates the historical “Castle Ring” streetcar #15 hourly from 10.30 am to
4.30 pm, starting at the main train station.
In the summer during opening times on Sundays at 1.30 pm: Discovery
tours with the vintage bus in various districts of the city.
And at Christmas you can enjoy Nuremberg with the romantic mulled wine
rides around the Old Town.
Information under: www.vag.de/rundfahrten

 Ride with historical streetcar # 13 May ‒ September Mondays: 10 am from main train
station | Round trip with historical “Castle Ring” streetcar # 15 10.30 am ‒ 4.30 pm
from main train station | Mulled wine trips from main train station from September
under www.vag.de/gluehweinfahrten or Tel. +49 911 283-4646
 Admission: Ride with historical streetcar # 13:

Adults € 17 | children € 12 | Mulled wine trips per person: € 19

Am Hauptmarkt beim Schönen Brunnen | 90403 Nürnberg
info@city-tour.info | www.city-tour.info

Hauptbahnhof | 90443 Nürnberg

City Tour Nuremberg Bus Line 1
“Hop on Hop off”

SEGWAY-PT Tour
through Nuremberg

A cordial welcome to our spacious double-decker public buses
with sunroof. We offer you visitors’
highlights and real crowd pullers
on a “Grand Nuremberg Bus Tour”
over a ca. 25 km route and a travel time of 120 min with intermediate
stops, including the main market square/Old Town and main train station/
Tourist Information Office. Naturally, you’ll have a personal German language moderation. Our many tips and information during your trip will be
very helpful to you during your stay here. Depending on the weather the
top deck will, of course, be open. An English audio guide with headphones
is available.

Explore Nuremberg’s Old Town or
the Nazi Party Rally Grounds in a
totally different fashion. “Glide”
with the Segway-PT with competent guides to the city’s highlights.
The most ingenious part is: The Segway-PT moves by itself when your shift
your bodyweight. Entirely effortlessly. As if you were floating.
 March to late October | Dates on the Internet or by special arrangement
 Admission: € 50 / participant
 Meeting point at Insel Schütt or behind the Meistersingerhalle | Minimum age 14

 April to October: Wed-Sun 11 am / 1.15 pm / 3.30* pm from Tourist Information Office
across from main train station and 12.10 pm / 2.25 pm at the main market square, Sat/Sun also
10 am / 12.15 pm / 2.30 pm at the main train station, 11.10 am / 1.25 pm /3.40 pm at the main
market square | Nov, Feb and March: only Sat/Sun 11 am / 1.15 pm / 3.30* pm and 12.10 pm
/ 2.25 pm (see above)
December: daily, also Mon / Tues (see above, except Dec 24, 25)
* travels only to main market square
 Admission: Day ticket Adults 15 €, reduced rate 13 € | children 8 €
Families 35 € (parents with 2 children under 12)
Stadtrundfahrten Nürnberg | An der Leiten 9 | 90616 Neuhof
T +49 9107 997979 | F +49 9107 997978
Info.MultimediaBUSiness@t-online.de | www.nürnberg-stadtrundfahrt.de
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Insel Schütt | 90403 Nürnberg
T +49 9133 7687819
info@easy2move.de | www.segtour-nuernberg.de
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 nderway with the
U
Nuremberg Lady
Nightwatch
“Let history come alive with
stories” ‒ this is the motto for
these amusing evening tours.

Clad in cloak and hat, armed with
a horn, lantern and halberd ‒ the Lady Nightwatch leads you through
Nuremberg’s eventful past.
There’s a lot to see and hear ‒ of powerful emperors, rich “peppersack”
merchants and clever craftsmen but also double-dealing town councilors,
unscrupulous swindlers and dishonorable hangmen...
A participant on the Lady Nightwatch:
“Her agreeable way of perceptively and refreshingly narrating hiStories
and anecdotes to the listeners impressed me. It was a great experience!”

 hat does NuremW
berg Taste Like?

Do you want to know what Nuremberg tastes like? Then come along
on our culinary city tours through
the Old Town of Nuremberg or its
various quarters.
Discover the diverse history of Nuremberg and the varied cuisine of this
city at several culinary pleasure stops. Our tours range from classic to
international and Michelin-starred cookery.
Getting to know the city in this way is communicative, sociable and fun.
Food unites you with others and you will also be well-fed on top of it all.
 Dates: see https://wie-schmeckt-meine-stadt.de/en/
 Vouchers also available in the Tourist Informa-tion Office

Reservations under www.wie-schmeckt-meine-stadt.de at the latest 2 days before the desired
date
Groups of 10 or more can book the program individually

 March-Sept Fri / Sat 8.30 pm

Oct-Nov Fri / Sat 7 pm | During the Christkindlesmarkt daily 7 pm (except Dec 24)

 Meeting point: main market square, in front of the shop „Tante Noris“ next to the Beautiful
Fountain (Schöner Brunnen) | minimum number of participants: 5 | groups all year round
on request
Marktplatz 8 | 91781 Weißenburg
T +49 9141 997207
nuernberger@nachtwaechterin.de | www.nachtwaechterin.de

Wie schmeckt meine Stadt GbR |
T +49 160 2671787
info@wie-schmeckt-meine-stadt.de | www.wie-schmeckt-meine-stadt.de

 troll and Dine
S
around in
Nuremberg

Ghostly Paths Fabulous Torchlight Tours

Discover the convivial side of
Nuremberg. Combine your visit to
the traditional Old Town with the
enjoyment of typical Franconian
specialties in various restaurants.
The charmingly presented anecdotes from the city’s history help to spice
up the tour. Entertaining and informative certified tour guides take you
through Nuremberg. Last but not least, restaurants steeped in tradition
also make sure you enjoy an unforgettable culinary journey through
Nuremberg.
A guest after the tour:
“It was really great, the food was delicious and the restaurants definitely
worth a visit.”
 Begin 5.30 pm

Regular tours from March to November, usually 2nd and 4th Saturday of the month

Follow the storyteller and actor Marco Kirchner to very special
sites in Nuremberg‘s Old Town.
Geschichtenmanufaktur | Aurachgrund 8
91564 Neuendettelsau/Aich
T +49 9872 9570169 | nuernberger@geisterwege.de
www.geisterwege.de

Escape Agency
The Escape Agency is bringing adventure into the real world. In
teams you will have to solve tasks and riddles. Bunker Z: Save
the World! or Room 212b: Prove yourselves good detectives!
 How to get there: U1 / U2 / U3: Hauptbahnhof
Willy-Brandt-Platz 4 | 90402 Nürnberg
kontakt@escape-nbg.de | www.escape-nbg.de

Parapoly
Discover Nuremberg from new perspectives. In this game you
are the heroes and the city the playing field. Unravel the mystery and reveal the secret.
Buchung/ Information unter: T +49 911 97648859 |
www.parapolynuernberg.de

 Minimum number of participants: 10 persons| groups all year round on request

Powerrooms

Hauptmarkt (Schöner Brunnen) | 90403 Nürnberg
T +49 9141 997207
info@dine-around-nuernberg.de | www.dine-around-nuernberg.de

Karl-Martell-Str. 38 | 90431 Nürnberg
T +49 911 99917811 | info@powerrooms.de
www.powerrooms.de
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Extraordinary location combined with action, fun and excitement for groups of up to 40 people. Enjoy the South Pacific
atmosphere with many activities for your event.
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Culinary-Cultural City Tours
City tour off the beaten tourist track – sampling delicious food
in smaller restaurants and cafés give the walks of Eat the World
an exceptional note.
Nürnberg Gostenhof & Fürth
T +49 30 206229990 | info@eat-the-world.com
www.eat-the-world.com/nuernberg

Culinary Old Town Tour
Sausages, beer and gingerbread – listen to culinary stories and
enjoy sampling Franconian cuisine.

 Admission: € 19 per person| Duration 1.5 h, also for groups
Anmeldung unter: events@cookionista.com |
T +49 911 32232400 | www.cookionista.com

Gelbes HausWhisky & Spirits School
Moderated by the spirits specialist of the Gelbes Haus you are
immersed in the fascinating world of whisky, gin or rum as well
as the production and art of nosings and tastings.
Neutormauer 3a | 90403 Nürnberg
T +49 911 288106 | www.gelbes-haus.de

TAXI

The TAXI offers travel services with a chauffeur from
anywhere in Nuremberg to any address and that at
a fair price round the clock. The taxi offers additional
services in the form of city tours (TAXIguide). In many
of the taxis you can pay with credit or debit cards on
request.

 Admission: 5 km route in a limousine € 12.50 incl. 7% VAT
Additional charge for 6 and 8 passenger seats

T +49 911 19410 | www.taxi-nuernberg.de

Guided tours
online booking
Tickets for our public city tours
can be booked easily online under:

Cloverleaf City Walking Tours

Fürth is over 1,000 years old, has over 2,000 historic buildings, many
hidden corners, beautifully restored courtyards and any number of stories
to tell about the houses and the people who live(d) there. The Tourist
Information Office offers city walking tours on 40 different topics by
certified city guides:
• Fürth Classics – Old Town and Courtyards, Fürth for Beginners,
Literature Tours
• Tours through Jewish History and the Monument City
• Behind-the-scenes tours
• Walking tours on Nature and history
• amusing walks
• Dramatized theatrical performances
• Fürth for families
• Individual tours for bus groups
• Rides with the mail coach
• Sporty bicycle, Segway and canoe tours
• Tours for (wo)man and dog
Those who want to get to know the Cloverleaf City in a personalized fashion with groups have all the opportunity in the world. Group or individual
tours for adults or children can be booked at the Tourist Information Office.
 Tours in German (various meeting points depending on topic)
Sat 2 pm | Sun 11 am and 2 pm | Wed 5 or 6 pm
Dramatized theater tours from May to September
 Individual group tours on request
Languages: D, GB, CZ, DA, F, I, PL

tourismus.nuernberg.de/
		 en/discover/walking-tours		 round-trips/

Bahnhofplatz 2 | 90762 Fürth
T +49 911 239587-0
tourist-info@fuerth.de | www.tourismus-fuerth.de
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Walking Tours on Your Own
Walk through the Old Town
Start your tour at one of Nuremberg's three most important Old Town
churches, the 7 St. Lawrence Church (p.59). The church welcomes its
visitors with a magnificent portal; inside it offers important works of art by
Veit Stoß or Adam Kraft as well as one of the largest organs in the world.
Via Kaiserstraße and the Charles Bridge, built in 1486, we continue to
the Trödelmarkt, a small island in the Pegnitz River with lovingly restored
ensembles of houses.
As soon as you have crossed the 23 Hangman's Bridge (p.66), via which
the executioner reached the town from his isolated apartment in the
23 Hangman’s Residence (p.34), your path leads you along the Pegnitz
River to the Max Bridge (photo stop). From here you have a wonderful
view on one side of the 23 Weinstadel (former wine depot) (p.64), and
on the other side of the 22 Kettensteg (p.64), the next point on the walk.
This is considered to be the oldest surviving iron chained suspension
bridge in continental Europe and leads directly to 21 Weißgerbergasse
(p.64), with its approximately twenty predominantly half-timbered
historical houses. Past the 19 St. Sebald Church (p.60), the oldest parish
church in Nuremberg, and the 12 Old Town Hall (p.63) with the
12 Medieval Dungeons (p.28). The walk now leads uphill to the
landmark of the city: The 14 Imperial Castle (p.14). The walk up is
worthwhile not only because of the exhibition “Emperor - Empire - City“ or
the Imperial Castle Museum, but also because of the fantastic view over
the Old Town offered here (photo stop!). Passing the Sinwell Tower you
reach the 17 Albrecht Dürer House (p.17) along the Ölbergasse, the
former living and working quarters of the famous artist.
Here, at 16 Tiergärtnertor Square (p. 66), it is advisable to let the
evening fade away and “mingle with the crowd“, because this is a very
popular hotspot for the citizens of Nuremberg, especially in summer.
Bergstrasse leads you downhill (Tip: Visit the 18 Historical Rock-Cut
Cellars (p.51) and try a Nuremberg red beer). Now to the 11 main
market square with the Beautiful Fountain (p.63). Make sure you turn
the Golden Ring and make a wish! On the opposite side of the market is
the 10 Church of Our Lady (p.59), where the “Männleinlaufen“
glockenspiel on the west gable takes place daily at 12 noon, a representation of the seven electors who pass by Emperor Charles IV and commemorate the proclamation of the Golden Bull of 1356. On the main market
square, the heart of the city, various (cultural) events take place several
times a year (tourismus.nuernberg.de/events) as well as the famous
Nuremberg Christkindlesmarkt during Advent (www.christkindlesmarkt.de).
Your tour through Nuremberg's Old Town ends on the Museum Bridge, with
a view of the 9 Holy Spirit Hospital (p.66).
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Art, Culture and Master Traders
The tour starts with a visit to the 3 Neues Museum - State Museum
of Art and Design (p.19). Painting, sculpture, photography, video art and
various installations provide insights into modern art since the 1960s. After
a short coffee break, walk past the 27 concrete pillars of the 31 Way of
Human Rights (p.65) to the 30 Germanisches Nationalmuseum
(p.18), the largest museum of cultural history in the German-speaking
world. The museum houses important art and cultural treasures from
prehistory and early history to the present day, including masterpieces by
Albrecht Dürer, Lucas Cranach and Veit Stoß, as well as the Behaim globe
and the precious cover of the Codex Aureus.

BURGVIERTEL

22

Along the Kornmarkt and the Dr.-Kurt-Schumacher-Straße you reach the
25 Marriage Merry-Go-Round (p.63) after a few minutes. Surrounding
the dancing Meistersinger of Nuremberg, Hans Sachs, the figural fountain
displays married life in six scenes – from the first stages of infatuation
through to death. Sachs's poem “Bitter-Sweet Married Life“ served as a
model.
Along the city wall and over the 22 Kettensteg (p.64), the oldest
surviving iron chained suspension bridge in continental Europe, the route
leads directly to the lively castle district. You can stroll, completely
relaxed, past historical buildings, half-timbered houses and small cafés,
browsing to your heart’s content, shopping and finding all sorts of
specialties at the Nuremberg master traders (p.118-121, www.
nuernberger-meisterhaendler.de).
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From the Old Town to Gostenhof
By VAG bike (approx. 2 km) 
Start your tour in Waaggasse heading in the direction of Augustinerstraße. Drive straight ahead over Weintraubengasse and Maxplatz to
Hallertor. Turn left onto the Westorgraben and continue following the road
along the city wall to the Spittlertorgraben (cycle path).
At the intersection Spittlertorgraben / Am Plärrer (subway entrance)
cross at the traffic lights and continue on to Am Plärrer (cycle path).
Cross at the traffic lights at Dennerstraße and continue to Fürther Straße.

The Different Nuremberg

By subway
Duration: approx. 5 minutes travel time

Tip: Rent a VAG bike (www.vagrad.de) and explore the city.

 Lorenzkirche or Hauptbahnhof Nürnberg (main railway station)

All those who like to stroll along the market stalls should make a short detour to the weekly market on the main market square before starting
the tour. The colorful market stalls are open from Monday to Saturday (7
am - 8 pm) and offer products from the region and Knoblauchsland (Garlic
Land), one of the largest contiguous market gardening areas of its kind
just outside Nuremberg.

 U-Bahn U1 direction to Fürth Hardhöhe
 Gostenhof Nürnberg

The subway takes you within a few minutes from the “Lorenzkirche“ station to “Gostenhof“, the trendy district of Nuremberg (www.in-goho.de).
Or you can rent a VAG bike and explore the city with it (www.vagrad.de).
Along the Fürther Straße there are numerous stores, second-hand shops,
boutiques and craftsmen’s shops, but on the side streets there are also
many small treasures as well as Nuremberg's only unpacked store where
food, hygiene articles and much more are offered without packaging (don't
forget your own containers!).
If you're lucky enough to end up there on just the right day you can enjoy
the popular back courtyard markets - at doors with colorful balloons it's
worth taking a look "behind the scenes".
If you need a break in between, you'll be in good hands in one of the small
cafés, and numerous bistros offer a large selection for vegetarians and
vegans. At the end of the day you can enjoy a locally brewed pale beer or
the typical Nuremberg red beer in one of the many pubs.
It is also worth visiting “the MUZ“ (www.musikzentrale.com), the trendy
network scene for musicians and music lovers in Greater Nuremberg,
which promotes young artists of all musical genres and offers a stage for
alternating events.
Tip: Street art enthusiasts should take a look in the back courtyard!
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From the Old Town to the Documentation Center
Nazi Party Rally Grounds
Duration: approx. 15 minutes travel time
 Hauptbahnhof Nürnberg (main railway station)
 Tram 8 direction to Doku-Zentrum
 Doku-Zentrum
Tip: With VAG-Rad bike sharing (www.vagrad.de) you can explore the Nazi
Party Rally Grounds by bike.

Obligation to the Past
As the City of the Nazi Party Rallies, the City of the Racial Laws and the city
in which the trials against the main perpetrators of the National Socialist
regime took place, Nuremberg has been facing up to the task of coming to
terms with the past for many decades and at the same time is shaping its
present and future as the "City of Peace and Human Rights".
The tour begins with a visit to the 60 Documentation Center Nazi
Party Rally Grounds (p.22). The permanent exhibition “Fascination and
Terror“ documents the Nazi Party Rallies in Nuremberg and their function
within National Socialism and shows the causes, connections and
consequences of National Socialism in a transparent manner.
Tip: Plan your visit here - most visitors spend an average of three
hours.
Afterwards, a tour of the former Nazi Party Rally Grounds is recommended.
23 large panels at the historic site provide information about the buildings,
the propaganda staging of the National Socialists and how the site is used
today. The individual tour lasts about one and a half hours, alternatively
guided tours on foot or by bus (p.23) are offered. Afterwards it is worth
taking a short break at the 61 Dutzendteich Public Park (p.67).
The 76 Memorium Nuremberg Trials (p.24) can be reached by the bus
and subway. The "Memorium Nuremberg Trials" in Courtroom 600 - the
scene of the trials of the main war criminals from 1945 to 1949 - is an
information and documentation center at the original site. It illuminates
the prehistory, the course and aftermath of the Nuremberg Trials up to the
International Criminal Court in The Hague.

From the Documentation Center Nazi Rally Party Grounds
to the Memorium Nuremberg Trials
Duration: approx. 25 minutes travel time
 Doku-Zentrum
 Bus 65 direction to Röthenbach or Bus 45 direction to Frankenstraße
 Frankenstraße
 U-Bahn U1 direction to Fürth Hardhöhe
 Bärenschanze
From the Memorium Nuremberg Trials to the Way of
Human Rights
Duration: approx. 5 minutes travel time
 Bärenschanze
 U-Bahn U1 direction to Langwasser-Süd
 Plärrer
 U-Bahn U2 direction to Ziegelstein/Flughafen
or U3 direction Nordwestring
 Opernhaus
Tip: On this tour, with the Nürnberg Card you will receive free
admission to the Documentation Center and the Memorium Nuremberg Trials. You can also use public transport free of charge.

NÜRNBERG CARD + FÜRTH

At the end of the day, it is worthwhile taking a stroll through the 31 Way
of Human Rights (p.65) back in the Old Town. The walkthrough artwork
of the Israeli artist Dani Karavan consists of 27 white concrete pillars, each
inscribed with an article of the General Declaration of Human Rights in
German and in a foreign language, as well as a cyprus oak, two ground
plaques and an archway.
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Turm
Amberg
kirche
tunnel Deichslerstr.
h
rgf
Tafelhalle
Hersbruck
(links Peg)
Neukirchen
(b. S-R)
cWestvorstadt
Un
Bärenschanze
e
Ostring
a
Obere
Mögeldorf
Hallerstr.
Bu
Fürth
Hallertor
Marthastr.
Laufamholz
Lechnerstr.
Rehhof
Wöhrder Wiese
ürb
Eberhardshof Bärenschanze
rnb
f
Maximilianstr.
Obere
r
Hartmannshof
r
BalthasarAmberg
Turnstr.
a
Hauptbahnhof
HauptLaufamholz
Lechnerstr.
Rehhof
h
e
Marientor
R11
grfg
Westvorstadt
nt
erDambach
ac Zirndorf
Turnstr.
Arminiusstr.
u
U
Dürrenhof
Neumann-Str.
Fürth
b
Hallertor
b
Marientor
Mögeldorf
r
bahnhof
B
Wöhrder Wiese
Dambach
Rothenburger Str.Bärenschanze
Maximilianstr.
rrn
Cadolzburg
rfü
R
11
R
12
Obere
a
Hauptbahnhof
e
f
Laufamholz
Lechnerstr.
Rehhof
t
Business
Tower
Opernhaus
Westvorstadt
rg
Peg)
Weißer
Gustav- Gostenhof
MarienTurnstr. LorenzUn
S 1 Lauf (links
Business Tower
Marientor
Mögeldorf
Tullnaupark
Bu
Plärrer
Dambach
(linksPeg)
Peg)
Weißer
Kohlenhof
Alte Veste
Gostenhof
Turm
kirche LorenzAdolf-Str. Sündersbühl
S 1 Lauf(links
tunnel MarienBärenschanze
Hersbruck
Plärrer Obere
Laufamholz
Lechnerstr. Siedlerstr.
Rehhof
Ostring
Alte Veste
Turm
kirche
tunnel
Marthastr. Business Tower
Hersbruck
Großreuth b.
Turnstr.
Ostring BalthasarSteinbühl
Marientor
(links Peg)(links Peg)
WeißerHauptLorenzHartmannshof
MarienGostenhof
Marthastr.
S 1 LaufHartmannshof
Dambach
Zirndorf
Schweinau
Plärrer
in Bau
Alte Veste
BalthasarTurm bahnhof
kirche
tunnel
Arminiusstr.
HauptDürrenhof
Neumann-Str.
Hersbruck (links Peg)
R11 Zirndorf
Leonhard
Ostring
RothenburgerSt.
Str.
Marthastr.
Arminiusstr.
Dürrenhof
Neumann-Str.
Cadolzburg
Business
Tower
bahnhof
Weißer
LorenzMarienGostenhof
BalthasarOpernhaus
Rothenburger
Str.
SHartmannshof
1 Lauf (links Peg)
HauptGleißhammer
Cadolzburg R11 Zirndorf
GustavPlärrer
Scheurlstr. Arminiusstr.
Alte Veste
Tullnaupark
Turm
kirche
Opernhaus
Dürrenhof
Neumann-Str.
tunnel
bahnhof 7
Schweinau
Sündersbühl
Adolf-Str.GustavTiergarten Hersbruck (links Peg)
Ostring
Rothenburger Str. Kohlenhof
Tullnaupark
Cadolzburg
Marthastr.
Kohlenhof
Adolf-Str. Sündersbühl
Siedlerstr.
Opernhaus HauptHartmannshof
Großreuth b.
GustavBalthasarSteinbühl
Tullnaupark
Celtisplatz
R11 Zirndorf
Siedlerstr.
Großreuthinb.
Adolf-Str. Sündersbühl
Arminiusstr.
Dürrenhof
Schweinau
Neumann-Str.
Dutzendteich
Bf.
SteinbühlKohlenhof
Bau
bahnhof
Rothenburger
Str.
HarsdörfferSt. Leonhard
Siedlerstr.
Hummelsteiner
ChristusSchweinau Großreuth
Stein
Cadolzburg
in Bau b.
Steinbühl
Opernhaus
St. Leonhard
Frankenstadion
Fliegerstr.
Scharrerstr.
platz
Weg
kirche
Heynestr.
SchweinauGustavGleißhammer
Bamberg
in Bau
LandTullnaupark
Kohlenhof
Scheurlstr.
St. Leonhard
S1 Forchheim
Sündersbühl
Adolf-Str. Schweinau
Gleißhammer
U3
Dutzendgrabenstr.
Tiergarten
Scheurlstr.
Unterasbach
Siedlerstr.
Gleißhammer
Großreuth b.
Schweigger- Scheurlstr.
PetersImmelSchweinau Hohe
teich
Erlangen
Tiergarten
Fischbach
Steinbühl
Celtisplatz Aufseßplatz
Schweinau
Schweinau
Tiergarten
str.
kirche
Fürth Hauptbahnhof
mannstr. Bf.
in Bau
Dutzendteich
Celtisplatz
St. LeonhardMarter
Brehmstr.
Nürnberg Hauptbahnhof
S 4 Ansbach
Humboldtstr.
HarsdörfferHummelsteiner
ChristusStein
Dutzendteich Bf. Doku-Zentrum
Celtisplatz
S 2 Feucht
5
HarsdörfferDutzendteich
Bf.
Lauf (links Peg)
Gleißhammer
Hummelsteiner
ChristusStein
Frankenstadion
Fliegerstr. MeisterScharrerstr.
platz
Weg
kirche
Heynestr.
Dombühl
Scheurlstr.
LandHarsdörfferHummelsteiner
Stein
Frankenstadion
Fliegerstr.
Hersbruck (links Peg)
Scharrerstr.
platz Holzgartenstr.
Altdorf
Weg
Heynestr. kirche ChristusSchweinau
Schuckertstr.
Tiergarten
DutzendMaffeiplatz
singerhalle
Frankenstadion
Fliegerstr.
Scharrerstr.
platz
Weg
grabenstr. LandHeynestr. kirche
Hartmannshof
Land-Alemannenstr.
Unterasbach
DutzendRöthenbach
Schweigger- Wodanstr. Petersgrabenstr. grabenstr.
Immelteich DutzendFischbach
Celtisplatz
Hohe
Unterasbach Unterasbach
SchweiggerPetersSiemensstr.
ImmelteichBf.
Fischbach
str.
kirche
Dutzendteich
mannstr.
Aufseßplatz
SchweiggerPetersImmelteich
R
7
Ansbach
Hohe
Luitpoldhain
Platz
d.
Opfer
Fischbach
Marter
Hohe
Dianaplatz
Hummelsteiner
ChristusStein
str. str. Harsdörfferkirche
mannstr.
Brehmstr.
Aufseßplatz
Ansbach
Feucht
S2 Roth
S
4
Humboldtstr.
Sandreuth
kirche
mannstr.
S
3
Marter
Aufseßplatz
d.
Faschismus
Doku-Zentrum
Schwabach
Marter
Schnelldorf
Frankenstadion S 2 Feucht
Fliegerstr.
Scharrerstr.
platz
Weg
Lothringer
Str.
kirche
Heynestr.
S 4 Ansbach S 4 Ansbach
Humboldtstr.
Brehmstr.
Frankenstr.
Land- Brehmstr.
Doku-Zentrum
Humboldtstr.
Dombühl
Doku-Zentrum
MeisterNürnberg Hauptbahnhof
Feucht
2Neumarkt
SAltdorf
2SFeucht
Dutzendgrabenstr.
Dombühl Unterasbach
Schuckertstr.
MeisterDombühl
MeisterFeucht
Maffeiplatz
Alemannenstr.Gibitzenhof
Fürth Hardhöhe
Tristanstr.singerhalle
Altdorf
Schweigger- Holzgartenstr.
Peters6 R89 Allersberg
Immelteich
Schuckertstr.
Schuckertstr.
Fischbach
Maffeiplatz
singerhalle
Maffeiplatz
Holzgartenstr.
singerhalle
Alemannenstr.
Holzgartenstr.
Alemannenstr.
Röthenbach
Altdorf Hardhöhe
Hohe
Fürth
Fürth Hardhöhe
R Altdorf
5 Neumarkt
Wodanstr.
Eibach
Langwasser
Süd
Hasenbuck str.
kirche
Trafowerk Aufseßplatz
mannstr.
Röthenbach
Röthenbach
Siemensstr.
Wodanstr.
(Rothsee)
Marter
Wodanstr.
Langwasser
Süd
7 Hauptbahnhof
Ansbach
Langwasser Süd
Luitpoldhain
Platz d. Opfer
Parsberg
Brehmstr.
Siemensstr.
Siemensstr.
Dianaplatz
S 4RAnsbach
Humboldtstr.
Doku-Zentrum
Hauptbahnhof
Luitpoldhain
Platz
Opfer
Ram7 Sand
AnsbachR 7 Ansbach Sandreuth
Luitpoldhain
Platz
d.d.Opfer
S 3 SFeucht
Dianaplatz
d. Faschismus
USandreuth
2
S 2 Feucht
Dianaplatz
R 31 Nürnberg
Kinding
Bauernfeindstr.
S3 Nürnberg
Schnelldorf
Feucht
Sandreuth
Neunkirchen
Lothringer
Str.
3
Feucht
Dombühl
Feucht
Röthenbach
d.
Faschismus
MeisterS
3
Frankenstr.
d.
Faschismus
Schnelldorf
Rangierbahnhof
Lothringer
Str.
Neumarkt
Schnelldorf
Röthenbach
Altdorf
Lothringer
Str. AmSchuckertstr.
Frankenstr.
Simmelsdorf-Hüttenbach
Röthenbach
(Altmühltal)
Neumarkt
Neumarkt
Frankenstr.
Maffeiplatz
singerhalle
Reichelsdorf
Holzgartenstr.
Alemannenstr.
Fürth Hardhöhe
Neumarkt
Flughafen
Gibitzenhof
Messe
Flughafen
Gibitzenhof
Tristanstr. Tristanstr.
Röthenbach
Flughafen
Gibitzenhof
R 9 Allersberg
Wodanstr.
Hauptbahnhof
Langwasser
Süd
R
Tristanstr.
R 5 RNeumarkt
Eibach
Siemensstr.
Hauptbahnhof
Allersberg
Trafowerk
5RNeumarkt
Finkenbrunn
R 99 Allersberg
R 4 Nürnberg
Eibach
Hasenbuck
R 7 Peg)
Ansbach
Luitpoldhain
TrafowerkHasenbuck
Platz d. Opfer
Hersbruck (rechts
(Rothsee)
53Neumarkt
S4 Nürnberg
Eibach
4
Langwasser
Nord
Dianaplatz
Hasenbuck
Gustav-Adolf-Straße
(Rothsee)
Trafowerk
Parsberg
Ansbach
Gustav-Adolf-Straße
Feucht
7
Parsberg
Sandreuth
S
(Rothsee)
Hartmannshof
d.
Faschismus
Reichelsdorfer
Keller
Gustav-Adolf-Straße
Schnelldorf
Parsberg
Lothringer Str.
Dombühl
KindingKinding
Bauernfeindstr.
Röthenbach Nordwestring
Nordwestring
Frankenstr.
Bauernfeindstr.
Neukirchen (b. S-R)
Neumarkt
Scharfreiterring
Kinding
Südfriedhof
Bauernfeindstr.
Am Rangierbahnhof
Nordwestring
Am Rangierbahnhof
Flughafen
(Altmühltal)
Gibitzenhof
Amberg
(Altmühltal)
Reichelsdorf
Reichelsdorf
Am Rangierbahnhof
Tristanstr.
Messe
Messe
Allersberg
R 9(Altmühltal)
Reichelsdorf
R 5 Neumarkt
Eibach
Langwasser Mitte
Nürnberg Hauptbahnhof
Hasenbuck Messe
Katzwang
Trafowerk
Nürnberg Hauptbahnhof
Finkenbrunn
Saarbrückener
Str.
Finkenbrunn
(Rothsee)
Worzeldorfer
Str.
R
5
Gustav-Adolf-Straße
R 1 Neustadt a. d. Aisch
Parsberg
Neumarkt
Nord
LangwasserLangwasser
Nord
Gibitzenhof
Gibitzenhof
Finkenbrunn
Reichelsdorfer Keller
Gemeinschaftshaus
Parsberg
Reichelsdorfer Keller
Kinding
Bauernfeindstr.Langwasser Nord
Nordwestring Am Wegfeld
Dettelbach
Gibitzenhof
Am Wegfeld
R 6 Schwabach
S 2 Schwabach
Reichelsdorfer
Keller
Am Rangierbahnhof
Scharfreiterring
Südfriedhof
Scharfreiterring
Südfriedhof
(Altmühltal)
Am Wegfeld
Hauptbahnhof
Reichelsdorf
Hauptbahnhof
Roth
Roth
Langwasser Süd
Scharfreiterring
Südfriedhof
Messe
5
R Str.
6 Nürnberg
R 11 Fürth
Schwabach
Worzeldorfer
Zirndorf
Langwasser
Mitte
Katzwang
Worzeldorfer
Str.
Langwasser Mitte
Saarbrückener Str.
KatzwangPleinfeld
Roth
Worzeldorfer Str.
Cadolzburg
Tiergarten
SaarbrückenerFinkenbrunn
Str.
Worzeldorfer
Worzeldorfer Str.
Langwasser Mitte
Langwasser Nord
Katzwang
Gibitzenhof Str.
Tiergarten
Pleinfeld
Treuchtlingen
Saarbrückener Str.
Gemeinschaftshaus
Worzeldorfer Str.
Reichelsdorfer
Nürnberg
Hauptbahnhof
Schwabach
Gemeinschaftshaus
R 6Keller
S 2 Schwabach
Treuchtlingen
Am Wegfeld
R 12 Tiergarten
R 6 Schwabach
Doku-Zentrum
ScharfreiterringGemeinschaftshaus
Fürth Hauptbahnhof
Roth S 2 Schwabach
Roth Südfriedhof
Langwasser Süd
Schwabach
Schwabach
Doku-Zentrum
R
6
S
2
Nürnberg
Hauptbahnhof
Markt Erlbach
WestfriedhofR 7
Roth
Roth
Langwasser Süd
Doku-Zentrum
Pleinfeld
Ansbach
Worzeldorfer Str.
Westfriedhof
Roth
Roth
Langwasser
Süd
Langwasser
Mitte
U1
Pleinfeld Katzwang
Nürnberg Hauptbahnhof
Saarbrückener Str.
Schnelldorf
Worzeldorfer Str.
Tiergarten
Pleinfeld Treuchtlingen
R 2 Westfriedhof
Tristanstraße
Erlangen
Gibitzenhof
Treuchtlingen
Gemeinschaftshaus
Nürnberg Hauptbahnhof
4R 6Am
Tristanstraße
Forchheim
Hauptbahnhof
Treuchtlingen
Wegfeld
Schwabach
Schwabach
S
2
R
9
Tristanstraße
Allersberg (Rothsee)
Bamberg
Doku-Zentrum
Hauptbahnhof
Roth
Roth
Langwasser Süd
Kinding (Altmühltal)
Lichtenfels
Hauptbahnhof
Str.
Westfriedhof Doku-Zentrum
5 Worzeldorfer
Schney
Pleinfeld
Tiergarten
Erlenstegen
P+R-Anlage
Doku-Zentrum
Treuchtlingen
Doku-Zentrum
Nürnberg
Nordostbahnhof
Tristanstraße
Erlenstegen
Hardhöhe
R 3 Erlenstegen
Eschenau
Umsteigemöglichkeit
U 1 Fürth
6 Doku-Zentrum
Langwasser Süd
Westfriedhof
Hauptbahnhof
Gräfenberg
zum Bus
P+R-Anlage
Nürnberg Hauptbahnhof
Doku-Zentrum
U 2 Röthenbach
7 Hauptbahnhof
RP+R-Anlage
21 P+R-Anlage
Nah- und Fernverkehr
Flughafen
Tristanstr.
Lauf
(rechts Peg) Umsteigemöglichkeit
Erlenstegen
Hersbruck
(rechts Peg)
zum Bus
VAG-KundenCenter
Umsteigemöglichkeit
Neuhaus (Pegnitz)
8 Erlenstegen
U 3 Gustav-Adolf-Straße
Umsteigemöglichkeit
Doku-Zentrum
im U-Bahn-Verteilergeschoss
Bayreuth Hauptbahnhof
zum Bus
Nah- und Fernverkehr Nordwestring

U3

FÜRTH NÜRNBERG
NÜRNBERG
FÜRTH
NÜRNBERG
FÜRTH
NÜRNBERG
FÜRTH
FÜRTH NÜRNBERG
R 21 R 21

U3 U3
6

6

U1

8

R 21

U3
6

8

8

6

R 11 R 12

ALTSTADT

R 11 RR 11
12 R 12

ALTSTADT
ALTSTADT

7

ALTSTADT

R 11 R 12

ALTSTADT

7

U3

7

5

7

U3 U3

5

U3

U2

U1 U1

U2 U2
U1
U3 U3
U2

U1
U2

4

5

5

6

54
65

7

76

8

87

4

U2 U2

U3

4 U 43

8

6

U2

5
6 8
5

6 86 8

7

6 8

4

7

4

5

4

5

7

7

5

5

U1

7

U1 U1

8

U1

8

zum Bus
P+R-Anlage
VAG-KundenCenter
Nah- und Fernverkehr
Nah- und Fernverkehr
im U-Bahn-Verteilergeschoss
Umsteigemöglichkeit
VAG-KundenCenter
zum Bus
VAG-KundenCenter
im U-Bahn-Verteilergeschoss
im U-Bahn-Verteilergeschoss
Nah- und Fernverkehr
VAG-KundenCenter

im U-Bahn-Verteilergeschoss
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Museums in the Old
Town of Nuremberg
2
3
12
13
14
14
17
20
23
24
28
30
32

33
34
35
37
40

78
79

Art Gallery in the
ArtCultureQuarter
31
Neues Museum
19
Medieval Dungeons
28
City Museum
at Fembo-Haus
21
Imperial Castle
14+15
Imperial Castle Museum
16
Albrecht Dürer's House
17
Toy Museum
25
Hangman's Residence
Museum
34
Tower of the Senses
36
Fire Brigade Museum
34
Germanisches
Nationalmuseum
18
Nuremberg Gallery of
Contemporary Art in the
ArtCultureQuarter
30
Museum |22|20|18|
Kühnertsgasse
32
Watch Exhibition
34
Natural History Museum
33
Amber Museum
35
Museum Tucher Mansion
and the Hirsvogel Hall
20

55
56
58
60
62
64
66
67
69
73
74
76
77

DB Railway Museum
Museum for
Communication
Art Villa in the
ArtCultureQuarter
Peace Museum
Documentation Center
Nazi Party Rally Grounds
Historical Streetcar
Depot St. Peter
Wheat Beer Glass Museum
Museum for Industrial
Culture & School Museum
Red Cross Museum
Merks Motor Museum
Hospital Museum
BMF Museum
Memorium
Nuremberg Trials
Children's Museum

94 Overview

81
92
94

F2
F3
F4
F5
F12
F20
F22

Ludwig Erhard Center
art gallery fürth
Criminal Museum Fürth
Jewish Museum of
Franconia, Fürth
City Museum Fürth
Radio Museum Fürth
Museum of Regional &
Int. Women's Cultures

29
31
36
38
39

38

4
5

26

8

27
31
36

10

9
11
12
15
15
16

32
36

18

29
35
34
35
33

22

24
33

27

19
21
23
23
25
26
29

Craftmen's Courtyard
at Königstor Tower
St. Martha's Church (Ref. Prot.)
St. Clare's Church (Rom. Cath.)
Former Customs House
St. Lawrence's
Church (Prot. Luth.)
Nassau House
Hospital of the Holy Spirit
Church of Our Lady (Rom. Cath.)
Beautiful Fountain
Town Hall of Nuremberg
World War II Art Bunker
Casemates and
Water Supply Conduits
Tiergärtnertor Square
Historic Rock-Cut Cellars
St. Sebald Church (Prot. Luth.)
Tanner's Lane
Chained Suspension Bridge
Former Wine Depot
Hangman's Bridge
Marriage Merry-Go-Round
Fountain
St. Elisabeth's Church (Rom. Cath.)
St. Jame's Church (Prot. Luth.)
Zirkelschmiedsgasse
Quarter

63
65
61
60
51

43
45
42
45
44
44
42

50
51
52
53
54
57
61
63
65
68
70

50
61
60
66
59
66
66
59
63
63
52
53
66
51
60
64
64
64
66
63
61
61
62

Stages, Theaters,
Cinemas & Event
Locations in the Old
Town of Nuremberg
1

2

Sights in and around
Nuremberg

Sights in the Old Town
of Nuremberg
1

Historic Grilled
Sausage Restaurant
The Way of Human Rights
Ruins of St. Catharine's
St. Giles‘ Church (Prot. Luth.)
Peller House

1

63

7

22

39
36
35
36
40

Museums in Fürth

6

Museums in and
around Nuremberg
55

80

Faber-Castell
Pigeon Museum
Garden House Museum
Club Museum
Cadolzburg Castle
Dinosaur Museum
Altmühltal

71
75
91
93

Baroque Garden
Gardens of the Hesperides
St. John‘s Cementery
Nicolaus Copernicus
Planetarium
St. Roch‘s Cemetery
Field of Experiences of
the Senses
Dutzendteich
Nuremberg Zoo
Bionicum
Wöhrder See Lake
Observatory
AIRTIME
Nuremberg City Park
Pegnitz River Meadows
PLAYMOBIL-FunPark
Rabenstein Castle

3
4

62
62
62

5

57
62

8

58
67
54
55
67
66
57
67
67
56
66

6
7

F1
F6
F7
F8
F9
F10
F11
F13
F14
F15
F16
F17
F21

Town Hall of Fürth
Gustavstraße
St. Michael‘s Church
Market Square
"Green Market"
Wilhelm Löhe House
Old Jewish Cemetery
Fürthermare
Centaur Fountain
Fürther Freiheit
Hornschuchpromenade
and Königswarterstraße
Paradise Fountain
Fürth City Park
Schloss Burgfarrnbach

10
11
12
13
14
15

16

68
69
68
69
70
71
71
70
70
69
70
69
71

103
103
108
106
107
107
107
108
106

Stages, Theaters,
Cinemas & Event
Locations in and
around Nuremberg

15

Sights in Fürth

Artists‘ House in the
ArtCultureQuarter
Film House in the
ArtCultureQuarter
ADMIRAL Filmpalast
CINECITTA‘ Multiplex Cinema
Theater Pfütze
Meisengeige Cinema
Jazz Studio
Bühne der Hausbrauerei Altstadthof
nürnberger burgtheater

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Nuremberg State Theater
Paradies Revue Theater
Casablanca
Filmkunsttheater
Z-Bau – House for
Contemporary Culture
Meistersingerhalle
Nuremberg Symphony
Orchestra
Serenadenhof Nuremberg
ARENA NÜRNBERGER
Versicherungen
Theater rote Bühne
Culinary Theater
in the Zoo
Tafelhalle in the
ArtCultureQuarter
Auf AEG
GOSTNER HOFTHEATER
Theater Mummpitz
Der Hirsch
theater salz & pfeffer
Max Morlock Stadium

102
108
108
106
108
104
108
107
107
105
103
108
104
107
108
108
108

Stages & Theaters
in Fürth
F1
F2
F3
F4
F5

Fürth Municipal Theater
Comödie Fürth
Kulturforum Fürth
Kofferfabrik
Stadthalle Fürth

109
109
109
109
109
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 afelhalle in the
T
ArtCultureQuarter

Top-class concerts of jazz, pop,
world music to classics as well as
contemporary dance, theater, cabaret and much more which can’t
be clearly attributed has a place in
the diverse program at the Tafelhalle.
The renowned event house sees itself as a setting for international guest
performances, festivals and as the venue for the independent scene in the
Nuremberg region. But what does “independent” mean exactly! There is
no permanent ensemble, but rather numerous freelancers in the areas of
music, dance and theater, who regularly (first) perform their most recent
productions in the municipally supported house – unique in this form in
Germany! Insights into the diversity of the independent companies are
guaranteed!
 How to get there: Tram 8 Tafelhalle
 Open: 1 hour prior to performance start

mgdf
Äußere Sulzbacher Straße 62 | 90491 Nürnberg
T +49 911 231 4000
tafelhalle@stadt.nuernberg.de | www.tafelhalle.de

10

Nuremberg State
Theater

1

With more than 750 opera, ballet,
theater, and concert programs the
Nuremberg State Theater is one
of the largest theaters in Germany
offering several disciplines of the
performing arts and is a beacon
of cultural and social life in the
Metropolitan Region of Nuremberg. Each season the theater has around
300,000 visitors to the Opera House and the Playhouse as well as to
the concerts of the Nuremberg State Philharmonic Orchestra. In all the
disciplines the classics are re-explored but contemporary works, premieres
and first performances as well as rarer theater and concert formats are
also presented. They are staged by internationally renowned directors and
high-caliber ensembles.
 Open: Theater box office: Mon-Fri 9 am - 6 pm, Sat 9 am - 1 pm
 Admission: € 7.70 to € 110 depending on seating category and performance
 Tickets and information under Tel. 0180 1-344-276 (landline 3.9 ct / min; mobile 42 ct / min)

Further information under www.staatstheater-nuernberg.de

f
Richard-Wagner-Pl. 2–10 | 90443 Nürnberg
info@staatstheater-nuernberg.de | www.staatstheater-nuernberg.de
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 rtists’ House in the
A
ArtCultureQuarter

The cultural center in the heart of the city offers an
interdisciplinary program of exhibitions, cinema, readings, concerts, parties and theater and international
festivals. In the open workshops anyone can try to be
creative.
Despite restoration work in the north section of the building, lasting
until 2021, the event facilities will continue to operate fully, also in
alternative venues.
 How to get there: U1/U2/U3 Hauptbahnhof
Königstraße 93 | 90402 Nürnberg
T +49 911 231-14000 | kunstkulturquartier@stadt.nuernberg.de
www.kuenstlerhaus-nuernberg.de

1

mdfn

Film House in the ArtCultureQuarter

The top address for sophisticated films
Current national and international premieres and discussions with filmmakers, Cine International: Foreign
language films in the original version with German
subtitles, monthly theme-based series and monographic shows, rare film classics, silent movies with live music, film festivals,
children‘s films and special offers for schools.
 How to get there: U1/U2/U3 Hauptbahnhof
 Admission: € 7 | reduced rate € 4.50 | children’s cinema € 4.50 | reduced rate € 3.50
Königstraße 93 | 90402 Nürnberg
T +49 911 231-7340 | filmhaus@stadt.nuernberg.de
www.filmhaus.nuernberg.de

mdf
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15

Nuremberg Symphony Orchestra

Artistic quality and a wide
stylistic range – these are the
trademarks of the Nuremberg
Symphony Orchestra. In around
100 performances per season, the
concert orchestra of the European
Metropolitan Region of Nuremberg
delights an audience of almost 200,000 every year with the most diverse
musical events.
Whereas Symphony concerts on Saturday evening and Sunday afternoon
in the Nuremberg Meistersingerhalle focus on a Classical-Romantic repertoire, Symphony PLUS in the concert hall of the Congress Hall is dedicated
to cross-genre projects from pop, jazz, film and literature. The festive
Advent concerts in the Historic Great Hall of the Town Hall put people in
the mood for Christmas and during the summer season the whole world of
music is on the program in the Serenadenhof or in Europe’s largest Open
Air Classics in the Luipoldhain. Nuremberg Symphony Orchestra – make
music a real experience!
 Open: Ticket office Mon-Fri 9 am – 4 pm
Bayernstraße 100 | 90471 Nürnberg
T +49 911 47401-54
ticket@nuernbergersymphoniker.de | www.nuernbergersymphoniker.de

21

 ostner
G
Hoftheater

The Gostner Hoftheater presents
its own modern productions,
always with its finger on the pulse
of time, varied guest performances of celebrated theater groups
and impertinent programs of wellknown cabaret artists, but also
youth theater, high-quality concerts and every two years licht.blicke –
the international theater festival for a young audience from Oct. 15 – 24,
2019. Take delight in the unconventional flair of our main premises in the
heart of Gostenhof or our alternative performance venue, the Hubertussaal
(250 seats) with its charming Art Nouveau ambience. And afterwards? Let
the evening fade out in our theater pub LOFT, where actors and the public
meet up with each other for a drink. We’re looking forward to seeing you!

18

Culinary Theater in the Zoo

For 23 years, we have been conjuring up feasts
Hands-on theater - quirky - cool - “weird and wonderful”
Theater “good enough to eat” - Venetian Nuremberg Cuisine
– sparkling - spicy - organic.
Culinary Theater in the Zoo
- amidst our guests – live and with music!.
An excerpt from our program:
- “Charme der Tiere”
- “Warten auf Bordeaux”
- “Vom Rinde verschmäht”
- “Lende gut – Alles gut!”
- “Spiel mir das Lied vom Topf”
- Premiere of the new piece in October 2019
Culinary Theater as Event Theater
“Theatre á la carte” - a special spectacle just for you and your guests
We will spin-doctor your comedy, your musical.
We can cater for any event – on our own premises or in the Blue Salon.
 Open: Meeting point: Entrance to the Zoo 7.30 pm.
 Program: In the Internet or telephone
also under www.culinartheater.de or
www.tiergartenrestaurant.de

 Alternative performance venue Hubertussaal Dianastraße 28 | 90441 Nürnberg



lmg
Austraße 70 | 90429 Nürnberg
T +49 911 261510 | F +49 911 260366
www.gostner.de
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Noventa GmbH | am Tiergarten 8 | 90480 Nürnberg
T +49 911 5430120 | F +49 911 5430102
info@culinartheater.de | www.culinartheater.de | www.tiergartenrestaurant.de
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 INECITTA‘
C
Multiplex Cinema

6

CINECITTA’ is Germany’s largest
cinema complex with 24 cinema
auditoriums, 5,000 sqm of foyer
space, four restaurants as well as
various bar areas and cafés. Located in the heart of the Nuremberg
Old Town, not only Europe’s largest 3-D screen in the CINEMAGNUM auditorium (with a breathtaking 600
sqm!), entices cineasts. The Deluxe cinemas with electrically adjustable
chairs, over 2 m row spacing and service at your seat also make for happy
film enthusiasts – cinema has never been so comfortable!
From the roof terrace of CINECITTA’ you have probably the most beautiful
view of the Nuremberg castle. Likewise, in summer you can enjoy recent
films outdoors in the OPEN AIR CINEMA. The terrace areas and cafés are a
popular meeting point, whether before or after going to the cinema, during
a noon break or as part of a stroll through the city.
 How to get there: U2/U3 Wöhrder Wiese | Tram 8 Marientor

Only a five minute walk from the main train station or the main market square

 Open: Daily from 10 am (special showings for groups on request)
 Information (no reservations) under +49 911 20666-0

lmgdf

Gewerbemuseumsplatz 3 | 90403 Nürnberg
T +49 911 20666-6
www.cinecitta.de

8

Jazz Studio

“Live Jazz at its best since 1954”
– Under this motto national and international stars as
well as talented young people give guest performances in the internationally renowned club. The types
of jazz range from blues, swing and mainstream to
modern-day jazz. The venue is a historical sandstone
vault below the Nuremberg castle.
 How to get there: U1 Lorenzkirche | Bus 37/46/47/N12 Maxtor
 Open: Fri and Sat 9 pm as well as other times
 Program information under Tel. +49 911 224384
Paniersplatz 27/29 | 90403 Nürnberg
T +49 911 23555541 | jazz@jazzstudio.de
www.jazzstudio.de

22

Theater Mummpitz

Sometimes poetical, sometimes comical and always
musical, Theater Mummpitz stages plays for children
between the ages of 4 and 12 and adults. Before and
after the performance our Café Mahlzahn offers coffee,
cocoa and more for the entire family.
Welcome to the Kachelbau!
 How to get there: U2/U3 and S1 Rothenburger Straße
 Open: October - July
 Admission: € 6-11, various reduction rates
Michael-Ende-Str. 17 | 90439 Nürnberg
T +49 911 600050 | vorverkauf@theater-mummpitz.de
www.theater-mummpitz.de

nürnberger burgtheater

4

In the heart of the Old Town in the Sebaldus quarter
well-known cabaret artists make guest appearances on
Nuremberg’s leading stage for cabaret and small-scale
theater.

Theater Pfütze – A slice of life

Our productions open the door to the world of fantasy, leave
room for your own thoughts and feelings and affect big and
small.
Äußerer Laufer Platz 22 | 90403 Nürnberg
T +49 911 289909 | hallo@theater-pfuetze.de
www.theater-pfuetze.de

In the relaxing living room atmosphere of the nürnberger burgtheater your can also discover for yourself cabaret and comedy
performers on their way up – before they become big stars.

17

Theater rote Bühne

 How to get there: U1 Lorenzkirche
 Open: season from September to May

Germany‘s most wonderful burlesque show, Big Band Swing
with the Jazz Rebels, the Cotton Club Beauties, step dance,
Charleston, cabaret and entertainment at the highest level!

Füll 13 | 90403 Nürnberg
T +49 911 222728 | www.burgtheater.de

Vordere Cramergasse 11 | 90478 Nürnberg
T +49 911 402213 | www.reservix.de

13

 -Bau (Z Building) - House for
Z
Contemporary Culture

5

A house for contemporary culture that opens its doors
and stages for concerts, art, readings and a colorful
audience – that is the Z-Bau.
All kinds of events take place daily in the former
barracks building.
The urban green beer garden puts a smile on the faces of visitors in the summer with draft beer, hammocks and an open-air program.
 How to get there: Bus 45/65 Tiroler Straße | Tram 7 and N15 Tristanstraße
 Program and tickets www.z-bau.com
Frankenstraße 200 | 90461 Nürnberg
T +49 911 433492-0 | kontakt@z-bau.com
www.z-bau.com
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Meisengeige Cinema

The small nostalgic cinema shows high-quality films from art
house to comedy. It also scores points with its cozy pub café.

Am Laufer Schlagturm 3 | 90403 Nürnberg
www.cinecitta.de/meisengeige

16

m

ARENA NÜRNBERGER Versicherung

ARENA NÜRNBERGER Insurance
Home of the Thomas Sabo Ice Tigers and HC Erlangen, stage for
concerts and shows as well as ice skating facilities. Dates and
opening times under: www.arena-nuernberg.de
ARENA Nürnberg Betriebs GmbH | Kurt-Leucht-Weg 11 |
90471 Nürnberg
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Max Morlock Stadium

Bundesliga venue, architectural monument and event
location:
In addition to public guided tours, there are rooms
for events of all sizes - from meetings in the business
lodge to summer parties in the stadium interior.
... and of course the “Glubb” live.

Stages in Fürth
Culture enthusiasts can enjoy classical to cheeky performances in
the magnificent Municipal Theater, hilarious performances in the

 How to get there: S2, Tram 6/9 and Bus 44/65 Frankenstadion

Comödie Fürth, the home stage of the famous comedians Martin

On match days condensed timetables with special trains and buses.

Rassau and Volker Heißmann, or look for subculture in the KofferfaMax-Morlock-Platz 1 | 90471 Nürnberg
T 0911/ 8186-0 | info@stadion-nuernberg.de
www.stadion-nuernberg.de

brik cultural center and special events in the Kulturforum.
The central venue for concerts, receptions and conferences is the
Stadthalle Fürth Civic Center.

OTHER STAGES
... in Nuremberg
2

ADMIRAL Filmpalast
www.admiral-filmpalast.de

7

Bühne der Hausbrauerei Altstadthof
www.hausbrauerei-altstadthof.de

Paradies Revuetheater
		 www.paradies-cabaret.de

11

12

Casablanca Filmkunsttheater
www.casablanca-nuernberg.de

14

Meistersingerhalle Nürnberg
www.meistersingerhalle.nuernberg.de

15

Serenadenhof Nürnberg

20

Auf AEG
www.aufaeg.de

23

Der Hirsch
www.der-hirsch.de

24

theater salz & pfeffer
www.theater-salz-und-pfeffer.de

F1

Fürth Municipal Theater

One of the most splendid buildings in Fürth is the Municipal Theater built by the famous Viennese architects
Helmer and Fellner in Neo-Baroque style in 1902. They
achieved a prestigious effect with the “portal arch”,
the flanking columns and the architectural sculpture:
Reliefs of Mozart and Schiller, busts of Wagner, Beethoven, Goethe and Lessing on the side facades, represent the program of the
house, a venue for theater and opera productions.

Königstraße 116 | 90762 Fürth
T +49 911 9742400 | www.stadttheater.de

OTHER STAGES
... in Fürth
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F2

Comödie Fürth im Berolzheimerianum
www.comoedie.de

F3

Kulturforum
www.kulturforum.fuerth.de

F4

Kofferfabrik
www.kofferfabrik.cc

F5

Stadthalle Fürth
www.stadthalle-fuerth.de
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Bratwürscht Madla

Lifestyle

.de
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uern
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Nuremberg specialties in colorful collectable tins,
decorated with wonderful images of the Old Town –
regionally produced; free of artificial additives:
• Nuremberg grilled sausages
• Franconian sauerkraut
• minced sausagemeat, “soused sausages”
… ideal as a souvenir, for a gift basket or as a corporate giveaway.
 Stand at the Beautiful Fountain on the main market square or in front of the Admiral Cinema.

Shopping
Shopping Pleasure

from page 110

Nuremberg Master Traders

from page 118

delikatESSEN

For Gourmets & Connoisseurs
Nuremberg
Fürth

T +49 160 92978087 | www.bratwürschtmadla.de

The pleasure specialist in the heart of the Old Town.
from page 122
page 136

In a friendly atmosphere with expert advice we offer
select items ranging from avocado oil to Austrian whisky and from absinthe to Swiss stone pine
schnapps. Come by and enjoy the world of pleasure
with all your senses. We at delikatEssen are looking forward to your visit!


Weinmarkt 14 | 90403 Nürnberg
T +49 911 2029132 | www.delikatessen-nuernberg.de

Käthe Wohlfahrt

The world-renowned Christmas specialty shop from
Rothenburg o.d.T. now greets it guests from far and
near in Nuremberg all year long.
Traditional German Christmas decorations like glass,
wood and pewter tree decorations, Christmas pyramids, incense-smoking nutcrackers and much more
await you in the lovingly decorated shop near the St. Lawrence Church.


Königstraße 8 | 90402 Nürnberg
T +49 9861 4090 | service@wohlfahrt.com
www.kaethe-wohlfahrt.com

ANEMOI SHOP

Anyone looking for the feeling and passion for paper,
prints and color has come to the right place in the
ANEMOI SHOP. Here stamps, seals and stationery are
created after our own designs as well as client wishes.
Your individual stamp can be made while you are
browsing.
 How to get there: U1 Gostenhof or Plärrer | S Bahn Rothenburger Straße
 Open: Fri 10 am – 6 pm | Sat 10 am – 2 pm | not in the bavarian school vacation
 During the Christkindlesmarkt we are at the Beautiful Fountain daily from 10 am – 9 pm. |

Küchen-Loesch kitchen appliances

The brand name specialty shop for exclusive kitchen
equipment, electrical appliances, porcelain, cutlery,
glass and gifts. The largest selection in the city on
1,400 sqm of sales area. We carry brand names such
as ALESSI, DIBBERN, CHRISTOFLE, FISSLER, JURA,
KENWOOD, KITCHENAID, KPM, LE CREUSET, RIEDEL,
ROBBE & BERKING, RÖSLE, ROSENTHAL, VERSACE, VILLEROY & BOCH, WMF,
ZWILLING.

PopUpShops take place in our store in Nov/Dec. | Stamp workshops by prior appointment.

 How to get there: U1 Lorenzkirche | car park Findelgasse/ Katharinenhof
 Open: Mon-Sat 10 am – 7 pm

ANEMOI SHOP | Rothenburger Str. 47 | 90443 Nürnberg
info@anemoi-shop.com
www.anemoi-shop.com

Lorenzer Platz 7/15 | 90402 Nürnberg
T +49 911 206740 | info@kuechen-loesch.de
www.Kuechen-Loesch.de
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Memories of Nürnberg

Enchanting souvenirs await you on two floors of the
shop right next to the main market square – at home
they will remind you again and again of your finest
vacation moments. Along with a large selection of souvenirs with an individual touch you will be surprised by
the large range of hand-made and hand painted gift
articles for many other occasions throughout the year.


Blumen Kuhn Floraldesign
Innovative florist specialty shop, event decoration, weddings,
interior greenery. Fleuropo Service.

Kirchenweg 36 | 90419 Nürnberg
T +49 911 330169 | www.blumenkuhn.de

C&A

Plobenhofstraße 4 | 90403 Nürnberg
T +49 9861 4090

C&A at Ludwigsplatz square – means fashions for young and old
with unmatched value for money and the exclusive C&A brands.

C&A Mode GmbH & Co. KG | am Ludwigsplatz 25-27 |
90403 Nürnberg
T +49 911 24910 | www.c-and-a.com

STAEDTLER World

CHESI knife sharpener’s

On 150 sqm you will find not only the complete
writing, drawing and creative range but also the most
exclusive writing utensils from the STAEDTLER premium range. We look forward to seeing you!
 Open: Mon-Sat 10 am – 7 pm

The specialty shop for knives and scissors with in-house master
workshop.

Bindergasse 14 | 90403 Nürnberg
T +49 911 221006 | www.chesi.de

Chocothek Confiserie Riegelein
Delicious chocolate store, transparent manufactory with chocolate fountain

 Open: June-August: Thurs-Fri 9 am – 6 pm | Sat 9 am – 2 pm
Königstraße 15 | 90402 Nürnberg
T +49 911 237 51 95 | www.staedtler.de

September-May: Mon-Fri 9 am – 6 pm | Sat 9 am – 2 pm
Tiembacher Straße 11 | 90556 Cadolzburg
T +49 9103 505171 | www.riegelein.de

 icklein ”The Gingerbread
W
Confectionery“

Cullmann Tattoo & Piercing

“Die Lebküchnerei“ on the main market square is the
flagship store of the traditional Nuremberg company
of Wicklein (founded in 1615). Here you can savor gingerbread with all your senses: Watch the gingerbread
bakers in action at their centuries-old craft - or book a
workshop in which you make your own, individual gingerbread under expert
guidance. You will, of course, find the entire assortment of the trademark in
the shop, known far beyond the boundaries of the city. In the adjoining gingerbread café with a view of the market, you can also enjoy freshly baked specialties and other pastry dishes as well as warm and cold drinks in-house.

Make your individual tattoo wishes come true at CTP.

 Open: Mon-Fri 10 am – 7 pm | Sat 11 am – 4 pm
Vordere Sterngasse 28 | 90402 Nürnberg
T +49 911 2406852 | www.c-t-p.com

Der Senfladen mustard shop

Hauptmarkt 7 | 90403 Nürnberg
T +49 911 2007951 | www.die-lebküchnerei.de

The small specialty shop is found just below the Imperial Castle
with over 230 varieties of mustard and a large selection of
spices and seasoning mixes.

Bergstraße 27 | 90403 Nürnberg
T +49 911 3944977 | www.senf-laden.de

Apotheke am Sterntor pharmacy

designfunktion INSPIRE – PLAN – FURNISH

Good advice, better health! Your well-being is important to us.
We will be pleased to take time for you.

Vordere Sterngasse 21 | 90402 Nürnberg
T +49 911 224381 | sterntor-apotheke@t-online.de
www.apotheke-am-sterntor.de

You are welcome to visit us in our showroom or simply call us!


BINA Moden

Franken Center

Nuremberg’s exceptional shop for women with a fuller figure
presents exclusive fashion from size 44 up.


Franconia’s largest shopping center with more than 100 stores
and and restaurants. Shopping experience and brand diversity
with over 1,300 parking spaces under one roof. Also easy to
reach by underground line 1 and buses (Langwasser Mitte).

Dr.-Kurt-Schumacher-Straße 23 | 90402 Nürnberg
T +49 911 2449393 | www.bina-moden.de
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Hauptmarkt 2 | 90403 Nürnberg
T +49 911 99804-0 | www.designfunktion.de

Glogauer Straße 30-38 | 90473 Nürnberg
T +49 911 817380-0 | www.franken-center-nuernberg.de
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Rosegardens
In Nuremberg‘s “prettiest” shop you will find perfumes and
personal hygiene products in an old English style, fine English
marmalades, biscuits and teas, porcelain and many accessories.
Vordere Sterngasse 24 | 90402 Nürnberg
T +49 911 227510 | info@rosegardens.de
www.rosegardens.de

GOLD. SILVER. PLATINUM.
OR IN A WORD, DEGUSSA.

Grüne Erde Store & World of Sleep
Sensual-aesthetic natural products. You will find everything you
need for a healthy & natural ambience, day & night; ecological
fashions and natural cosmetics.
Vordere Sterngasse 2a | 90402 Nürnberg
T +49 89 120099-0 | beratung@grueneerde.com
www.grueneerde.com

Precious metal. Premium-quality gold gifts.
An opportunity to turn your old gold into
cash at a fair price: Whatever it is you
seek, you are sure to find it at Degussa.
Our comprehensive advisory service
is yours to enjoy, and you are welcome
to store your purchases with us straightaway in your personal safe deposit box.
Visit us! Prinzregentenufer 7,
90489 Nuremberg.

Hand und Fuß Roder
Shoe fashion, accessories and items of clothing for individualists. Think!, CAMPER, ammann, Softinos, La Boum, Unikat,
Sein&Design and much more.

Adlerstraße 34 | 90403 Nürnberg
T +49 911 3769196 | www.handundfuss-roder.de

DEGUSSA-GOLDHANDEL.DE

Mr. Brömme & the valiant little tailor
The hat maker with 140 years of tradition – now with an extended range: Hats, caps, accessories, clothing

Innere Laufer Gasse 33 | 90403 Nürnberg
T +49 911 47878099 | www.broemme-schneiderlein.com

Elisenlebküchnerei Fraunholz

S247276_DG_Anz_Nuernberg_engl_82x94.indd
A wonderful selection of original Nuremberg1 Elisen gingerbread. Without flour, also organic, gluten-free, vegan and as
confectionary!

Bergstr. 1 | 90403 Nürnberg
T +49 911 243464 | www.fraunholz-lebkuchen.de

Salzlounge Nürnberg im EAZN
Enjoy some timeout and enjoy a day as if on the sea in our
exclusive salt rooms. Tank up some energy in Germany’s first
iLifeSPA.
Moritzbergstraße 42 | 90482 Nürnberg
T +49 911 89294595 | info@EAZN.de
www.EAZN.de

GALERIA Kaufhof

The European Omnichannel Department Store

02.05.16 11:40

Hong Kong Store
Asian foods, spices, vegetables, porcelain, gift items, stand-up
snack bar.

Vordere Sterngasse 3 | 90402 Nürnberg
T +49 911 243028 | www.hongkong-store.de

HUMANIC
HUMANIC is the top address for shoe fanciers in Europe with the
best selection of international shoe fashion.

Karolinenstraße 7 | 90402 Nürnberg
T +49 911 3749054 | www.humanic.net

I. K. Selection

 Open: Mon-Sat 9.30 am ‒ 8 pm

The trendy fashion shop for exclusive fashions from Sportalm,
NYDJ, Frieda&Freddies, Lieblingsstück, Menage à 5 and many
more.

Trödelmarkt 31 | 90403 Nürnberg
T +49 2373272 | www.Ikselection.de

Galerie der Stoffe fabrics

Lapislazuli

The specialty store with a large selection of fashion fabrics,
buttons and notions. Our fabrics will really delight you!


The “blue stone” in gold and silver can be found directly across
from Albrecht Dürer’s House.


Adlerstraße 4 | 90403 Nürnberg
T +49 911 3684340 | www.galerie-der-stoffe.de

Albrecht-Dürer-Straße 32 | 90403 Nürnberg
T +49 911 241270 | www.lapislazuli.de

Inspiring shopping experience distinguished by quality, service,
beauty and innovation.
Königstraße 42-52 | 90402 Nürnberg
www.galeria-kaufhof.de
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REBNRÜN

NHEZ

Münzenankauf Riegel gold buyers
“We turn gold into money and have been doing this for more
than 40 years”. Your family firm in the 2nd generation.

niehcstugknehcseG reD

Ludwigstraße 41 | 90402 Nürnberg
T +49 911 22077 | www.goldankauf-nuernberg.de

parfümerie seifenzahn perfumery
Traditional specialty shop with aroma cosmetics brand names,
fashion area and accessories.

The NÜRNBERGER ZEHNER is
much more than a voucher – it is a
promise of 1,000 super gift ideas!
You can already buy it in 60 shops.
Participating shops can be recognized by the 10 star in the display
window.

www.nuernbergerzehner.de

Jakobsplatz 3 & Königstr. 174 | 90402 Nürnberg
T +49 911 225657 / 2449065 | www.seifenzahn.de

Paul - Jewelry Design since 1898
Whether individually crafted from our master workshop or
selected from the small manufacturers, our jewelry of platinum
with diamonds, colored gemstones and pearls is timeless in
style and elegant. We would be pleased to advise you!
Kaiserstraße 42 | 90403 Nürnberg
T +49 911 20708 | www.juwelierpaul.de

Renner Raum und Idee GmbH & Co. KG
Furnishings house – planning with passion since 1906. Interior
decorator craftsmanship and specialist shop for designer
furniture
Trödelmarkt 10-26 | 90403 Nürnberg
T +49 911 232839 | www.renner-raumundidee.de

Lebkuchenhaus Gollmann

Reidelshöfer das Bettenhaus

Original Nuremberg gingerbread! REDISCOVER handmade
creations!

Water beds, TEMPUR, mattresses, disc and sprung slat frames,
neck support pillows, bedding and much more. A visit is always
worthwhile!

Am Trödelmarkt 45 | 90403 Nürnberg
T +49 911 93165402 | www.lebkuchenhaus-shop.de

Theatergasse 23 | 90402 Nürnberg
T +49 911 99288288 | www.reidelshoefer.de

Marx Schokolade chocolate

THOMAS SABO Shop

We process the finest chocolates in the world by hand into
tantalizingly delicious truffles and pralines. October to February
in the Lorenzer Straße 7.

Discover the trendy jewelry and watch collections of THOMAS
SABO in the heart of the Nuremberg city center

Wöhrder Hauptstraße 7 | 90489 Nürnberg
T +49 171 8311730 | www.lebkugeln.de

Königstraße 2 / Ecke Kaiserstr. | 90402 Nürnberg
T +49 911 2373010 | www.thomassabo.com

Mohren-Apotheke at St. Lawrence

Ultra Comix

Welcome to Nuremberg’s oldest pharmacy – since 1442.

Ultra Comix is one of the largest comics and games stores in
Europe and always offers its customers the latest new products
and information on comics, games and merchandise.

 How to get there: U1 Lorenzkirche
Königstraße 32 | 90402 Nürnberg
T +49 911 20633-0 | www.Mohren-Apotheke.org

Vordere Sterngasse 2 | 90402 Nürnberg
T +49 911 289966 | www.ultracomix.de

Müller drugstore

THALIA Bookstore Campe

Shopping enjoyment with drugstore, nature shop, multimedia,
stockings, toys and stationery supplies on 3,800 sqm.

Read or listen to books, to learn or to laugh! Whether games,
films or stationery – we‘re looking forward to you, your questions and requests.
Karolinenstraße 53 | 90402 Nürnberg
T +49 911 99208-0 | service.campe@thalia.de
www.thalia.de

Müller Ltd. & Co. KG | Königstraße 26 | 90402 Nürnberg
T +49 911 20522-0 | www.mueller.de
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www.nuernberger-meisterhaendler.de

Nürnberger Meisterhändler
(Nuremberg Master Traders)

Shop for quality – Find something special
Traditional craftsmanship linked with innovative ideas – this
is what awaits you in a visit to the shops of the Master Traders
of Nuremberg. Look over the shoulder of a hatter / milliner, knife sharpener or goldsmith and indulge your palate in a visit to a gingerbread bakery
or confectioner‘s shop. Convince yourself – with 17 dealers in the northern
district of the Old Town there is certainly just the right thing for you, too.
Only those shops that offer unique products, an assurance of high quality
and outstanding customer service are awarded the “Meisterhändler”
seal by Erlebnis Nürnberg e.V.

01

neef confiserie café
Winklerstraße 29

05 Hausbrauerei Altstadthof

Bergstraße 19 – 21

pastry and confectionery

The Franconian metropolis has been famous for centuries for its
outstanding craftsmanship – see for yourself by visiting the genuine
Master Traders of Nuremberg.
08

Schmucksachen Robert Lucha
Rathausplatz 7

13

goldsmith with unique
jewelry
09 Hut Brömme & das tapfere

Schneiderlein
Innere Laufer Gasse 33

finest menswear

14

headwear from own
manufacture
10

brewery and restaurant

Chesi Messerschleiferei
Bindergasse 14
traditional artisan crafts

glass beads, precious stones and
buttons
03

Tolle Wolle
Weinmarkt 10
wools

04

06

delikatEssen
Weinmarkt 14
deli shop

118 Nuremberg Master Traders

11

Der Senfladen
Bergstraße 27

Atelier für Schmuck
Barbara Weinberger
Tucherstraße 22

finest mustard products

jewelry studio

15

07

Gebr. Fraunholz
Elisenlebküchnerei
Bergstraße 1
gingerbread bakery shop

Spitalgasse 3

Paul – Art of Jewelry
since 1898
Kaiserstraße 42
Diamonds. Pearls. Platinum.

16
12 evers florales Design

fenestra Glasgestaltung
Trödelmarkt 47
high-quality glass items

02 Perlenmarkt

Weinmarkt 1

Harald Lehmeier – Männer
Winklerstraße 1

Graf Jurowski
Wäsche & Dessous
Königstraße 2
high-quality lingerie

arrangements of flowers & plants

Site plan of the “Meisterhändler“ on page 120/121.
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Nuremberg
Sausages
The genuine Nuremberg grilled sausages have
been around for over 700 years. As early as 1313
a law specifies that “only the most valuable part
of the pig” may be used for the little sausages
seasoned with marjoram, which must be 7 to 9
cm long and weigh 20 to 25 g. Endorsed with the
status of Protected Geographical Indication (PGI)
today the Nuremberg sausages are ranked along
with other important international specialties such
as Parma ham or Champagne in the top list of European foods.
The Nuremberg sausages are traditionally grilled
in the sausage restaurants over a beechwood fire
which lends the sausages an additional aroma.
Crispy cooked they taste good whether in the quick
version of “Three in a Bun” or as six, eight, ten or
12 pieces served on a pewter plate with mustard
or horse radish. Typical side dishes are sauerkraut,
potato salad or a slice of coarse rye bread. Along
with the grilled variation there are also “soused
sausages” cooked in a stock consisting of vinegar,
onions, wine and seasonings.

A Nuremberg Original
In 2003 the Nuremberg sausage was the
first sausage in Europe to be designated
a “Protected Geographical Indication”
by the EU. This seal confirms that all
sausages declared as “Nuremberg Grilled
Sausages” must be manufactured within
the city limits of Nuremberg according to
a specified recipe.
More curious things, recipes, nice-toknow and interesting facts about the
Nuremberg sausage can be found under:
www.nuernberger-bratwuerste.de
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Gourmets
& Connoisseurs

LebkuchenSchmidt
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from page 125

Fürth

from page 136

We cordially welcome you to a
very special excursion!
“Our heart is really in it!” The gingerbread factory of Lebkuchen-Schmidt has devoted itself
to quality since 1927. Particularly choice ingredients and fine spices determine the excellent
taste of gingerbread and cake and cookie specialities.
Lebkuchen-Schmidt offers a special attraction
with the “historical baking experience” in Zollhausstraße 30 in Nuremberg. A master baker
shows how gingerbread was made in the past.
The fantastic aroma of fine spices, freshly
baked goods as well as mulled wine is a free
extra. Following this, guests can make and
buy their selections comfortably in an unhurried fashion.
There are plenty of parking places available
for cars and buses! Please book under our
information hotline: +49 911 – 89 66 278
Lebkuchen-Schmidt
GmbH & Co. KG
Zollhausstraße 30
90469 Nürnberg

124 Shopping in Nuremberg

Fon: +49 911 89 66 0
Fax: +49 911 89 66 222
info@lebkuchen-schmidt.com
www.lebkuchen-schmidt.com

 ltstadthof
A
Brewpub

Enjoyment pure in the Schwarzer
Bauer brewpub: Treat yourself to
the absolute pleasures of beer:
The various beers from our Altstadthof Brewpub taste good anytime, but especially with a hearty
Franconian meal. The brewpub is
open daily from 11 am to midnight, Fri and Sat until 1 am. Many specialties
await you in our brewery shop and in the ProBeer Boutique: You can buy
our home-brewed beer in a 1 liter swingtop bottle. The selection includes
lager, black beer and Nuremberg red beer. There are various types of whisky and beer brandy, but the assortment also includes astonishing things
like beer vinegar and beer mustard. Discover beer and more – refreshing, informative and entertaining!
- Brewpub and whisky distillery
- Brewpub Schwarzer Bauer Tavern
- Schmelztiegel Cellar Restaurant
- Restaurant, stage and summer garden
- Tours of the historic rock-cut cellars, brewpub & whisky warehouse
- Shops: Brewery shop and ProBeer Boutique

Bergstraße 19 | 90403 Nürnberg
T +49 911 2449859 | F +49 911 23555365
reservierung@hausbrauerei-altstadthof.de | www.hausbrauerei-altstadthof.de
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 utmann am
G
Dutzendteich

In our Franconian-modern Weizenstube we serve our guests Franconian tidbits, all kinds of other
delicacies as well as our Gutmann
wheat ale specialties. In summer
our outdoor area with its rustic
beer garden seating and lounge
invites you to linger awhile.
In the upper floor our guests enjoy homemade food on the roof terrace
with a first-class view of the Dutzendteich lake and the Congress Hall or
the Documentation Center. On cool days our wood-burning stove provides
a cozy atmosphere.
Our Seerosenstube offers the perfect setting for family celebrations for a
max. of 20 guests. Our “Saal” has seating for over 200 people. Company
events and conferences can also be carried out thanks to state-of-the-art
technology.
 Open: Daily from 10 am | Hot food 11 am – 2.30 pm and from 5 pm | Hot food all day
on Sundays and public holidays


Bayernstraße 150 | 90478 Nürnberg
T +49 911 988187710
www.gutmann-am-dutzendteich.de

Historical Grilled
Sausage Restaurant “Zum Gulden
Stern”

The famous Historical Grilled
Sausage Restaurant “Zum Gulden
Sternˮ anno 1419 is the oldest
grilled sausage restaurant in the
world. It gives you an insight into the late Middle Ages during the time
of Albrecht Dürer, who must certainly have once been a guest here. The
house at Zirkelschmiedsgasse 26 was built in 1375 and first documented
in 1419, in a district whose buildings formed the nucleus of the historic Old
Town of Nuremberg. The premises, consisting of two buildings, survived all
the wars and it is the oldest tavern still standing on the same location in
Nuremberg. In the historical grilled sausage restaurant you will find many
treats. The specialty of the house is, however, the Original Nuremberg
“Röstla”®. Martin Hilleprandt, the owner of the historical grilled sausage
restaurant, registered this trademark in 2013 to protect the Nuremberg
grilled sausage. In addition, soups made of potatoes, soup greens, bones
and beef are freshly cooked and the potato salad freshly prepared daily in
the historical grilled sausage restaurant.
Anyone who wasn’t here wasn’t in Nuremberg!

 iergartenT
restaurant
Waldschänke
We are the Restaurant in the Zoo,
an Organic Circle member like the
zoo. All year round we cook nutritional food to suit every budget,
every religious denomination, well-crafted, “species-appropriate”, organic!
For 23 years we have been conjuring up feasts– “hands-on theater” quirky - cool - “weird and wonderful” –theater “good enough to eat”.
Venetian Nuremberg cuisine – sparkling - spicy - organic.
Culinary Theater in the Zoo
We can cater for any event – on our own premises or in the Blue Salon.
The zoo is listed, so are we!
Animal protection like nature protection is a human responsibility!



Zirkelschmiedsgasse 26 | 90402 Nürnberg
T +49 911 2059288
www.bratwurstkueche.de
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Noventa GmbH | am Tiergarten 8 | 90480 Nürnberg
T +49 911 5430120
info@culinartheater.de | www.culinartheater.de | www.tiergartenrestaurant.de
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Bratwurst Röslein am Hauptmarkt

Patisserie TAFELZIER

 How to get there: All roads lead to the main market
 Open: Daily from 10:30 am – 11.30 pm, open 7 days a week
 Beautiful beer garden directly adjacent to the old Town Hall. Franconian in-restaurant for

 How to get there: Tram 4/6 Hallertor | Bus 36 Weintrauben-

- the largest grilled sausage restaurant in the world
with open kitchen. Traditional Franconian cuisine with
fresh products from species-appropriate husbandry
and natural cultivation. Everything from local suppliers. Food served all day.

We offer colorful macaroons, small tarts, éclairs, meltin-your-mouth chocolate pralines filled with pure sensuousness and many other French delicacies, created
solely to seduce and bring happiness.

locals and visitors

Rathausplatz 6 | 90403 Nürnberg
T +49 911 214860 | info@bratwurst-roeslein.de
www.bratwurst-roeslein.de

gasse | U1 Lorenzkirche

 Open: Wed-Sat 11 am – 6 pm | Sun 1 – 4 pm
 We are happy to take requests for private celebrations or company events (e.g. Macaroon
Workshop) by e-mail to info@tafelzier.de .



Konditorei Café Beer

Enjoy the large selection of homemade cakes and
pastries from our over 8 m long cake counter and give
yourself a treat with our tasty coffee specialties. The
finest pralines, Nuremberg Elisen gingerbread and selfmade confections round off our program. Also try our
large selection of breakfast menus in a pleasant coffee
house atmosphere.


Weintraubengasse 2 | 90403 Nürnberg
T +49 911 13137340 | info@tafelzier.de
www.tafelzier.de

 omantik Hotel Gasthaus Rottner
R
& Restaurant Waidwerk
“Tradition Meets Modern”
We offer you an insight into traditional Franconian
cuisine. Seasonal and in part organic products from
the region and our garden form the basic framework of
our menus. In our gourmet restaurant Waidwerk - awarded a Michelin star - we
offer you a menu composition extraordinaire.
Relaxing sleep in a 4 star hotel with 37 rooms or smoothly conducted conferences in one of the sunny seminar rooms.


Breite Gasse 79 | 90402 Nürnberg
T +49 911 2308420 | www.cafebeer.de

Winterstraße 15–17 | 90431 Nürnberg/Großreuth bei Schweinau
T +49 911 612032 | www.rottner-hotel.de

Gaststätte Karl‘s Brückla

Sebald

 Open: Mon-Thurs 11.30 am - 10 pm | Fri and Sat 11.30 am - 1 am | Sun and public

 How to get there: Only 400 m away from the main market square. From the parking

Good home cooking and yet very stylish. A warm
welcome to one of the oldest restaurants in the Old
Town of Nuremberg.
We offer original Franconian cuisine with select regional ingredients, accompanied by Franconian wines as
well as a range of special beers.
Family Stefani is looking forward to your visit!
holidays 11.30 am - 8 pm. Opening times during summer may vary.
Obere Wörthstraße 2 | 90403 Nürnberg
T +49 911 2373171 | info@karlsbrueckla.de
www.karlsbrueckla.de

Eventhaus Goldener Geier

Celebrate in style in an endearing ambience. The
house has three floors offering the ideal conditions for
cultivated hospitality in an exquisite setting. The special venue for private parties with 20-100 people. Organization, cuisine and service from the SEBALD team.
 How to get there: Only 2 minutes away from our Sebald Restaurant
 Open: All year round by arrangement
 Catering from Sebald Restaurant, individual menus according to your preferences, music and

The SEBALD RESTAURANT demonstrates how the
passion of our chefs for exquisite and imaginative
creations coupled with Mediterranean ambience and
flair can produce a wonderfully stylish evening.
Restaurant & Bar – meals on the terrace in the summer. Fine candlelight dining and swing music.

garage on the main market square only 200 m.

 Open: Mon-Sat 11 am – 12 midnight | Sun 12 – 10 pm (all year round) | Terrace May - Oct
 Live music on the weekends (Oct-March), large groups, catering
Weinmarkt 14 | 90403 Nürnberg
T +49 911 381303 | www.restaurant-sebald.de

Sosein. Restaurant

Sosein pays homage to nature and the culinary arts.
The seasonal selection makes every meal totally
gratifying.
Distinguished by two Michelin stars.
Please reserve in advance.
 Open: Tues-Sat from 7 pm
 Would you like not only to enjoy the menu in the evening, but also to prepare it yourself?
Experience “A Day in Sosein”. Tickets are available on our homepage.

artist’s program possible
T (office): +49 911 3470770

Geiersberg 11 | 90403 Nürnberg
T +49 911 381303 | www.goldener-geier.de
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El Paradiso Gastronomie GmbH | Hauptstrasse 19 | 90562 Heroldsberg
T +49 911 95699680 | www.sosein-restaurant.de
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Imperial by Alexander Herrmann
Reduced to the essentials with clear taste structures and
intense aromas - very puristic and yet always local cuisine:
minimalistic opulence!
Imperial | Königstraße 70 | 90402 Nürnberg
T +49 911 240 299 55 | www.ah-imperial.de

Fränk‘ness

- the young Franconian tavern

“Quick, something good, please...!” - isn‘t that a contradiction
in terms? Well, it is either quick OR good! Or not? The answer:
Nope! We make everything ourselves. That is our conviction,
our guiding principle!
Fränk‘ness | Königstraße 70 | 90402 Nürnberg
T +49 911 240 299 55 | www.fraenkness.de

Albrecht-Dürer-Stube
Franconian restaurant in an over 450-year-old half-timbered
building in the heart of Nuremberg’s Old Town.

Albrecht-Dürer-Straße 6 | 90403 Nürnberg
T +49 911 22 72 09 | www.albrecht-duerer-stube.de

„Alte Küch’n“ und „Im Keller“
Enjoy culinary specialties in a medieval 12th century vaulted
cellar at the foot of the Imperial Castle.

Albrecht-Dürer-Straße 3 | 90403 Nürnberg
T +49 911 203826 | info@alte-kueche.de
www.alte-kueche.de

AUGUSTE Premium Soulfood
The Auguste has been offering organic free-range beef and
many other 100% organic, regional & fair dishes for over 10
years.
Augustenstraße 37 | 90461 Nürnberg
T +49 911 9326869 | reservierung@premium-junkfood.de
www.fb.com/premiumjunkfood

Karte

The NÜRNBERGAPP affords visitors to Nuremberg a customerfriendly online search for dealers,
hotels, restaurants and other services all over Nuremberg with the
related products or services both
underway as well as from home.

www.dienuernbergapp.de
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The traditional Nuremberg restaurant Augustiner zur Schranke
is located at Tiergärtnertor tower. Its use as a restaurant was
first mentioned in 1632. Daily 11 am -11 pm.

 How to get there: U3 Friedrich-Ebert-Platz

Beim Tiergärtnertor 3 | 90403 Nürnberg
T +49 911 99289650 | www.augustiner-nuernberg.de

 ratwurstglöcklein in the Craftsman‘s
B
Courtyard in the Handwerkerhof
Best Nuremberg sausages grilled on a beechwood fire, fresh
from our own butcher’s.

Handwerkerhof | 90402 Nürnberg
T +49 911 227625 | www.bratwurstgloecklein.de

Behringer’s Bratwursthäusle
The famous Nuremberg grilled sausages from our own butcher’s
directly in the Nuremberg Old Town near the main market
square.

Rathausplatz 1 | 90403 Nürnberg
T +49 911 227695 | www.bratwursthaeusle.de
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confiserie café neef

Bardolino Fine.Food.Hotel

Nuremberg’s sweetest temptations with a large selection of
tasty tarts, cakes and pralines.


Stylish restaurant with classic and innovatively interpreted
Italian cuisine.


Winklerstraße 29 | 90403 Nürnberg
T +49 911 225179 | www.confiserie-neef.de

Humboldtstraße 3-5 | 90443 Nürnberg
T +49 911 9411890 | www.finefoodhotel.de/bardolino

dasPaul smart + urban

Fränkische Weinstube

restaurant | café | bar | hotel
cosmopolitan + with ties to home, trend conscious + down-toearth, smart + urban
Kaiserstraße
22 | 90403 Nürnberg

T +49 911 227845 | hello@dasPaul.com
www.dasPaul.com

Enjoy our Franconian regional cuisine in a charmingly rustic
setting in the Handwerkerhof (Craftsmen’s Courtyard).

Am Königstor | 90402 Nürnberg
T +49 911 223104 | info@fraenkischeweinstube.com
www.weinstube-handwerkerhof.de

Das Steichele

Gasthof „Zur Alten Tenne“ restaurant

The best Franconian inn since 1897. Come and enjoy! Distinguished with the Slow Food Award every year since 2013.


Delicious Franconian cuisine in the Knoblauchsland market garden area. Every Friday evening: dishes from our wood-burning
oven. Reservation requested. Bus 31 to Nürnberg-Neunhof.
Untere Dorfstraße 40 | 90427 Nürnberg

Knorrstraße 2–8 | 90402 Nürnberg
T +49 911 202280 | www.steichele.de

T +49 911 305220 | info@zuraltentenne.de
www.zuraltentenne.de

Der Schwarze Adler

Gelbes Haus Cocktail Bar and Caterer

Fine Dining meets a relaxed atmosphere, tradition meets
progressive thinking. Thus, on their first visit guests become
genuine friends.

30 years of total commitment, exclusive taste and the highest
level of competency.


Kraftshofer Hauptstr. 166 | 90427 Nürnberg
www.schwarzeradler.de

Johannisstrasse 40 | 90419 Nürnberg
T +49 911 390 390 | www.gelbes-haus.de

dieroteBar

Goldenes Posthorn

Not for fuddy-duddies! Enjoy a large range of cocktails made
from the best ingredients. dieroteBar acquires its charm from
the peanut mania. Tues-Sat. from 8 pm.
Peter-Vischer-Straße 3 | 90403 Nürnberg
T +49 911 9928956 | info@dierotebar.net
www.dierotebar.net

Traditional, Franconian cuisine and original Nuremberg grilled
sausages from the open beechwood grill in seven cozy rooms
with room for up to 170 people.

Glöckleinsgasse 2 | 90403 Nürnberg
T +49 911 225153 | www.goldenes-posthorn.de

DINEA Café & Restaurant

 estaurant and Weinstube
R
Heilig-Geist-Spital

Franconian specialties, steaks, fish, fresh salads, breakfast and
cake buffet as well as our own gingerbread confectioner‘s shop.

Königstraße 42-52 | 90402 Nürnberg
www.dinea.de

Franconian and international cuisine in historical rooms.

 Open: Daily 11.30 am-12 pm | warm food till 11 pm
Spitalgasse 16 | 90403 Nürnberg
T +49 911 221761 | www.heilig-geist-spital.de

Dürrer Hase Steakhouse

Hempels Burger

Want to enjoy a glass of beer or wine near the Imperial Castle?
This is the right place for that! Tarte flambé and steaks are also
served. Tues-Sun 5 – 11 pm | Groups up to 25 persons.
Untere Schmiedgasse 5 | 90403 Nürnberg

Large homemade hamburgers and easy-going atmosphere.
Fresh ingredients, homemade sauces and meat from species-appropriate husbandry. Recommended by Feinschmecker
gourmet magazine.

SAN REMO Fine.Food.Hotel - Italian Culinary Art

Hexenhäusle Restaurant and Historical Beer Garden

Traditional dishes with fresh ingredients from Italy and the
region. 41 years of Italian cuisine in the best cooking tradition.

Eibacher Hauptstraße 85 | 90451 Nürnberg
T +49 911 64119686 | www.finefoodhotel.de/sanremo

In summer: One of the most beautiful beer gardens in Nuremberg. In winter: One of the coziest restaurants directly below the
Imperial Castle. Open all year round - in all weathers!

Vestnertorgraben 4 | 90408 Nürnberg
T +49 911 49029095 | info@hexenhaeusle-nuernberg.de

T +49 911 2110 108 | info@duerrerhase.de
www.duerrerhase.de

since 1977
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Gostenhofer Hauptstraße 58 | 90443 Nürnberg
T +49 911 9311 8668 | www.hempelsburger.de
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Burgwächter
The traditional Burgwächter Restaurant is set into the walls of
the Imperial Castle of Nuremberg. Enjoy a piece of Nuremberg‘s
history. Daily 11 am -11 pm.

 How to get there: U3 Friedrich-Ebert-Platz

Am Ölberg 10 | 90403 Nürnberg
T +49 911 23489844 | www.burgwaechter-nuernberg.de

”Trödelstuben“

Restaurant, wine and beer tavern

- Enjoy Franconian food and drink in the unique ambience in
the heart of Nuremberg.

TIP: Culinary City Tours in Nuremberg
Why is the sausage so small? Which beers are still being brewed today? And
how did the recipe for the Nuremberg gingerbread actually come about? Our
culinary city tours answer these and many other questions about the regional
cooking pot.
You will find more information from p. 74 on or under tourismus.nuernberg.de/kulinarik.
Our service team will be pleased to advise you; we are looking forward to your call
Tel. +49 911 2336-123.

Hotel & Restaurant Zirbelstube
In our restaurant we serve regional cuisine with an international
flair.

 Open: All year round, daily 11 am – 11 pm

Trödelmarkt 30 | 90403 Nürnberg
T +49 911 36772767 | www.restaurant-troedelstuben.de

Steiner´s Cafe - Bar - Restaurant
2 minutes’ walk from Nuremberg‘s main market square. We
prepare a variety of international as well as regional dishes for
you with imagination and much love.
Tucherstr. 21 | 90403 Nürnberg
T +49 911 240 68 666 | www.steiners.de

Thai Food 1 in Nuremberg
Authentic Thai cuisine typical of the country and fresh traditional ingredients – also to go.

 Open: Mon-Sat 11 am – 9.15 pm | Sun 1 – 9.15 pm
Friedrich-Overbeck-Str. 1 | 90455 Nürnberg-Worzeldorf
T +49 911 998820 | www.zirbelstube.com

Bucher Straße 23 | 90419 Nürnberg
T +49 911 3778009 | www.thaifood1.de

Kaffee Lebemann

TINTO – tapas y vino

A place where visitors can relax and forget the time. In addition
to indoor seating, you can also make yourself comfortable outside in good weather and have a wonderful view of the castle.

Stylish ambience, exclusive tapas cuisine and select wines.

Adlerstr. 28 | 90403 Nürnberg
T +49 1520 5758535 | www.facebook.com/kaffeelebemann

Lessingstraße 6 | 90443 Nürnberg
T +49 911 65084530 | www.tinto-tapas.com

PARKS (im Stadtpark)

Toni Travolta

An exciting combination of café, restaurant, bar and events.
Every Sunday from 10 am to 2 pm brunch with child care. May Sept 10 am - 10 pm | Oct - Apr 10 am - 7 pm
Berliner Platz 9 | 90409 Nürnberg
T +49 911 80196371 | info@parks-nuernberg.de
www.parks-nuernberg.de

PILLHOFER

Toni Travolta in the heart of Nuremberg offers Italian cuisine in
a cozy, industrial ambience. Antipasti, pizza, pasta, salads and
drinks at Toni‘s Bar. Indoor and outdoor seating available.
Adlerstr. 28 | 90403 Nürnberg | T +49 911 9532 8350
www.facebook.com/travoltanuernberg

ZEIT & RAUM

Enjoy good home cooking lovingly prepared, local beer specialties and Franconian wines in a hospitable atmosphere. Sun
– Thurs: until midnight | Fri/Sat until 1 am
Königstraße 78 | 90402 Nürnberg
T +49 911 214560 | info@pillhofer.net
www.pillhofer.net

“Mama ZEITI” offers a quiet, cozy ambience and Mediterranean
cuisine with vegetarian and vegan options.

PROVENZA

ZweiSinn Meiers | Bistro | Fine Dining

Restaurant - Café - Bruschetteria
Hauptmarkt 6-8 | 90403 Nürnberg
T +49 911 24038932 | gf@provenza.de
www.provenza.de
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 Open: Mon-Fri from 4 pm | Sat/Sun from 9 am
Wespennest 2 | 90403 Nürnberg
T +49 911 227406 | zeiti@zeiti.net
www.zeiti.net

A unique gastronomic concept in Nuremberg, with a focus on
French-Mediterranean cuisine.

 How to get there: Tram 8 Nürnberg Ostbahnhof

Äußere Sulzbacher Straße 118 | 90491 Nürnberg
T +911 92300823 | reservierung@meierszweisinn.de
www.meierszweisinn.de
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Fürth

Moments of Happiness in the
Cloverleaf City
Relax, take a stroll, enjoy yourself – that is the motto in Fürth. Many
small but superb shops, restaurants and cafés have sprung up in
the various districts of the city in the past few years - from the
creative to the curious, you’ll find everything here. There are over
400 such stores in the Old Town and the city center.
Particularly in the owner-managed shops, great value is placed on
details and quality. Whether handcrafted bags with their own label,
high-quality pottery, sewing design from old fabrics or many more
decorative and practical items – you’ll never cease being amazed.
Sustainability and fair trade also play an important role in many
shops.

Calling all connoisseurs!
Discover your market for:
Specialities, Tasty Bites, Freshness,
Quality, Culinary Variety, Excellence,
Organic Foods, Sustainability…
Your new favourite market

This is also underscored by the Grafflmarkt, the street-festival
flea market in the charming Old Town of Fürth, which takes place
twice a year, in 2019 on September 13 / 14 (2020: June 26/27 and
September 18/19).

www.fuerther-markt.de
FUERTHER MARKT · Rudolf-Breitscheid-Str. 13–15 · 90762 Fuerth

“The way to a man's heart is
through his stomach“
Your mouth will start watering during a visit to the somewhat
hidden gourmet shops. On a discovery tour, for example, you can
enjoy unique whisky tasting, inhale the aroma of coffee in a coffee
roastery or shop in a true cheese temple.
In three locations you can also discover the history of Fürth and its
beer in a unique way. In the fall of 2018, the Art Noveau brewery in
Schwabacher Strasse became home to "Humbser und Freunde", a
new gastronomic highlight in Fürth, while in the spring of 2019 the
traditional restaurant "Grüner Baum" in the legendary Gustavstrasse reopened. The Berolzheimerianum is not only the venue of the
Comödie Fürth, but also home to the "Grüner Brauhaus". Savor the
Franconian delicacies and let yourself be surprised by the diversity
in the cloverleaf city!
This will be particularly rewarding at the new Fürther Markt on the
Fürther Freiheit, where guests and Fürth citizens can enjoy not only
vegetables, fruit and delicacies but also an Aperol spritz.
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Versicherung

56

F12 City Museum Fürth

AIRTIME

kitchen appliances

45

72
111

Nicolaus Copernicus

Contemporary Art in the
ArtCultureQuarter
10

Nuremberg State Theater

15

Nuremberg Symphony
Orchestra

63
8
68

Nuremberg Zoo
nürnberger burgtheater
Observatory

F10 Old Jewish Cemetery
11

Paradies Revue Theater

F16 Paradise Fountain
ParaPoly

30
102
104
54
106
66
71
108
70
81

parfümerie Seifenzahn
perfumery

117

PARKS

134
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24

theater salz & pfeffer

108

117

THOMAS SABO Shop

117

36

Tiergartenrestaurant

Paul – The Art of Jewelry
Design since 1898
58

Peace Museum

75

Pegnitz River Meadows

67

39

Peller House

51

79

Pigeon Museum
PILLHOFER

91

93

36
134
81

Regional History

Rabenstein

66

Red Cross Museum

35

Reidelshöfer das Bettenhaus

117

Renner Raum und Idee

117

24

129
115
114

SAN REMO Fine.Food.Hotel

132
71

F1

Town Hall of Fürth

68

Town Hall of Nuremberg

63

20

Toy Museum

25

Trödelstuben

135

Ultra Comix

117

34

79

15

Serenadenhof Nuremberg

108

Sosein. Restaurant

129

5

St. Clare‘s Church (Rom. Cath.)

60

26

St. Elisabeth‘s Church (Rom. Cath.)

61

38

St. Giles‘ Church (Prot. Luth.)

60

27

St. James‘ Church (Prot. Luth.)

61

52

St. John‘s Cemetery

62

7

St. Lawrence‘s Church (Prot. Luth.)

59

4

St. Martha‘s Church (Ref. Prot.)

61

St. Michael‘s Church

68
62

54

St. Roch‘s Cemetery

19

St. Sebald Church (Prot. Luth.)

F5

Stadthalle Fürth

109

STAEDTLER World

112

64

TAXI

70

Wöhrder See Lake

67
52

13

Z-Bau – House for

29

Contemporary Culture

106

ZEIT & RAUM

135

Zirkelschmiedsgasse
Quarter

62

Zur Alten Tenne

133

ZweiSinn

135

Police
110

Tourist Information
Hauptmarkt 18
Opening Times
tourismus.nuernberg.de/en
Deutsche Bahn
www.bahn.de
Free timetable information
0800 1507090
DB Fundstelle (Lost and Found)
Tel. +49 911 2192021
Service Point daily 6 am - midnight
Tel. +49 911 2191053
Albrecht Dürer Airport
www.airport-nuernberg.de
Fundbüro der Stadt
(City Lost and Found)
Siebenkeesstr. 4
Tel. +49 911 81009770

VAG, Verkehrs-Aktiengesellschaft Nürnberg
Tel. +49 911 2834646
(24 hour customer service)
service@vag.de | www.vag.de
VAG bike
www.vagrad.de
Overnight parking areas &
service / waste disposal 		
stations for caravans
See city map page 98/99
KNAUS-Campsite
„Am Dutzendteich“
Hans-Kalb-Straße 56
90471 Nürnberg
Tel. +49 911 9812717
Fax +49 911 9812718
Open year-round,
Closed 1 – 3 pm and from 10 pm
nuernberg@knauscamp.de
www.knauscamp.de
Taxi Service
Tel. +49 911 19410
www.taxi-nuernberg.de
Taxi for wheelchair users
Tel. +49 911 19410
Assistive aids rental
Rotes Kreuz Kreisverband
Tel. +49 911 5301-229
Fax: +49 911 5301-158

82

Thai Food 1

135

THALIA Bookstore Campe

117

The Way of Human Rights

22

Theater Mummpitz

107

Theater Pfütze

107

Theater rote Bühne

107

4

Emergency Medical Service
Bahnhofstr. 11a (Adcom-Center)
116 117

Public Transport
VGN, Verkehrsverbund
Greater Nürnberg
Public Transport
Tel. +49 911 2707599
info@vgn.de | www.vgn.de

64

31

17

112

World War II Art Bunker

80

129

Tanners‘ Lane

Wilhelm Löhe House

65

Tafelhalle in the
103

81
36

15

Stroll and Dine around

Tafelzier

Taste Like?
Wheat Beer Glass Museum
Confectionery”
F9

60

ArtCultureQuarter

80
34

Wicklein “The Gingerbread

Steiner‘s Café-Bar-Restaurant 135
in Nuremberg

Nuremberg Lady Nightwatch
Watch Exhibition
What does Nuremberg

129

SEGWAY-PT Tour through
Nuremberg

77
36

12

61

Salzlounge Nürnberg

Sebald

Courtyards of the Old Town
Tower of the Senses

Underway with the

Rosegardens
Ruins of St. Catherine‘s Church

77

Emergency Call
112

Tours throught Backstreets &

133

Gasthaus Rottner

F21 Schloss Burgfarrnbach

21

135

134

Romantik Hotel

19

135

Toni Travolta

PROVENZA

Heilig-Geist-Spital

F7

TINTO – tapas y vino

Powerrooms

Restaurant and Weinstube

36

66

Tours on City and

44

55+127

Tiergärtnertor Square

56

PLAYMOBIL-FunPark

F20 Radio Museum Fürth
67

Waldschänke
16

Important Adresses

65
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